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PART I:

THE FIRST PHASE OF THE CONTROVERSY:
GENERAL THEOLOGY

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 1 determined the
changes in religion which troubled the English Catholics for
a century or more to come.

The Act of Uniformity which

abolished the Catholic liturgy substituted, with few changes,
the second prayer book of Edward VI and the Oath of Supremacy
deprived bishops of their sees.

The penalties attached to

these statutes laid the ground-work for the penal laws which
afflicted Catholics and gave rise to recusant history.
By 1562 the Elizabethan government had successfully
faced and overcome the initial difficulties of establishing
the new Church of England.

The problem then was to solidify

the administration and repress remaining evidences of nonconformity.2

Although there was no indication of a Catholic

1 see G. R. Elton, The Tudor Constitution (Cambridge,
Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1962) for the Act of
Supremacy (l Eliz., c.l), pp. 363-68 and for the Act of
Uniformity (l Eliz., c.2), pp. 401-4. For a description
of the Elizabethan settlement of 1559, Carl S. Meyer, The
Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1961.
2william Raleigh Trimble, The Catholic Laity in Elizabethan England 1558-1603 (Cambridge: ~elknap Press of Ha 7vard
university Press, 1964), pp. 9-24; Brian Magee, The English
Recusants (London: Oates and Washbourne Ltd., 1938), pp. 23-27.
Recusants, as referred to in this thesis, are the Roman
Catholic recusants.

-
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party united under strong leadership and pursuing a defined
policy, there were, nevertheless, enough Roman Catholics to
prompt the government to the use of harsher measures expressed
in the Act of 1563. 3
A group of Roman Catholic intellectual refugees, including
Thomas Harding, John Martiall, John Rustell, Thomas Dorman,
Nicholas Sanders, and Thomas Stapleton, gathered at Louvain,
whence through their writings they defended traditional
theology and waited for England to be r~stored to Roman
Catholicism. 4

Believing that the unity of Christendom on the

basis of Roman Catholic dogma and polity, was the only preservative o~ truth and that Reformation theology, like all
other heresies, was doomed to extinction because it was against
universal truth, they became active in the "greate controversie"
touched off by Bishop Jewel's famous "challenge sermon" of
1559. 5

The significance of these intellectuals, known as

3 5 Eliz., c.l. cited in G. W. Prothero, Select Statues
and Other Constitutional Documents Illustrative of the Reigns
of Elizabeth and James I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954), p. 39.
4 Thomas H. Clancy, S.J., Papist Pamphleteers (Chicago:
Loyola University Press, 1964), p. 3; John Bossy, "The
Character of Elizabethan Catholicism," Crisis in Europe 15601660, edited by Trevor Aston (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1965), p. 230. A. c. Southern, Elizabethan Recusant
Prose 1559-1582 (London: Sands and Co., 1950), pp. 25-26,
43-50.
5 John Jewel, "'Phe copie of a sermon preached by the Bishop
of Salisburie at Paules Crosse the Second Sunday before Easter
in the yere of our Lord 1560," The Works of John Jewel, edited
for the Parker Society by the Rev. John Ayre, XXIII (Cambridge:

-
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apologetical writers or the Louvainists, lies not only in
their development of a controversial theology, but also in
their method of argument, both of whiqh are reflected in the
sixteenth and seventeenth century controversial theological
literature.
Meanwhile, developments in England necessitated a more
decided policy toward the Roman Catholics.
Queen of Scots,

6

By 1568 Mary

a strong pretender to the throne, was in

England; the Rising of the North 7 in 1569, although quickly
put down, gave rise to unrest and rebellion; and the papal
bull Regnans in Excelsis 8 of 1570, excommunicated Queen
Elizabeth I and absolved subjects of the Pope from allegiance
to the crown.
1571 two acts

Parliament acted swiftly and decisively.
9

were passed.

In

The one confirmed the queen's

University Press, 1841), 1-25. The challenge contained in
this sermon was first given at Paul's Cross, 26 November 1559,
before Jewel's consecration as Bishop of Salisbury. The sermon, with the challenge amplified, was preached at the court,
17 March 1500, and repeated at Paul's Cross, 31 March, the
second Sunday before Easter. The latter sermon is printed in
Jewel's Works. For a summary of the literature provoked by
this sermon, Southern, pp. 60-180.
6 John E. Neale, Queen Elizabeth (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1934), pp. 114-70.
7 J. H. Pollen, The English Catholics in the Reign of Queen
Elizabeth (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1920, pp. 118-44
1•

~o. A. Meyer, En land and the Catholic Church under Queen
Elizabeth (New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., c.1967 reprint,
1915]), pp. 73-92.
9 13 Eliz., c.l.
13 Eliz., c.2.

Prothero, pp. 57-60.
Ibid., p. 60.
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title and threatened the charge of high treason to any who
would attempt to deprive her of it.

The other forbid bulls

from Rome to enter England or the absolution of Englishmen
from allegiance to the queen.

From then on it was impossible

for one to be a good Roman Catholic and a good subject of the
queen at the same time.

This theory, strongly resented by

"loyalist Catholics," became a subject of contention in the
controversial literature of the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth century.
Elizabeth had reason for concern.

A new party of

Catholics, gathering under the leadership of William Allen at
the newly founded seminary in Douay {1568), had as its chief
aim a Catholic mission in Protestant England.
graduates had infiltrated Engl~nd.

By 1585 seventy

More alarming was the

literature which this group published. 10

Dubbed the "Allen-

Persons Party" il} distinction from the Louvainists, whose
major contribution was works on controversial theology, these
men produced works of a decidedly political nature.

Such

thinkers as William Rainolds, Gregory Martin, Richard Bristow,
and Robert Persons shared the same political views.

William

Allen, the leader of the group, became the unofficial leader
of Roman Catholicism in England, controlling not only the
"seminary priests" but also the secular cle,rgy.

Recognized

10c1ancy, see footnote 4. The major concern of this
book is an investigation of the political attitude of the
writers of the Allen-Persons party.

-

5

by Rome, Allen was consulted on various plans to "liberate"
England from Protestantism by means of an invasion by Spain.
At least until 1590-1592, among the Allen-Persons party, the
conviction was strong that the "mechanism of papal deposition
aided by foreign invasion could solve England's succession
problem." 11
Allen set forth his views in A True, Sincere, and Modest
Defence of English Catholics (1584). 12

In discussing the

subject of the deposing power, he insisted that i t was a
theological question.

The scriptures, history, as well as

Calvin, Luther, and Knox, taught that kings might be deposed
. f
l.

13
th ey se t th emse 1 ves up agains
· t re 1 igion.
· ·
What Allen wrote in 1584 was not new to the Elizabethan

government.

By 1574 the government was cognizant of the

threat posed by Allen and others of his party, who, from a
political viewpoint, represented a subversive element which
<

was undermining the Protestant orientation of the realm. 14
Furthermore, the census of 1577 confirmed to the government that Catholicism was being kept alive, not only by older

11 Ibid., p. 76.

12A Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed In England,
Scotland and Ireland and of En lish Books Printed Abroad
Oxford: Clarendon Press, c.1956 , p. 373. Hereafter referred
to as STC.
13 Clancy, pp. 51-52.
14Trimble, p. 68.

-
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priests but also by the newly ordained English priests trained
on the continent. 15

By 1580 the condemnation of conformity

in England by the Council of Trent was generally known. 16
Although the activities of the priests did not prove to be a
widespread evangelizing movement, all Roman Catholics were
rendered suspect by the Ridolf conspiracy, the attempt to
blockade England and the plans fostered by Catholic princes
and the pope to attack England.

The government determined

to meet this peril by destroying the Catholic priesthood
through execution, exile, and imprisonment, by repressing the
religious activities of the Catholics through stricter laws,
and by controlling lay Catholics through fine and imprisonment.

17
The acts of 1571 18 and 1581 19 had made reconciliation to

the Roman Church treason, and punishable by death.

The Act

of 158s 20 demanded that all priests ordained since 24 June
1559, leave the country within forty days; those who remained
after forty days were to be punished with death as traitors;

15 Ibid., p. 88.
16 Ibid., P• 102.
17 Ibid., p. 107.
1813 Eliz., c.l, Prothero, P• 57.
1923 Eliz., c.l,

lli.2·,

p. 74.

20 21 Eli· z. , c • 2 , Gee and Hardy, Documents Illustrative
of English Church History (New York: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,
1896), p. 485.

-
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all who assisted remaining priests were to be hung; students
in Jesuit colleges and seminaries were given six months to
return home and two days after arrival to change their religion or be punished as traitors.

After the expiration 0£

£orty days, Englishmen ordained as priests since 24 June 1559,
were not to enter England, under penalty of death; those who
sheltered returning priests were to be hung.

Nothing, however,

in the Act applied to the priest who would within the forty
days acknowledge the Queen and not the Pope as supreme
authority for Englishmen in matters of religion.
The year 1585 was crucial.

Parliament of 1584-1585 was

chiefly concerned about the threat of Roman Catholicism
against the crown.

21

The scheme known as "Enterprise," which

I

had as its purpose the overthrow of Queen Elizabeth; the plot
to kill Elizabeth, condoned by the Pope; and the recent
assassination 0£ William the Silent caused the Parliament to
£ocus attention on the safety of the Queen. 22

Sir Walter

Milday opened the subject on Saturday morning, November 28.
He described the Pope as the "most mortal and capital enemy"
and the Jesuits and seminary priests as a "rabble of runogates"
that creep into the realm and are "occupied to stir sedition
• • • under pretence of reforming men's conscience. 1123

Two

21 J. E. Neale, Elizabeth I and Her Parliaments 1584-1601
(New York: St. Martin't Press, 1958), pp. 13-101.
22 rbid., pp. 13-15.
2 3 ~ . , p. 29.

-
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recent pamphlets were the subject of special attention:
Allen's Defence of English Catholics, which maintained the
Pope's right to depose princes, and Parsons' De Persecutione
Anglicana which made it appear that England was under another
Nero.

Two lines of defense were therefore taken:

one for

the Queen's safety, known as the Bond of Association, and
the other, the Act against Jesuits and Seminarists, to rid
.
. 1 an t agonis
. t s. 24
th e 1 an d o f th e principa
The crisis of 1585 did not end with the Act against the
Jesuits.

Indeed, by autumn, the tension of war was mounting.

Extermination of Elizabeth had become a "moral obligation."
Discovery of the Babington plot moved Parliament to meet
earlier than planned.
cated in the plot.

25

Mary, Queen of Scots, had been impli-

Without the Queen, Parliament beg_a n to

discuss the matter of Mary.

· According to the clerk of the

House of Commons, the burden of all the speeches was that the
Scottish Queen should immediately "suffer the due execution
of Justice, according to her deserts."
.
26
d ie.

Mary would have to

On 8 February 1587 Mary was beheaded.

The short term effect of Mary's death was to increase
the threat from Roman Catholicism.

24

Neale, pp. 30-31.

25 Ibid., p. 104.
26 Ibid., p. 111.

This threat was soon faced

-
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in the confrontation between England and Spain:

Protestantism

versus Roman Catholicism in the decisive battle of 1588, the
Spanish Armada.

The defeat of Spain by the English marked

the birth of Modern Englands strength, secured Protestantism
and dealt a decisive blow to Roman Catholic hopes of an
England under the Pope.
The concluding penal law of Elizabeth against popish
recusants which Catholic defeat began at the Armada was the
Act of 1593. 27

Catholics were by this Act forbidden to travel

more than five miles from their homes; the poorer classes of
offenders were banished from the realm; anyone suspected of
being a Jesuit or seminary priest, and refusing to answer the
charge, could be imprisoned until he submitted to examination.
By this time, however, the spirit of Roman Catholicism
was undergoing a significant change.

The execution of Mary

which secured Protestant succession, and the defeat of the
Armada which relieved the country of the fear of a Spanish
invasion, were significant factors contributing to a growing
change in attitude on the part of English Catholics.

Even

the literature of the political propagandists, the AllenPersons Party, reflected to some degree the change emerging
28
. h Cato
h 1·1c1sm.
.
in Eng1 is

27 35 Eliz., c.2, Prothero, p. 92.
28 c1ancy, pp. 76-78;

o.

A. Meyer, p. 372.

- 10 The ultimate problem between Catholics and Protestants
in England turned on the question of Rome's authority in
England. 29

The first instance of dispute revolved around

the succession question.

Parsons, in a pseudonynomous work,

A Conference about the Next Succession to the Crowne of
England, 30 foresaw Catholic domination through succession to
the throne in the Spanish line, notably the Infanta Isabella.
His book set forth the hope of Spanish succession, not as a
private venture, but as the program of a party.

It thereby

implicated all Jesuits and seculars to some degree.

Seculars,

however, for the most part looked to Scotland and James VI
as successor to the crown.

The division which ensued tended

to break down Catholic strength and stimulated hostility
between Jesuits and seculars. 31
A second instance of dispute revolved around the appointment of Blackwell as archpriest 32 with twelve assistants to
rule the seminary priests.

The new appointment, not welcomed

by all priests, was opposed by a group of seculars led by
William Bishop 33 and Robert Charnock.

Bishop and Charnock

29 O. A. Meyer, p. 376.
30sTC, 19398., published under the name of R. Doleman.
31 T. G. Law Jesuits and Seculars in the Reign of
Elizabeth (Londo~: David Nutt, 1889).
32 T. G. Law, The Archpriest Controversy (London: Nichols
and Sons, 1896).
33william Bishop, an outspoken opponent of the Jesuits,
and their political views, is the author of the Roman Catholic

- 11 left for Rome in the summer of 1598 to appeal.

A papal

brief of 6 April 1599, confirmed the institution of Archpriest
Blackwell.

Hostilities broke out, resulting in Apellant

literature which went so far as to question the Pope's power
to make such an appointment.

Blackwell, on the other hand,

strongly denounced the Apellants and gained the upper hand
against them through a second papal confirmation of his
authority and position, dated 5 October 1602.

The rift

between seculars and J~suits was irrevocable.

Catholicism,

greatly weakened in England, had among her clergy those who
had settled for a "doubtful loyalty to the Pope. 1134
The battle for a Catholic prince was over; the battle
.
.
.
35
f or to 1 eration
un d er a p rotestant prince
was a b out to b egin.

King James
James began his reign with a genuine desire to relieve
recusants of some portion of the opp~ession they had suffered.
In his speech at the opening of Parliament on 19 March 1604,
James promised to relax the severity of the laws against the
papists.

Making a distinction between clerics and laics, he

noted that laics were "mort excusable" than the other.

He

material produced in the controversy provoked by William
Perkins' Reformed Catholike.
34Clancy, p. 7.
35 Ibid., p. 78.

- 12 warned clerics against their doctrine of the supremacy of the
Pope and the practice of the murder of kings under a moral
guise.

Finally, holding out the possibility of a compromise,

he warned them against increasing in "number and strength"
and assured them that "as I am a friend to their persons, if
they be good subjects, so am I a vowed enemie and doe denounce
mortall warre to their errors. 1136
Parliament, however, passed an act confirming the penal
statutes of the previous reign. 37

Nevertheless, the execution

of these laws depended on the crown.

Had it not been for the

"Gunpowder plot" which brought down the wrath of the King and
Parliament on the recusants, the extension of toleration
during the Jacobean era may have developed differently.
Instead of toleration, the laws of James against Catholics
became more severe; public laws restricting the activities of
popish subjects were broader, and other laws interfered with
private life.
James• attitude toward Catholic subjects shows a remarkable change between 1604 and 1605.

Addressing the Parliament

of 1605 on the "Gunpowder Plot" and the recusants in the land,
James pointed out that Jews, Turks, and pagans have no worse

36 King James I, "The King's Majesty's Speech, 1604, 11
The Political Works of James I, edited by Charles Howard
Mcilwain (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1918),
pp. 269-80.
37 1 Jae. I, c.4, Prothero, p. 252.

- 13 doctrine than that of the Catholics who considered it meritorious "to murther Princes or people for quarrell of Religion."

Nevertheless, he admitted that there were many honest

men, seduced with some errors of popery, who "yet remaine
good and faithful subjects," although those who "trewly know
and beleeve" their doctrine "can ever prove either good
Christians or faithful subjects. 1138
When Parliament convened in 1606, strong measures were
taken against the Catholics in the Act for the better discovering and repressing of Popish Recusants. 39

Recusants were

not only to attend church, but also to receive the sacram~nt
yearly.

Offenders against the crown were to pay a monthly

fine of twenty pounds.

If default were made, this Act

enabled the King to seize two-thirds of the offender's land.
The King was given authority to refuse the fine, and to
claim two-thirds of the land at any time.

A new oath, the

Oath of Allegiance, was imposed in which Catholics were adjured
to refer to the papal doctrine that princes deposed by the
Pope may be murdered by their subjects as "impious ., " "heretical," and "damnable."

Any recusant who twice refused the

oath was liable to praemunire.

New converts to Catholicism,

as well as the agent of conversion, were punishable by death.

38 King James I, "Speech of 1605," pp. 281-89.
39 3 & 4 Jae. I, c.4, Prothero, pp. 256-62.

- 14 Another act of the same session, An Act to prevent and
avoid dangers which may grow by Popish recusants, 40 offered
a large bribe to anyone who would disclose the names of recusants.

It banished Romanists from court and from the city

of London, except under special circumstances.

They were

debarred from certain professions, such as the practice of
law, medicine, service in the armed forces, and the holding
of lower public offices.

A Romanist wife of a Protestant

husband incurred severe penalties.

Marriage, baptism, or

burial, performed by rites other than those of the English
Church, were severely punished.

Persons educated abroad

were to have all inheritances seized unless they submitted
to the oath within six months of their return.

In addition

to other deprivations, the primacy of homes was violated by
the authorization of the justice of the peace to search them
for popish books and relics.
Finally, in an Act of 1610, entitled an Act for administering the oath of allegiance, and reformation of married
women recusants, 41 an oath of allegiance was made incumbant
on all persons, both Catholic and Protestant.

A recusant

wife was to be put into prison until either she received the
Lord's Supper according to the English rite or her husband
paid a heavy fine.

403

&

4 Jae. I, c.5, ~ . , PP· 262-65.

41 1

&

8 Jae. I, c.6, Ibid., pp. 273-75.

- 15 The Oath of Allegiance 42 which denied the authority of
the Pope in temporal affairs, met with a mixed reaction among
the recusants.

Parsons, Bellarmine, the Jesuits, and the

Pope condemned it.

Others of the "church Papists" explored

the possibilities of a re-draft which would enable them to
prove their loyalty without violating their consciences. 43
The oath created a controversy

44

which raged between

King James and Bellarmine from 1606 to 1620.

Bellarmine

insisted that English Catholics were being required to deny
their faith, for what concerned papal supremacy was a matter
of faith.

James, on the other hand, argued that the oath was

merely civil, and intended to distinguish between loyal and
disloyal subjects.

The detailed answer to Bellarmine was

assigned to Bishop Andrewes.

Many others, however, were

drawn into the controversy.
The execution of priests began again in 1607 and continued until the end of 1612.

Seventeen priests, three

Benedictines, a Jesuit, and thirteen seculars were put to
death, and six laymen were hanged for persuading to popery. 1145

42 P, R. Glazebrook, "Oaths," New Catholic Encyclopedia
(St. Louis: McGraw-Hill, 1967}, X, 596-98.
4 3 David
· Mathew, Ca th o 1.icism
'
. Eng 1 an d ( L on d on: Eyr e &
in
Spottiswoode, c.1948}, p. 72.

44McI1wain gives a brief but excellent survey of the
controversy in King James I, "Introduction."
45 Mathew, p. 72.

- 16 Nevertheless, the government was lax in the execution of
the laws against the recusants.

Religious grievances in the

petition of 1610 proved this to be true.

The petition charged

that "laws are not executed against the priests, who are the
corruptors of the people in religion and loyalty."

It

requested the King "to lay your royal command upon all your
ministers of justice, both ecclesiastical and civil, to see
the laws made against Jesuits, Seminary priests and recusants"
executed without "dread or delay."

Furthermore it called on

the King to "take into your own hands the penalties due for
recusancy" and not to allow recusant fines "to the private
gain of some, to your infinite loss, the emboldering of the
1146
.
· .
Papists,
an d d ecay o f true re 1 1g1on.

Laws were not enacted against Catholics with any degree
of s ·e veri ty.

Financial penal ties were mitigated by under-

evaluation, leases at low rental, and by compositions.
reduced sums were not always collected in full. 47

Even

Numerous

substantial Catholic families lived quietly on their estates,
taking no part in public affairs. 48

46 Petition of the House of Commons, July 1610, Prothero,

p. 300.
47 Brian Magee, The English Recusant (London: Burns, Oates
& Washbourne Ltd., 1938), p. 65.

48 Ibid., p. 44.

- 17 Several factors mitigated against the actualization of
the laws to their fullest extent.

In the first place, the

creation of a police state would have been required to fulfill
the exactness of the laws.
was impractical.

·such a complicated coercive system

More important, however, was the moral reluc-

tance rising from the personal attitude of the King himself
as well as the moral influence exerted on the kingdom through
various motives of foreign policy. 49

After James opened

formal negotiations for the marriage of his son with a Spanish
princess, the whole situation began to change.

The Spaniards

insisted on the repeal of the penal laws against the Catholics
as a condition of the marriage.
ation.

James himself favored toler-

Parliament, however, fiercely opposed the King, but

it was in his power to 1 render the penal laws harmless.
1617 changes became apparent.
less harshly.

After

Recusancy fines were exacted

Priests began to move about more openly.

Catholics were even being elected to the House of Commons and
other positions of trust.

Many Catholics felt that a new

policy of toleration was in the air. 50
Parliament reacted with alarm.

They believed Catholics

had become more hopeful than they had been since the Reformation:

"If one hundred come out of a church, as many, by way

49 Godfrey Davies, The Early Stuarts 1603-1660 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1959), pp. 54-60.
50 Magee, pp. 45-60.

- 18 of affront, will come from a mass.

Popish pictures are openly

. th e streets." 51
mad e, an d s h owe d in
A petition of the House of Commons drawn up in 1621 discussed the causes and remedies of popish recusancy.

Among

fourteen causes listed, mention was made of the ambition of \
the Pope, the 1 doctrine of the papacy, the printing and dispersing of popish books, and the swarms of priests and Jesuits
in the Kingdom.

Among the ten remedies suggested, one proposed

was war against recusants, another proposed a marriage of the
King with a Protestant, and another called for the rearing of
recusant children under Protestant teach~rs.

52

But the bill,

which was passed by . the House on 3 December 1621, was stopped
by a letter Of the Kl.· ng. 53

P roes
t
t an t f ears were we 11 groun d e d

as indicated by a letter of indulgence to the papists in 1622,
in which instructions were given for the release of priests
.
.
t 54
an d 1 aymen f rom imprisonmen.

That a measure of toleration for Roman Catholics had been
gained in England by the end of James' reign cannot be denied.

51 From a debate in the commons, 1621, quoted by Philip
Caraman editor The Year of the Siege (London: Longmans,
Green a~d Co. Ltd., 1966), p. 15.
52 Petition of the House of Commons, 3 December 1621,
Prothero, p. 307.
53 The King's letter to the House of Commons, 3 December
1621, Prothero, p. 310.
54Letter of Indulgence to Papists, 1622, Prothero, p. 422.

- 19 What this meant for the future of Catholicism in England was,
as yet, uncertain.
The Controversy
The controversy provoked by William Perkins' Reformed
Catholike reflects the general social I economic I political I
and theological setting of recusant history and literature.
Although the actual controversy occurred between 1598 and 1614,
with the exception of one work which appeared in 1625, the
concern of the literature reflected the broader history of
English Catholicism from 1559 to 1625.
\

The substance of the present thesis, however, will be
limited to the years in which the controversy took place.
The title of the thesis is therefore broader than the substance.

The controversy essentially was over by 1614.

The

final book is merely a recapitulation and assessment of the
issues involved in the controversy from the vantage point of
Roman Catholicism in 1625.

No material connected with the

controversy was produced between 1614 and 1625.
The purpose of this thesis is to present an objective
investigation of source material, previously unexamined, with
the specific intent of allowing the authors of the material
to speak for themselves.

The analysis of these sources will

permit the writers to speak their minds on the theological
and political-ecclesiastical issues of the day.

- 20 The work which sparked the controversy is William
Perkins• 55 Reformed Catholike (1597). 56

A brilliant theologian

of the Cambridge school, 57 Perkins is credited with raising
the level of theological controversy and apologetical literature to the maturity and tradition of John Jewel.

Summarizing

and gathering together the major theological arguments of
Protestants against the Roman Catholics, he attempted to make
much of the amount of belief common to both sides, and of
reducing within as narrow a compass as possible the differences between them. 58

William Bishop, 59 leader of the

55 Born at Marston Jabbett in the parish of Bulbington
in Warwickshire in 1558. Matriculated as a pensioner of
Christ's College, Cambridge, June, 1577, where he studied
under Laurence Chaderton, and from whom he received his Puritan bias. Fellow of Christ's College and rector of St. Andrew's
parish, in Cambridge, he was one of the members of a "synod"
assembled at St. John's College in 1589 to revise the treatise
"Of Discipline." He engaged in controversy not only with the
Catholics, but also with the Arminians of his day. Famed for
his teaching, preaching, and writing, he continued to be widely
read and studied through the seventeenth century. William
Amos was his most eminent disciple, but John Robinson diffused
his influence over a wider area. His writings, collected in
Works (STC, p. 19649), were translated and published in Latin,
Dutch, Spanish, Welsh, and Irish. He died of the stone in 1602.
56

Works, I, 558-625.

57 c. H. Porter, Reformation and Reaction in Tudor Cambridge (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1958),
pp. 288-313.
58w. H. Frere, A History of the English Church in the
Reigns of Elizabeth and James I 1558-1625 (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1904), pp. 342-45.
59 Born at Brailes in Warwickshire in or about 1554.
Sent to the University of Oxford in 1570 where he studied

- 21 Apellants, took up the challenge and published in 1604 A
Reformation of a Catholike Deformed (two volumes). 60
noticeable shift in emphasis took place in this work.

A
Theo-

logical concerns, which are primary in Perkins, took on a
secondary importance, while political-ecclesiastical aims
assumed a place of primary significance.

The term "political-

ecclesiastical" is here used in a broad sense to refer to all

either in Gloucester Hall or Lincoln College, societies
governed by men who were Catholics at heart. Commenced his
theological studies at Rheims and Rome. He was ordained a
priest in May, 1583, and was sent to England where he was
arrested on his landing. He was released in 1584 and proceeded to Paris where he studied for several years toward the
licentiate of Divinity. Returning to England in 1591, he
labored in the English mission for two years, afterwards
returning to Paris where he received the D.D. degree, then
back to England.
Involved in the dispute with the Archpriest Blackwell,
he and John Charnock traveled to Rome to represent the seculars against the Jesuits. They were both taken into custody
by Cardinal Cajetan and confined in the English College under
the eye of Father Robert Persons. After regaining their
liberty, they returned to England.
Although Bishop demonstrated himself to be a "Loyalist
Catholic" by "The Protestation of Allegiance" of 1598, he was
committed to the gatehouse under King James. Opposed to the
Jesuits, he was examined on 4 May 1611, and set free. Nevertheless, he declined to take the "Oath of Allegiance" because
he wished to uphold the credit of the secular priests at Rome.
He went to Paris .and joined the controversial writers at Arras
College.
Having been without a Bishop since the death of Thomas
Goldwell in 1585, and having had three archpriests in succession to govern the 1 secular clergy, English Catholics strongly
desired a bishop. The Holy See nominated Bishop as vicarapostolic and Bishop-elect of Chalcedon in February 1622.
Episcopal jurisdiction over the Catholics of England and Scotland was conferred on Bishop, and he was consecrated at Paris
on 4 June 1623 and landed at Dover on 31 July to assume his
duties. He died shortly thereafter on 13 April 1624.
60_,
sTC 3096 and 3097.
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- 22 those concerns of the Roman Catholic recusants with King
James and his government.

In this sense, even the theologi-

cal concerns of Bishop assume political-ecclesiastical overtones.

The point raised by Bishop in A Reformation of a

Catholike Deformed is that King James should become a Roman
Catholic, and if not, at least he should reduce the penal
laws against the recusants and grant them a measure of toleration.

Central to his argument is that the Roman Catholic

faith and not the Reformed faith of the Protestants is the
true faith of the Church.
When William Perkins died in 1603, Robert Abbot 61 was
appointed to carry on the literary controversy with William
Bishop.

Abbot produced in 1606 A Defence of the Reformed

Catholike of M.

s.

Perkins against the Bastard Counter-

Catholike of D. Bishop (three volumes). 62

His principal

61 Elder brother of George Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbury, was born at Guildford in Surrey about 1560. Educated
at Oxford, he was elected a fellow in 1581, received the M.A.
in 1582, and the D.D., 1597. On the accession of James I he
was appointed one of the royal chaplains in ordinary. His
reputation as a scholar was established by his "Defence of
the Reformed Catholike. 11 In 1610 he was appointed a fellow
of the newly founded College at Chelsea, designed by James
as a canter of controversial literature against popery.
In
1612, James appointed him reguis professor of divinity at
Oxford. Assuming a leading part in the dispute over Jesuit
Garnet and the Gunpowder Plot, Abbot produced the most important work of the controversy, "Antilogia Adversus Apologiane
Andraemon Joannis . ... Consecrated in 1615 to the See of Salisbury by his own brother, he died shortly thereafter on 2 March
1617-18.
62_,
STC 3935.

- 23 concern was to refute Bishop's appeal to the King to become
Roman Catholic by showing the error of Catholicism as well as
the truth of Protestantism.

Furthermore, he combatted Bishop's

appeal for toleration by producing evidence that recusants
were dangerous to the crown.

In the same year, 1606, Anthony

Wotton 63 published A Defence of M. Perkins Booke called a
Reformed Catholike. 64
to Abbot's.

Wotton•s work is decidedly inferior

He missed the whole political point of the debate

and carried on the theological battle as though it existed in
a vacuum quite apart from the political issues of the time.
Wotton's work was never brought into the cont~oversy, being
ignored both by Abbot and Bishop.
In 1608 Bishop published A Reproofe of M. Doct. Abbots
Defence 65 which argued in favor of a Roman Catholic England
because the church first established upon English soil was
the Roman Church, the one true church.

Abbot rejoined with

63 Born in London about 1561, educated at Eton and Kings
College (B.A~ 1583; M.A., 1587; B.D., 1594).
In 1596, he was
appointed first professor of divinity on the establishment
of Gresham College. Vacating the position in less than two
years, because of marriage, he became lecturer at All Hallows
Barking, where he taught until his death.
In 1604 he was
suspended by Bancroft for his Puritan leanings.
In 1611 he
was erroneously dubbed a Socinian by George Walker, being
vindicated by a conference of divines. He died on 11 December
1625.

64_
STC, 26004.
65 rbid., 178.
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the publication of The True Ancient Roman Catholic 66 in 1611.
Hi~ principal concern was to refute the Reproofe and set
forth the Protestant Church as the original Church of England
and therefore the true tradition in which the English Church
now stands.

Th~ last word on this issue was brought by Bishop

in A Disproofe of D. Abbots counterproofe against D. Bishops
Reproofe of the Defence of M. Perkins Reformed Catholike 67
published in 1614.
After Abbot's death, Bishop, now the titular Bishop of
England, summed up and brought the issues of the controversy
to a conclusion in Maister P~rkins Reformed Catholike together
with Maister Robert Abbots Defence thereof largely refuted,
and the same refutation newly reviewed and augmented, 1625.

68

The arrangement of the thesis material falls into two
broad divisions:

theological and political-ecclesiastical.

The theological material deals with Perkins• assertion that the
Pope is Antichrist, and Rome is Babylon; twenty-one points of
theological difference; the sins of the Roman Church, chiefly
the sin of atheism; and an advertisement to leave the Roman
Church on the basis that the theology of the Council of Trent
proved it to be a false and heretical church.

66 1bid., 3094.
67 Ibid., 3095.

68_
Ib:Ld.
, 3095.

- 25 The second section deals with the political-ecclesiastical
issues, such as the authority of popes and kings; the penal
laws against the recusants; and the origin and continuity of
the one true Church of Jesus Christ.

CHAPTER II
OPENING THE CONTROVERSY
Introduction
William Perkins defined a Reformed Catholic as "anyone
that holds the same necessary heads of religion with the Roman
Church, yet so as he pairs off and rejects all errors in doctrine whereby the said religion is corrupted. 111

In keeping

with his definition, the main content of The Reformed Catholike
is to show how near the Reformed position comes to the contemporary position of the Catholic Church and in what ways
Reformed doctrine differs from the doctrine of the Church of
Rome. 2
Perkins• purpose in writing the discourse was three-fold:
first, to confute all those who held that the Reformed 3

1 william Perkins, A Reformed Catholike in Works (London:
John Legatt, 1626), I, 556, "The Author to the Christian
Reader." Hereafter referred to as Reformed Catholike.
2Perkins stands in the tradition of English controversialists like Jewel, Whitaker, Fulke, Harding, and Stapleton.
Many of the controversial points being muddled, Perkins was
one of the first to clarify points of difference as well as
reasons for the difference. A Reformed Catholike is a classic
model of this new approach.
3 For an understanding of the use of the word "reformed,"
see I. Breward, "The Life and Work of William Perkins, 15581602" (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Manchester,
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religion and the religion of the Roman Church do not differ
in substance, and that consequently they may be reconciled.
Second, that the papist may be won to a better appreciation
of the Reformed religion, and third, that the common Protestant
might be able to see the points of difference between the
Reformed and the Roman Church and know in what manner the
Reformed Church condemns the opinions of the Roman Church. 4
Perkins' challenge was taken up by William Bishop in The
Reformation of the Catholic Deformed, 1604.

The principle

cause which moved Bishop to write against Perkins' Reformed
Catholike was:
The honor and glory of God in defence of His sacred
verity, then the employing of His talent bestowed upon
me, as well as to fortify the weaker sort of Catholics
in their faith, as to call back and lead others who
wander up and down like ost sheep after their own fancies into the right way.

5

Two other reasons given for confuting Perkins' book are that
he had been requested to do so by a friend of good intelligence and judgment, and that he found it written in a more
scholarly manner than other Protestant work.

6

Manchester, England, 1963), pp. 5-12. Breward argues for a
broad usage of the word, showing theological dependence on
Calvinist and Lutheran reformers as well as the reformers in
the English tradition. In this thesis the word "reformed" is
used in the broad sense of "Protestant."
4 Perkins, "The Author to the Christian Reader."
5 D. B. P. [William Bishop], A Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed by M. w. Perkins (England[?] Secret press, 1604),
the Former Part, Preface to the Reader.

-
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- 28 There are several reasons why Bishop found Perkins' work
more scholarly.

First, because the points in controversy

were set down distinctly and for the most part correctiy.
Second, because the chief arguments were produced from Scriptures, the Fathers, 7 and reason; and third, because some

7Perkins' method in treating theological differences is
first to set down areas of consent with the Roman Church
followed by an examination of points of difference. Then he
sets forth reasons why the Protestants differ from the
Catholics first from the Scripture and then from the Fathers.
Finally he summarizes the papists' objections to his proofs
and provides a brief answer to the Catholic objection.
According to Breward, Perkins' method of presentation
was influenced by the Cambridge scholars Whitaker, Disputation, and Willet, Synopsis papismi. Both Whitaker and Willet
stated common ground before examining differences between
Protestant and Roman Catholic views. These scholastic methods
of training were universal and reflected university training
in logic, p. 118.
Perkins' use of the church fathers was influenced by the
Magdeburn Centuries and Foxe's Acts and Monuments. He shows
an acquaintance with the critical use of ancient source
material found in Simler's Bibliotheca and Index as well as
the Roman Catholic scholar Sixtus Senensis' Bibliotheca Sancta.
In ' A Reformed Catholike, I, 619-20, he lists twenty-one
spurious works which Roman Catholics erroneously use as source
material.
In A Reformed Catholike, to the reader, Perkins claims
to be able to give references for all his statements about
Rome, if these were challenged as inaccurate. Perkins' wide
knowledge of antiquity is demonstrated in his work Probleme
of the Forged Catholicism or Universality of the Roman Religion, Works, II, 486. The subtitle of the work, And it is a
counter-payson against Iodocus Coccius and his thesaurus
catholicus, gives ev~dence to Perkins' knowledge of the current Roman Catholic source book. Perkins views his work as
an introduction to young students in the reading of tlE Fathers.
Thus the work provides an understanding of his critical methods.
The work falls into three sections: a discussion of the way
in which the Fathers should be interpreted, a critical examination (in chronological order) of patristic and scholarly

- 29 objections made in favor of the Catholic doctrine were answered
well.

Because Bishop had never seen any book of like quality

published
by a contemporary Protestant, he regarded Perkins'
I
work as more apt to deceive the simple.

Consequently, Catho-

lics were urged to read Bishop's book because in it they
would find an bridgment of the principle controversies of the
times.

Or, as he put it, "Thou shalt find in it the marrow

and pith of many large volumes. 118
Before Bishop's book was printed, Perkins died.

Bishop

adds the following comment concerning the death of Perkins:
"I am sorry that it (my book) cometh forth too late to do him
any good.

Yet, his work, living to poison others, a preventa-

tive against it is nevertheless necessary." 9
In a second introquctory section, Bishop took exception
to Perkins' definition of a Reformed Catholic as one who holds
the same necessary heads of religion with the Roman Church.
Perkins taught, he argued, that the Roman Church erred in the
matter of faith,

justification, the sacraments, the books and

literature, which attempted to establish scholarly works, and
lastly a long section on the history of important doctrines.
I owe most of this material to Breward, passim. Further
information may be gained from Pontien Polman, L'Element
Histori ue dans la Controverse reli ieuse du XVI Si~cle
Genblous: J. Duculot, 1932 , pp. 97, 249-56, 392-401.
8 0. B. P. [Bishop], Preface to the Reader.

9 Ibid.
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interpretation of the Word of God, in understanding Christ
as a pseudo-Christ and an idol, and in the twenty-one other
errors.

Bishop concluded that, if Perkins is correct, then

there remains very few necessary heads of religion for
10
agreement.
For Bishop, it is the Roman Catholic, not the Reformed
Catholic, who agrees with the second verse in the "Creed of
Athanasius 11 : 11

"Which Catholic faith unless every man

observe wholly and invariably without doubt he shall perish
everlastingly."

The Protestants, who were thus condemned as

those who do not hold the Catholic faith, were described as
follows:
Who go about under the overworne and threedbare cloake
of reformation to deface and corrupt the purer and greater
part of Christian religion; especially when they shall
perceive the most points of your pretended reformation
to be nothing else but old rotten condemned heresies,
newe scoured up and furbished, and so in shew made more
saleable unto the unskillful as in this treatise shall
be proved in every chapter.12
Bishop's Reformation of a Catholic Deformed is answered
by both Robert Abbot and Anthony Wotton.

Robert Abbot scorned

the reasons Bishop gave for writing his work and attributed

lOibid., An Answere to the Preface, p. 5.
11see the Symbolum Athanasianum in Carl Mirbt, Quellen
zur Geschichte Des Pa sttums und Des Romischen Katholizismus,
4th edition TUbingen: J. c. B. Mohr, 1924 , pp. 83-84.
12 D. B. P. [Bishop], P• 6.

- 31 the principal reason, not to the glory of God, but "to glorifie
your lord god the pope. 1113

Anthony Wotton attempted to stand

in Perkins' tradition of seeking points of agreement in order
to narrow down Roman Catholic--Reformed Catholic differences
to specific points.

He listed six necessary heads of salva-

tion in which both the Roman and the Reformed agree:
1. The Trinitie:
2. Redemption by Christ against all
Jewes and Heathen:
3. The Godhead of Christ against
Arius:
4. The Unitie of his person against Nestorious:
5. The truth of his manhood (though by consequence you .
overthrow it) against Eutyches:
6. The Godhea~4 of the
Holy Ghost against Macedonius:
and many other.
Only one basic disagreement was mentioned and that is that
the Roman Church "preferres a corrupt translation, before the
text itselfe. 1115
Perkins believed that "the toleration of two religions in
one kingdom, is the overthrow of peace. 1116

Disturbed by the

presence of many Roman Catholics as well as their literature
which argued for a Roman Catholic England,

17

and concerned

over the publications of apostate French Protestants who wrote

13 Robert Abbot, A Defence of the Reformed Catholike of
M. w. Perkins a ainst the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D.
Bishop
1-2.

London:

R. Field?

impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607 , II,

14Anthony Wotton, A Defence of M. Perkins Booke Called a
Reformed Catholike (London: Felix Kyngston, 1606), p. 39.

15 Ibid., p. 40.
16william Perkins, Galatians in Works (London: Toknhegatt,
1626), II, 324.
17supra, p. 151.

- 32 to the effect that there was no substantial difference between
Catholics and Protestants, 18 Perkins insisted that there can
be no union between the two:
It is a notable policy of the devil, which he hath put
into the hands of sundry men in this age, to thinke that
our religion and the religion of the present Church of
Rome are all one for substance: and that they may be
reunited as (in their opinion) they were before.19
Bishop picked up Perkins• use of "our religion" and
demanded to know whose religion was meant.

He asked whether

it was the religion of Martin Luther, the licentious friar?;
the religion of Zwingli, which he contended with sword and
shield to set up in Switzerland?; the religion of John Calvin,
which by sedition he wrought in Geneva?; the religion now
practiced in England, the one established by the state or the
other more refined and embraced by those who are called Puritans?
Perkins is asked to be specific and state which one of the new
Gospels he refers to as "our religion."

If Perkins means by

"our religion" a hodgepodge and confusion of all these new
religions, then it is impossible that there can be any union
between these religions and the Roman religion any more than
there can be union between light and darkness, faith and
infidelity, Christ and Beliai. 20

18 Breward, p. 121.
19 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipfull
Sir William Bowes." This writer has not been able to identify
Sir William Bowes. He may have been Perkins' benefactor.
20 0. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 1-2.

- 33 Abbot answered Bishop's allegation of disunity among the
Protestants by declaring the substantial unity of Protestantism:
He seeth and they all see and by the harmony of confessions of all the reformed churches it appears to their
exceeding great griefe that there is amongst them as
great uniformity and consent of religion, as ever was to
be found in their 2 Ionfederacie and banding themselves
against religion.
Having declared the essential oneness of Protestantism,
Abbot proceeded to show the diversity in the Roman Church.

He

asked, is the religion of William Bishop the religion of Pope
Leo X, the Council of Constance, Thomas Aquinas, the Jesuits
or the Seculars, or others?

22

In conclusion, Abbot observed,

"their objection maketh more against themselves than it doth
against us. 1123 . Perkins had asserted that the union of these
two religions could not be made any more than the union of
light and darkness, for "they of the Roman Church have razed
the foundation. for though in words they honor Christ, yet in
deed they turne him to a Pseudo-Christ and an idoll of their
own braine. 1124

The accusation of Perkins is of no value,

Bishop asserted, for the Roman Catholics believe Jesus Christ
to be perfect God and perfect man, the only Redeemer of mankind.

Perkins has contradicted himself, for his own definition

21Abbot, II, 8.
22~ . , II, 8-9.
23~ . , II, 10.
24 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipfull
Sir William Bowes."
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of a Reformed Catholic is one that "holdeth the same necessary
heads of religion with the Romane Church."

Bishop asked whether

there is "any more necessary head of religion than to have a
right faith in Christ."

He continued:

If they your Reformed Catholic must agree with the Roman
Church in necessary heads of religion, as you hold he
must, either the Roman Church razed not the foundation
and maketh not Christ a pseudo-Christ as you say here,
or else you teach your disciples very perniciously 2 ;o
hold the same necessary heads of religion with it.
Abbot clarified Perkins' position in a way that preserved
both the assertion that Catholics and Protestants agreed in
the heads of religion and the charge that Catholics have made
Christ a pseudo-Christ.
Thus, Abbot wrote, Perkins by necessary heads of religion:
understandeth those generalities and principles whereof
there is no question betwixt the Church of Rome and us •
These he will have his Reformed Catholiques still to hold
with them, but to detest the absurdities and errors which
they teach in the deduction and application of these
generalities. Therefore, he doth not lay as touching
those principles that they raze the foundation; but the
razing of the foundat~gn consisteth in the indirect use
and applying thereof.
Perkins set forth four reasons to prove that the Roman
Christ is a pseudo-Christ and an idol.

In the .,first place,

while the Roman Church calls Christ Lord, she does so with the
condition that the Pope is able to change or add to the

25 D. B. P. [ Bis
· h op,
J· The Former Part, p. 2.
26 Abbot, II, 13.
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commandments of Christ.
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The Pope has assumed such great power

thathe is able to open and shut heaven and bind the conscience
with his own laws. 27

Bishop, on the contrary, insisted that

Christ's vicar cannot change any of God's commandments nor
can he add anything contrary to them but he "may well enact
and establish some other conformable unto them which doe bind
in conscience:

For that power is granted of God to every

soveraigne governour."

St. Paul himself said, "let every soul

be subject to higher powers" and in the following verses he
taught obedience as a necessity "not only for wrath, but also
for conscience sake."

So, "to attribute power unto one that

is under Christ, to binde our consciences; is not to make
Christ a Pseudo-Christ, but to glorifie Him, much acknowledging
the power which it hath pleased Him to give unto men. 1128
Abbot interpreted Perkins' four points against Roman
Catholicism as four examples of the misapplication of truth.
In these points one sees the falsifying of Christ and the
razing of the foundation of religion.

In regard to the first

of Perkins' four reasons, it is obvious that the Pope has
ahanged the command in his relationship to the princes and
government:

27 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipful!
Sir William Bowes."
2 8 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 2-3.
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- 36 When God hath charged subjects to be obedient to their
princes and governours, doth he not crosse the commandments
of God, who taketh upon him to dispense with the2 for oaths
of allegiance and giveth them licence to rebell. 9
As a particular instance, the usurpation of the commandment of Christ resulted when the Pope gave King Henry authority
to marry his brother's wife.

A second example was found in

Bishop's misinterpretation of St. Paul, "Let every soul be
subject to the higher powers and that for conscience sake."
Bishop, Abbot claimed, abused the words of the apostles which
had no intention concerning their vicar, but had been spoken
of the higher powers, that is of the "temporal and civill governours, either the King as a Superior or other rulers that are
sent by him."

This is the meaning of 1 Peter 1:13,14.

Further-

more, the apostle did not suggest through this verse a subjection to St. Peter but a subjection to be performed by them and
others to the civil power.

The apostle teaches subjection to

the higher powers for conscience sake.

Obedience to the civil

power is therefore a religious and necessary duty performed
immediately unto God.
aga~nst God. 30

Transgression of civil power is a sin

To bind the conscience in such a manner is the

prerogative of God only, and whoever else will take it upon

29Abbot, II, 16.
30 rn his position on subjection to the government, Abbot

stands in the tradition of Hooper, Bradford, Cranmer, Jewel,
Fulke, and Whitgift. See Philip E. Hughes, Theology of the
English Reformers (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdrnans Pub. Co.,
1965), pp. 247-53.
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himself to bind the conscience is a usurper against God.

The

Pope is therefore a usurper against God because he makes his
laws a matter of religion and a matter of the worship of God,
and would have men believe that in doing the very things which
he, the Pope, commands, they immediately please God.
sense, the Pope makes lawlessness pleasing to God.

In this
For this

one reason, the Protestant is justified in detesting the Roman
idol and challenging him: ·
not only for sitting in the temple of God, by usurping
an outward superiority in the visible state of the church,
but also for sitting as God in the temple of God by
challenging to himselfe and possessing in such sort as
hath been sayd t~I conscience of men, in which God onely
ought to raigne.
Obedience to princes and temporal government is required
for conscience sake because of the authority commited unto
them of God.

When the Pope opposes this authority, he is actu-

ally "thrusting Christ out of His place by requiring obedience
upon conscience of the things themselves which he commandeth. 1132
The Pope's usurpation in things spiritual by assuming the
right to open and shut heaven was another example of the misapplication of truth.

The keys of heaven have been committed

to the Church as the body of Christ and given indefinitely to

31Abbot, II, 17-18.
32~ . , II, 18.

- 38 the ministry of the Church. 33

The Pope, however, "usurped

unto himself a singularity in this behalf" and made himself,
in the place of Christ, the head from which the power of binding
and loosing is derived to all of the rest. , Thus, Abbot concluded, "What then shall we adjudge him, but a traitor to his
Lord and Master Jesus Christ, usurping that which is proper
to Christ alone. 1134
In the second argument against Rome, Perkins accused
Catholics of making Christ a pseudo-Christ because, while they
call him the Saviour, they nevertheless understand the grace
given to the sinner as a means by which through his own merit
he is able to partake in the merits of the saints. 35
Bishop scorned Perkins' second accusation as unheard of
among Catholics.

Good works are not meritorious, but through

good works salvation is received in Jesus Christ, in the same
way that Protestants teach salvation is given in Christ by
faith alone.

Bishop argued from Paul in 1 Tim. 4:16 ("This

doing thou shalt save both thyself and them that hear thee").
Asserting that good works advance Christ's merit no less than
faith only, he concluded that other good men's merits are also

33 Abbot's interpretation of the k~ys of heaven portray
his Puritan bias.
In this sense he may stand in the tradition
1
of Nicholas Sanders. See Hughes, p. 251.
34Abbot, II, 19.
35 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipfull
S:Lr William Bowes."
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applicable to salvation and that this "may be deduced out of
a hundred places of Scripture," namely out of the conclusion
to the first commandment "that for the sake of one of his true
servants, he will show mercy unto thousands. 1136
Abbot, in the refutation of Bishop, confirmed Perkins'
view that Roman Catholics make a man his own saviour.

That

this is true is proven by the Catholic argument that Christ
gives "gr:ace whereby to merit and deserve our salvation."
Thereby Christ's work and merit for salvation is applied
through good works.

The statement in 1 Tim. 4:16 "in so doing

he should both save himself and them that hear him," did not
mean that Timothy should do that for himself by virtue whereof
he saved himself, but only that he should apply to himself the
salvation which is in Christ Jesus.

He is to save those that

hear him not by meriting their salvation for them, but by
preaching to them the Gospel by which they were saved.

37

Man

saves himself, therefore, only by embracing Jesus Christ by
whom he is saved.

This is what the reformers mean when they

insist on salvation by faith only:
namely, that faith only is the instrument whereby we lay
hold on Jesus Christ, in whose only merits our salvation
wholly and immediately doth consist, which doctrine of
faith wholly advanceth the glory of Christ because it
referreth all entirely to Him, not onely for that we

36 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, p. 3.
37Abbot, II, 22-23.

- 40 confess that faith is the gift of Christ, but also because
we teach that it is not by any vertue of faith itself by
which we are saved, but onely by the merit and power of
Christ, whom we receive by faith.38
Concluding the second point Abbot wrote:
This is the horrible apostacy and darknesse of the Romish
synagogue which makes no end of multiplying her fornications wherewith she has bewitched men and made them to
dote upon strange and monstrous fancies, and hidden from
them the true kn~~ledge of Jesus Christ, by which they
should be saved.
For his third proof that Rome turned Christ into a pseudoChrist, Perkins pointed to Rome's inconsistency in regard to
Christ's atonement.

While the papists acknowledge Christ's

death and suffering for man, Perkins alleged, they are nevertheless inconsistent in teaching that His death pardons only
man's fall.

Man is therefore responsible to satisfy temporal

punishment for sin, either in this life or in purgatory.

40

Bishop retorted that this teaching did not make Christ a falseChrist, but "a most loving, kinde, and withall a most prudent
redeemer."

Christ has wiped away that which "passed our

forces" and he has reserved to us that which "by the help of
his grace we well may and ought to do."

His argument is con-

firmed with a quotation from Paul in Romans "that we suffer
here withe Christ before we reign with him in his kingdom. 1141

38 Ibid., II, 24.
39~ . , II, 27.

40 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipfull
Sir William Bowes."
41 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, P• 3.

- 41 Abbot defended Perkins' assertion that the Roman Catholics
deny Christ's perfect and full satisfaction for sins in their
doctrine of temporal satisfaction of sins.

If man's sins be

taken away, as John the Baptizer asserts in John 1:29, then
there can remain no satisfaction to be obtained.

The forgive-

ness of sins by Christ is "the not imputing of our sinnes, but
how are they not imputed, if satisfaction thereof is required."
This falsehood is glossed with the truth that man must "suffer
with Christ that we may reign with Christ."

Protestants do

not deny that suffering is included in conformity to Christ,
but "wee deny this conformity in suffering to be any satisfaction for our sinnes."

Furthermore, the Roman Catholics deny

Christ's full satisfaction for sins by their doctrine of the
intercession of the saints.

They do this

because they must have a dignity belonging to the saints,
and therefore, because they know not how to doe it otherwise, they divide the office of Christ's mediation and
referring unto Christ, though not that wholy neither, to
be our mediator of redemption, do a~~igne the mediatorship of intercession to the saints.
Perkins' final point of contention with the Romanists
has to do with their regard for Mary.

Although Christ is a

mediator of intercession to God, Rome nevertheless insists
that His mother must be Queen of Heaven and by her right commands

42Abbot, II, 27-28.
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'
Bishop conceded that
Jesus did give His mother

a special position in heaven.

It is the right rule of reason

that leads the believer to think that Christ, who is the foun tain of all wisdom, would give to His mother grace that would
make her fit that place.

To the statement, however, that it

has been given to her to command Him there, Bishop answered
"that this is no doctrine of the Roman Church. 1144
Abbot regarded the Roman view of Mary to proceed from the
"rule of crooked reasons," and as "fantastical presumptions of
sillie doting women and blind, ignorant doctrels. 11

Mary was

an excellent instrument of the grace of God and most highly
'
blessed above all others. God, through her, brought Christ
into the world and made her a blessing to others.

Yet, "we

say that this was a blessing only according to the flesh.
was no spirituall and heavenly blessing."

It

To make Mary Queen

of Heaven has been a "heretical device," one of the "forgeries
of anti-Christ, to attribute to her a power and authority to
command the Son of God. 1145
Having concluded his four points against Catholicism,
Perkins asserted, "We have good cause to blesse the name of
God, that hath freed us from the yoke of this Romane bondage,

43 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipful!
Sir William Bowes."

44 n. B. P., [Bishop], The Former Part, p. 4.
45Abbot, II, 31-34.
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and hath brought us to the true light and libertie of the
Gospel."

It is therefore the height of unthankfulness toward

God not to oppose the Roman Church or yield to plots of reconciliation with thern. 46
Bishop in the sum to his introduction, argued that the
Roman Catholics, more than the Protestants, magnify Christ's
office; for
in rnaintayning the authority by him imparted unto his
deputies, our spiritual magistrates, and of their merits
and satisfaction we first say that these his servants'
prerogatives be his free gifts, of more grace bestowed ·
on whom he pleaseth; which is no small prayse of his great
liberality.
Consequently he called on all Protestants to seek Christ Jesus
and His true honor, and to hold out no longer but to immediately unite to these necessary heads of religion and come
to the Roman Catholic Church. 47
Abbot regarded the four perversions of the Roman Church
sufficient cause for Protestants to resist reconciliation to
the Church of Rome which under the pretense of magnifying
Christ has put the Pope and the Virgin Mary and the rest of
the saints in the place of Christ.

He concludeg:

As for us, we esteeme of the power, merits, and satisfaction of Christ as Hee Himself hath taught us to esteem.
[Therefore] We cannot brooke the dishonor that is done
unto Hirn in the Church of Rome.
[Consequently] We make

46 Perkins, Reformed Catholike, "To the Right Worshipful!
Sir William Bowes."
47 n. B. P., [Bishop], The Former Part, p. 5.
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choice to hearken to the voice of God, "Come ou~ 8 of her
my people and be not partakers of her plagues."
·
These four reasons--the supremacy of the Pope, human merit
for salvation, the necessity for temporal satisfaction, and
the role of Mary in redemption--summarize the basic theological
difference between the Reformed Catholic and the Roman Catholic.
These four principle errors lie behind all false doctrines of
the Roman Church and therefore give reason for separation from
Rome.

Consequently Perkins, having laid down the basic reasons

for separation, proceeded immediately to the necessity for
separation from Rome.

48Abbot, II, 36.

CHAPTER III
ROME IS BABYLON AND THE POPE IS ANTICHRIST
Introduction
For William Perkins, the issue of separation from the
Roman Church was based on an interpretation of the book of
Revelation. 1
of Rev. 18:4,

Central to his argument was an interpretation
2

"Corne out of her my people," which he under-

stood as a command to separate from the Roman Church.

In

this work, The Reformed Catholike, he discussed the "right
meaning" of the commandment, the "use thereof" and the "doctrine flowing thence. 113

1 The historicist interpretation of the book of Revelation
1
was common among the Reformers of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. English Reformers were especially influenced by the
apocalyptic interpretation of the Reformation advanced by John
Foxe in Acts and Monuments. See The Acts and Monuments of
John Foxe:
a new and complete edition, with a prel i minary
dissertation by George Townsend, edited by Stephen Read Cattley
(London: R. B. Seeley, 1837}, 8 vol. For a brief but excellent
summary of Foxe•s use of Revelation, see William Haller, The
Elect Nation (New York: Harper & Row, 1963}, pp. 136-39. ~ 2Ridley also used Rev. 18:4 to support separation from
the Roman Anti-Christ. However he used it in the physical
sense .of fleeing from the realm during the persecutions of Mary.
See A Piteous Lamentation, edited for the Parker Society by
Henry Christmas (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press,
1843), p. 64, cited as Ridley's Works, P.S. XXXIX.
3williarn Perkins, A Reformed Catholike, in Works (London:
John Legatt, 1626), I, 556.
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The Meaning of the Commandment
The meaning of the commandment was understood in the
larger context of Revelation 17, wherein "Saint John sets downe
a description of the whoore of Babylon."

In Rev. 17:16 he

"foretells her destruction," in the first three verses of the
eighteenth chapter "he doeth on to propound the said destruction" and in 18:4 John "forewarnes all the people of God, that
they may escape the judgment which shall befall the whore. 114
Perkins• first concern was to prove that the word "her"
of Rev. 18:4 refers to Babylon, which now is the Roman Church. 5
Perkins mentioned three Babylons:
mystical one.

Assyria, Egypt, and the

Mystical Babylon is Rome, "which is without

question here to be understood."

Therefore the whore of

Babylon is the "state or regiment of a people that are the
inhabitants of Rome and appertaine thereto."

Two verses were

cited by Perkins to prove that Rome is intended by "Babylon."
First, Rev. 17:18 ("And the woman that you saw is the great
city which has dominion over the kings of the earth").

Perkins

5 Perkins• interpretation of the Roman Church as the whore
of Babylon followed the teaching of preceding En~lish Reformers.
See the following references from the Parker Society: Bale's
works, P.S., I, 498; Bradley's Works, P.S., V, 390; Ridley's
Works, P.S •. , XXXIX, 418; Fulke's Works, P.S., XVIII, VII;
Jewel's Works, P.S., XXIV, 1061.

- 47 argued that this verse proved Rome to be Babylon because in
the days when John wrote the book of Revelation, "there was no
city in the world that ruled over the Kings of the earth but
Rome."

The second verse cited to prove Rome to be mystical

Babylon was Rev. 17:7 ( 11 I will tell you the mystery of the
woman and of the beast with seven heads and ten horns that
carries her").

Since verses 9 and 10 of chapter 17 interpret

the seven heads as seven hills on which the woman is seated,
there can be no doubt that by the "whore of Babylon" is meant
a city standing on seven hills, which corresponds to Rome.

6

If, as has been proven above, Rome is Babylon, who is
the whore?

Is the whore the Roman state, the Roman Church, or

all wicked men?

Perkins promptly rejected the suggestion that

the whore referred to the "company of all wicked men in the
world, the devill being the head thereof" as an exposition
which is "flat against the text."

He furthermore rejected

the papist interpretation which makes two Romes:

heathen Rome

and ecclesiastical Rome--heathen Rome being the whore.

For,

argued Perkins, "Ecclesiastical Rome in respect of state,
princely dominion, and crueltie in persecuting the saints of
God , is all one with the heathenish Empire":

6 Perkins, I, 556.
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- 48 Bishop has been turned into the Emperor's court, as "all histories doe manifest. 117
Next, Perkins offered an explanation from two verses to
show that ecclesiastical Rome is the whore of Babylon intended
by John.

First, Rev. 18:3 ("For all nations have drunk the

wine of her impure passion and the kings of the earth have
committed fornication with her").

Here, according to Perkins,

it is taught that the whore "hath indeavoured to intangle all
the nations of the earth in her spiritual idolatry, and to
bring the kings of the earth to her religion. 118

The whore in

this case must be the Roman Church since heathenish Rome "left
all the Kings of the earth to their own religion and idolatry:
neither did they labour to bring forraine kings to worship
their gods."

Second, Rev. 17:16 teaches ecclesiastical Rome

to be the whore of Babylon ("And the ten horns that you saw,
they and the beast will hate the harlot; they will make her
desolate and naked").

According to Perkins, the ten horns

cannot be understood of heathenish Rome but rather of popish
Rome for:
Whereas in former times all the kings of the earth did
submit themselves to the whore, now they have begun to
withdraw themselves, and make her desolate:
as the Kings

7 rbid. This statement may reflect the influence of Foxe's
Acts a.ricrMonuments.

-

8 rbid.
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of Bohemia, ~enmarke, Germany, England, Scotland, and
other parts.
Having argued from the text to the effect that the whore
of Babylon is the present Roman Church, Perkins added to his
argument the following quotation from Bernard of Clairvaux:
The beast spoken of in the Apocalypse, to which a mouth
is given to speake blasphemies, and to make warre with
the saints of God, is now go! en into Peter's chaire, as
a lyon prepared to his prey.

0

Perkins recognized that Bernard was speaking of an antipope, Innocentius, who received the chair through usurpation.
His usurpation, however, according to Bernard's testimony, was
achieved through election by the "Kings of Almaine, France,
England, Scotland, Spaine, Hierusalem; with consent of the
whole cleargie and people in these nations, and the other was
not.

11

Bernard, argued Perkins, had given his verdict against

"all the Popes for these many yeares 11 as the "beasts in the
Apocalyps 11 because they were at that time "only chosen by the
college of cardinals."

According to Perkins, the meaning of

the commandment "Come out of her, my people" (Rev. 18:4), is
therefore clear.

The true church must separate herself from

the false church, Rome.

9 Ibid., I, 557.

lOibid. The quote is taken from Bernard of Clairvaux,
"In Cantica, Sermo XX.XIII." Opera Omnia III-IV (Paris: Apud
Gaume Fratres, 1839), 2875.
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In the rebuttal to Perkins' work, the author, William
Bishop, began with a plea for a more historical interpretation
of Revelation. 11

The harlot must be understood as the "Roman

Empire, as then it was, the slave of idols, and with most
bloody slaughter persecuting Christ's Saints."

John's command-

ment to go out of her could therefore have no other meaning
than that "all they who desire to be God's people, must separate
themselves in faith and manners from them, who hate and persecute the Roman Church, as did then, the heathen Emperors and
now doe all Hereticks. 1112
Proof t n at by the whore i s meant the Roman state is
derived from the Scripture when it is interpreted in its historical context.

The first of two verses quoted by Bishop to

prove his point was Rev. 17:6 ("And I saw the woman, drunk
with the blood of the saints and the blood of the martyrs of
Jesus").

Bishop pointed out that the Church of Rome had not

"drawne any blood of Christ's saints" but had "powred out abundance of her best blood."

He concluded it was therefore

obvious that the harlot "could not signifie the Church of Rome"
but that the harlot was the "Roman Empire which was then full
gorged with that most innocent and holy blood."

Bishop next

. 1 1 n • .B. p • . [William Bishop], A Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed by M. W. Perkins (England[?]: Secret Press, 1604),
The Former Part.
12 rbid., P• 6.

- 51 quoted Rev. 17:18 {"And the woman that you saw is the great
city which has dominion over the Kings of the earth").
According to Bishop, the Church of Rome during John's time had
"no kingdome over the earth, or an temporall dominion at all";
rather it was the Roman emperor who had "such soveraigne
commandment over many kings:

wherefore it must be understood

of them and not of the church. 1113
Next, Bishop argued against Perkins' use of the word
"kingdom" {referring to the above verse) as a spiritual jurisdiction pertaining to the rule of the Roman Church.

Such a

use of the word Bishop concluded was "without any warrent
from the native signification of the word."

Perkins' use of

it therefore tended toward the "phantasticall and voluntary
.
.
t ion.
'
.. 14
imagina

Furthermore, continued Bishop, Perkins' argument that
ecclesiastical Rome in respect to its state, dominion, and
cruelty in the persecution of the saints of God, is one with
the heathenish empire, both seeks to deceive and is deceived.
Perkins was deceived in three ways:

he errs in hermeneutics

when he "applys words spoken of Rome, above 1500 years agoe,
unto Rome as it is at this day."

He was also deceived regarding

the princely dominion of the Roman Church.

1 3 ~ . , p. 8.
14 Ibid.

Ecclesiastical Rome

- 52 never held dominion over such a territory as did the Roman
Empire.

And finally he was deceived in regard to persecution,

for the empire persecuted "more saints of God in one yeare,
then the Church of Rome hath donne, of reprobates and obstinate hereticks in 1600 years. 1115
Bishop continued by pointing out that Perkins was wrong
not only in identifying the whore of Revelation with the
Church, but also in assuming that ecclesiastical Rome was
intended by St. John.

Using the text quoted by Perkins,

Bishop refuted Perkins on the basis of the text itself.
First, Bishop used Perkins' argument from Rev. 18:3 to
the effect that John was referring to papal Rome not to
heathenish Rome because the state left the kingdoms of the
earth to their own idolatry and religion, and did not attempt
to bring conquered kingdoms to worship the Roman gods.
Bishop, however, insisted that the Roman Empire did commit spiritual fornication with the kings of the earth.

First,

because the emperor did not persuade the kings "to forsake
their own false Gods," and then because the emperors commanded
the kings to persevere in that "filthy idolatry, and to resist,
and oppresse the christians wheresoever. 1116

Furthermore, Rome

did attempt to bring other nations to worship new gods, as in

15 Ibid.
16 rbid., pp. 9-10.
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the case of Nero and Domitian who demanded worship of themselves as deities.

Bishop concluded,

These wordes of the text then agree very well with the
Emperours, who both were idolaters, and the chiefe Patrons
of Idolatry: but can in no state by applied to the Roman
Church which was then (as the Protestants cannot deny) a 17
pure virgin, and most free from all spiritual fornication.
Bishop proceeded to point out that Perkins also misinterpreted Rev. 17:16 by finding its fulfillment in papal Rome,
due to the many kings withdrawing themselves from papal jurisdiction.

According to Bishop, these kingdoms of Rev. 17:16

are the ten who are to deliver their power to the beast
(verse 13) and fight with the Lamb and be overcome by the Lamb
(verse 14).

The verse therefore referred to the special patrons

of the new gospel who now "wage battle against Christ Jesus. 1118
Having answered Perkins' textual arguments, Bishop turned
to a discussion of Perkins' citation from Bernard of Clairvaux.
He regarded Perkins' citation to be altogether incorrect,
having been gathered "out of certayne blinde places, and
broken sentences • • • that he thought the Pope of Rome to
bee neither sheepe, nor Pastor of Christ's Church, but verie
Anti-Christ hiinselfe. 1119

Bishop concluded his answer to

Perkins' Prologue by quoting from Ambrose:

1 7 ~ . , p • . 10.
18 Ibid.

-

1 9 ~ . ' p. 12.

"And so to conclude

- 54 with this point, every true Catholic must say with Ambrose,
'I desire in all things to follow the Church of Rome. 11120
The rebuttal to William Bishop, written by Robert Abbot,
offered a more thorough explanation of Revelation 17 and 18 in
defense of Perkins' sketchy analysis of the same. 21

He began

with the basic problem of whether or not the whore of Babylon
is to be understood as Rome. 22

Accepting Bishop's interpreta-

tion that by Babylon is understood the whole corps and society

20 Ibid., p. 14. The quotation is taken from St. Ambrose,
"De Sacramentis," Patrologiae: Patrum Latin-orum, edited by
J.P. Migne (Paris: n.p., 1880), XV, 451.

21 Robert Abbot, A Defence of the Reformed Catholike of
M. W. Perkins a ainst the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
3 vols. (London: R. Field? impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607).
Robert Abbot presented a more defined apocalyptic conception
of the Reformation in England than did Perkins. The following
quotation, addressed to King James, and concerned with the continuity and completion of the Reformation (by this term Abbot
means the complete routing out of Roman Catholics) sheds significant light on his pronounced apocalyptic interpretation of
contemporary events:
"Your fitajesty hath seene and must expect
yet further to see the dragon and his angels fighting against
Michael and his angels, and out of his mouth as it were of a
brimstone lake, calling out malice and slander as floods of
water, to drowne the woman and her seed, and so much the more
enraged, because he conceiveth in liklihood that he hath but
a short time, and that day is at hand which the Lord hath
promised which shall bring upon Babel the vengeance of the Lord
and the vengeance of his temple. The Lord make good his word;
the Lord hasten his work, that we may see it that the purple
harlot first founded in blood and paricide, and having since
by an unquenchable thirsting after blood made her self the
slaughterhouse of the saints ana martyrs of Christ may of her
owne children drinke blood her bellyful, that the heavens may
rejoice and the holy Apostles ~nd P 7ophets, _seeing the judgment
of God upon her, casting . her w1th_v1olez:ice 11 1nto the sea, never
to rise again."
"The Epistle Ded1cator1e.
22~ . , II, 42.

55 of the wicked, he added, "Yet we are also to understand that
this corps and societie hath a head" which affirmation he continued, "doth not exclude Rome from being meant by the whore
of Babylon," since therefore the head is implied in the whole
body.

"Rome is described and set forth unto us, as being the

head of that societie.

11

Proof that the head as distinguished

from the body was meant in Rev. 18:4 is derived from the use
of the word "her."

"She maketh all nations drunk with her

fornications" which is distinguished from the body of the
wicked of all nations which are made drunk by her. 23
That John meant Rome was to be understood as the whore of
Babylon, Abbot argued, was furthermore seen by his use of "a
beast" and "a woman, a harlot."

By "a beast" John referred to

some "earthly kingdome, state and government" named "a beast"
because it was "led wholly with beastly and carnall affection
to those things that concern the flesh."

By "a woman, a harlot"

John noted a city "which is the place and palace of such a
state, given to fornication, both spiritual by idolatry and
corporal by l .u xuriousnesse, wantonnesse and fil thie lust, which
sitteth and hath advancement by the preheminence of that kingdome, state, and government."

Since no city reigned over the

kings of the earth and over those many nations and people, but
only the city of Rome, "Rome is therefore the woman that is

23 ..
~ . , II, 43.

-

there meant."
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That Rome is the woman is further qualified by

John when he stated that the woman was carried upon the seven
heads of the beast (Rev. 17:7).

Since there is no city in

the world other than Rome to which this mark of seven hills
can be applied, the papists have "no way to excuse Rome from
being the whore of Babylon here described. 1124
The most significant argument Abbot advanced to prove
Rome to be the whore of Babylon was based on an interpretation
of Rev. 17:10 ("They are also seven kings, five of whom have
fallen, one is, the other has not yet come, and when he comes
he must remain only a little while").

Abbot rejected the view

that the reference to the seven kings is a mystical number
signifying "all the kingdomes of the world persecuting the
Christians."

For, he argued, there "is no place left for this

division of five before Christ, one present and one to come."
I

Rather, Abbot argued, when John wrote Revelation there was no
king but the head of the Roman state.

Therefore the sixth

king must be the head of the Roman state as well as the one
who is "yet to come."

Abbot, therefore, concluded "all seven

kings are heads of one and the same state. 1125
Abbot continued by pointing out that the name "king" is
not understood only of those who have the title king, "but of

24 Ibid., II 1 44-45.
25 Ibid., II, 45-46.

- 57 such as have the1 place and authority of kings, that is, the
highest and supreme government of the state."

It must be

understood therefore that the five kings are not five specific
men but rather five "titles and states of the highest governours of the state."

Since five such designations are found

in the Roman government before the emperors and the time of
Christ (king, consul, decemvirs, tribunes, dictator) there
can be no question that Rome is here intended by John.

That

Rome is intended is furthermore substantiated by the "ten kings"
of verse 12 for "all ecclesiastical writers have delivered,
that those ten kings shall divide amongst them the Roman Empire."
Since it was certain that it was the state of Rome from which
those ten kings grow, "how can we make doubt, but that the
state of Rome is it, which is here set foorth unto us under
the name of Babylon."

26

In explaining Perkins• understanding of the whore of
Babylon, Abbot argued that Perkins "setteth down indefinitely"
that the whore of Babylon is the state or regiment of a people
that are the inhabitants of Rome.

Perkins did not therefore

conclude "ergo, the Romane Church is the whore of Babylon"
but, rather~ he infered it from "consequences afterward."
Abbot interpreted the "consequences afterward" to refer to
the whole history of Rome:

26 Ibid., II, 46-47.
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For Rome was Babylon even from the first original of
it • • • in that it is described to have seven heads, and
therefore must be Babylon, not under one or two onely,
but under all those heads, though wee indeed most commonly
speake thereof, onel¥ 7 in respect of Anti-Christ, which
is the seventh head.
It did not follow, however, that everyone who is a head (place
of authority) of the whore of Babylon is the whore.

For exam-

ple, Constantine and Theodosius were heads of the whore Babylon
but were not "of the same affection."

Nevertheless, Rome still

continued to be Babylon "both by the remainder of those impieties
that were before, and by the seedes of that defection that was
to come. 1128
Abbot referred to the reigns of Constantine and Theodosius
as a necessity "in respect of those things that were afterward
to be fulfilled."

It was necessary that the emperors and

princes themselves become professors of the Christian faith.
But since it could not be that Christianity should be publicly
established and advanced in Rome, the whore of Babylon,
Constantine removed the seat of the Empire to Constantinople
in the East.
other Lords."

Meanwhile Rome fell into the "possession of
First, it was taken by the Goths until the time

of Justinian and soon after it was taken again and the western
Empire was wholly overthrown.

27 rbid., II, 48.
ZBibid., II, 48-49.

Abbot interpreted this event as,

-
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T~e providen~e of God by this confusion giving way by
1 7ttle and little to the Bishop of Rome to take upon
him, as afte 2~ards he did, to bee the seventh head of the
Roman state.
In an attempt to explain the difference between leaders of
heathenish Rome and ecclesiastical Rome, Abbot pointed out that
he was not attempting to argue that "they are of lil<e affection
in religion who governe the same kingdom."

He insisted rather

that those who are the heads of the whore of Babylon may be
different in religion "as were the heathen Emperours that were
of old, from the Popes that are now. 1130
Abbot did not agree with Bishop's argument that Revelation
which must be interpreted historically could not refer to
ecclesiastical Rome.

Bishop's interpretation did not answer

John's description of the harlot under seven heads, of which
the emperor was sixth.

The interpretation i s correct there-

fore that "there remained after the Emperour a seventh head of
the Roman state, under which Rome was to continue to be the
purple harlot."

Because Rome is that Babylon of which John

Speaks, Rome must be the city of Anti-Christ.

Since it was

not the city of Anti-Christ in the time of heathen emperors,
"it remained afterward to be."

31

29 Ibid., II, 49. In his theological interpretation of
history Abbot stood in the tradition of John Foxe. See Haller,
pp. 140-86.
3 oAbbot, II, 49.
31 Ibid. , .II, 50-51.

- 60 Neither did Abbot sympathize with Bishop's argument that
the Church could not be Babylon because she had persecuted no
one in the days of John.

Abbot argued that the Church of Rome

in the first century did not have the headship from which it
could function as the harlot.

After it had "fallen" from what

she once was, then she "played the butcher of God's saints. 1132
Abbot placed great emphasis on the difference between the
early church and the church that emerged later.

The later

church "degenerated" from the early church:
That kind of government which was the Empire, was wholly
to be abolished and those ten kings before spoken of,
were to arise out of the ruines thereof: but in the place
of the Empire another kind of kingdom was to be set up,
in name whereof those tenne kings should submit themselves
unto the beast, some title the beast, that is, Anti-Christ
must have whereby to challenge superioritie over those
tenne kings, which, the title of imperial! jurisdiction
being extinguished, should in likelyhood be the spiri ~al
jurisdiction, which hath succeeded in the same place.

3

On this account the Roman Bishop is "infallibly knowne to be
. Ch r1s
' t . 1134
Ant 1-

In the fall of the Empire, he has risen up in

the place of the temporal majesty and has set up a "spiritual
empire and jurisdiction of his owne."

All the.~princes of the

32~ . , II, 51-52.
33~ . , II, 52.
34 Ibid., II, 54. The teaching that the Pope is AntiChrist had strong precedent among the English Reformers. See
Foxe, IV, 145; see ~lso the following references from the
Parker Society publications.
Bradford's Works,P.S., V, 441;
Fulke's Works, P •.S., .XVIII, 366; Tyndale's Works, P.S., XLII,
232-52; Jewel's Works, P.S., XXIV, 915-91.

- 61 world have honored him as highest God and all of Europe sent
their tributes to him, even the realm of England.

All those

things spoken of Rome, therefore, in the book of Revelation
"were spoken by way of prophecie, to discover Rome unto us as
it is at this day. 1135
Furthermore, Abbot argued, the papacy has proven herself
to be Anti-Christ by her persecution of the saints of God.
Referring to the persecution of the Albigenses, 36 Abbot designated them as
professors of the Gospel, even of the same faith and religion which we now professe, of whom it were infinite to
record, how many hundreds and thousands they have slaine
under the names of Waldenses, Leonists, Lollards, Wiclenists,
Hussites, Hugunots, and such like.
Referring to the Inquisition, Abbot charged Roman Catholics
with having slain "a hundred and fifty thousand men and women,
onely for the gospel's sake," and referring to the French
massacres he accused Papists of slaying "a hundred thousand
persons, within the space of six months. 1137
The Use of the Commandment
The use of the commandment has to do with separation from
the Church of Rome.

Perkins did not agree that the commandment

35Abbot, II, 54.
36For a study of Albigensian thought and its suppression
by .crusade and Inquisition, see H. J. Warner; The Albigensian
Heresy (New York: Russell & Russell, c.1967), 2 vols.
37Abbot, II, 55.

- 62 to "come out of her" can be understood as a "bodily departure"
in respect to either "cohabitation" or "presence."

Rather it

must be interpreted as a "spiritual separation in respect of
faith and religion."

Men must therefore separate from the Roman

Church "in regard of judgement and doctrine" and "faith and
worship of God."

Thus Perkins observed that, "All those who

will be saved, must depart and separate themselves from the
faith and religion of this present Church of Rome."

Opposing

the view that Protestants have been guilty of schism for separation, Perkins asserted:
They are not schismatikes that doe so, because they have
the commandment of God for their warrent:
and the partie
is schismatike in whom the cause of this separation lieth:
and that is the Church of Rome, namely, the cup of abomination in the whores h~ijd, which is their heretical and
schismatical religion.

38 Perkins, I, 55 7. Compare with Foxe, I, 9, "This our
present reformed church [is] not the beginning of any new
church of our own, but the renewing of the old ancient church
of Christ • • • the church of Rome which now is, is nothing
but a swerving from the church of Rome which then was."

CHAPTER IV
THE ISSUE:

GENERAL THEOLOGY

Introduction
One reason Perkins wrote The Reformed Catholike was "that
the common Protestant might in some part see and conceive the
points of difference betweene us and the Church of Rome"; and
consequently, know in "what manner and how farre forth we condemne the opinions of the said church. 11 1

Perkins listed

twenty-one points of difference between the Roman and the
Reformed Church.

Although Perkins attempted to show areas of

consent in these doctrines, he was more concerned with the
areas of difference in order to refute some who "harpe much
upon this string that a union may be made of our two religions,
and that we differ not in substance, but in points of
circumstance. 112

1 williarn Perkins, A Reformed Catholike in Works (London:
John Legatt, 1626), I, 556-628, The Author to the Christian
Reader. Perkins' work is a monumental attempt to gather
together and clarify the principal differences between the Roman
and Reformed Churches. The only previous .attempt to define
the issues was made by Willet, Synopsis papismi. Differences
among Roman Catholics still remained and not all were clear on
the official position of the Roman Church on all points. For
the confusion about the doctrine of justification among .the
Catholics, see H. Jedin, A History of the Council of Trent (St.
Louis: Herder, c.1957), II, 177.
2Perkins, I
558. Union was now impossible. Jedin, I,
355-409, discusses the course of debate between the Protestants
and Roman Catholics.

- 64 The Reformation of a Catholic Deformed by William Bishop
was written for the specific purpose of refuting Perkins'
work.

Bishop recognized the scholarship of Perkins' work and

regarded it as a writing to deceive the simple, for Perkins
"counterfeiteth to come as near unto the Roman Church, as his
tender conscience will permitte him," when in reality he
"walketh as wide from it, as any other noveller of his age."
However, Perkins• work is valuable in that it is an "abridgement of the principall controversies of these times."

So,

Bishop will answer Perkins in the same scholarly manner "to
maintayne and defend the Catholike party:

then to confute all

such reasons, as are by M. Perkins alleadged for the contrarie." 3
Robert Abbot defended Perkins' theological points in the
second volume of his three volume work.

He regarded his work

as a defense of the religion established "in our Church of
England. ,,4

In the dedication to King James, his work is

explained as a confutation of Bishop's book which will make i t
appear that "the cause which he [Bishop] maintaineth hath very
slender and weake support. 115

He accused Bishop of extracting

3D. B. P. [William Bishop], A Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed by M. W. Perkins (England[?]: Secret Press, 1604),
The Former Part, Preface to the Reader.
4 Robert Abbot, A Defence of the .Reformed ·catholike of
M • .W. Perkins a ainst the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D.

Bishop, 3 vols.

London:

1607), title page.
5

Abbot, II, 2.

R. Field?

impend. G. Bishop, 1606-

- 65 his ideas out of Bellarmine•s 6 Disputations which fact he
found incongruous in light of the disagreements between the
secular priests and the Jesuits. 7

He assured his majesty

that the work "is sufficient to shew on whether part the truth
is to be found and to justify the proceedings of your majesty
aga~nst the cavillations of willful men. 118

His readers were

assured that although th; Catholics attempted to deceive them;
to discourage them from studying the Scriptures, and to create
in them an uncertainty about restiqg their faith in the Scriptures, they could nevertheless be certain that the most absolute "assurance of truth is in the voice of truth itselfe" and
that no matter how much men may speak deceitfully, yet "God
who speaketh to thee in the scriptures • • • will never deceive
thee. 119
The second rebuttal of Bishop's work is Anthony Wotton's
A Defence of M. Perkins Booke Called a Reformed Catholike. 10

6 By the end of the sixteenth century, Bellarrnine had
emerged as the leading Roman Catholic controversialist. For
a helpful work on the role of Bellarmine in seventeenth century English controversial literature, see James Brodrick,
Robert Bellarmine Saint and Scholar (Westminster: Newman Press,
1961), pp. 264-302. Abbot, II, "The Epistle Dedicatorie,"
referred to Bellarmine as "their [Roman Catholics] common
oracle , and the chief fountaine whereat they al draw."
7 ·
Supra, pp. 144-45.
8Abbot, II, 4.
9Abbot, II, To the Christian Reader.
lOAnthony Wotton, A Defence of M. Perkins ·Boeke Called a
Reformed Catholike (London: Felix Kyngston, 1606).

- 66 In the dedication to Robert, Earl of Salisbury, 11 he referred
to the hatred of the Catholics against James as a hatred "not
of his person, but of his religion."

Plots therefore against

the person of the King were primarily attempts to change the
religion of England.

If, Wotton argued, Englishmen were desirc-

ous "to rid his maiestie of this danger, and the whole state
of this feare" they must see to it that "true religion may
grow and flourish, and Popish idolatrie fade and wither."

For

God will only bless the Commonwealth as long as true religion
flourishes.

Consequently, care must be taken to "instruct the

people in the knowledge of God's truth."

Wotton's work there-

fore intended to instruct those who wished to be good and
faithful subjects, who yet retained popish errors, because
"none of those, that trulie know and believe the whole grounds
and conclusions of their schoole doctrine, can ever proove
either good christians, or faithful subjects. 1112

11 Robert, Earle of Salisbury, was Principal Secretary to
King James. Wotton may have dedicated the work to him in the
hopes that the King would read it. Robert was also chancellor
of the University of Cambridge and in this fact may lie another
reason why the work was dedicated to him. Wotton, because of
Puritan tendencies was unable to attain a preferment a~ove
his position at Ali Hallows Barking •. Perhap~ he hoped this
defence of Perkins would draw attention to himself and thereby
secure for him a position at the University.
12 wotton, "The Epistle Dedicatorie."

- 67 Twenty-one Points of Theological Difference
The first of the twenty-one points of theological difference concerns the question of free will.

Perkins assured his

readers that the Reformed and Roman Catholic both agreed on
the definition of free will.

Free will is "a mixt power in

the mind ' and will of man; wereby discerning what is good and
what is evill, he doth accordingly choose or refuse the same."
Perkins analyzed free will in reference to the four-fold state
of man:

created, corrupted, renewed, glorified.

All the dis-

agreement between the Reformed and Roman Catholics is in the
second state of man, his corruption.

In man's corrupted con-

dition, his will is expressed in three kinds of action:
human, and spiritual.
the spiritual.

natural,

The difference is in the third action,

There are two kinds of spiritual action:

one

concerning the kingdom of darkness in which man sins both
necessarily and

.freely and the other concerning the kingdom

of God in which man is converted willingly and at the same time
by God's grace.

The point of difference stands in the cause

of the freedom of man's will in spiritual matters.

The Papists

say that "man's will concurreth and worketh with Gods graces
in the first conversion of a sinner, by itselfe.

11

The Reformed,

however, insist that "mans will works with grace in the first
connexion, not of itself, but by grace."

13P erk'ins, I, 558-59.

13

Bishop did not

- 68 agree with Perkins' analysis of the Roman position. 14

Perkins'

view of free will is the same as that expressed by the Council
of Trent,

15

.
16
and Thomas Aquinas.

Abbot, on the other hand,

accused Bishop of not understanding the principal point of the
controversy. 17

Consequently he rejected Bishop's allegation

that Perkins agreed with the Roman Church, 18 and with the
Council of Trent. 19

Both Bishop and the Roman Church took the

Pelagian position regarding free will. 20

Anthony Wotton

21
• h ops
I
• a simi
• · 1 ar f as h ion.
•
ana 1 yze d B is
commen t sin
A problem related to free will is the question of original
sin, that is, "how farre forth it remaineth after baptism."

14n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 17-24.
15 Ibid., p. 18. Bishop's reference is to the first chapter on the decree of justification. See H. J. Schroeder,
Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent (St. Louis: Herder,
1960), pp. 308-9 for the Latin text and p. 29, for the English
translation.
16 Ibid., p. 18. The reference is to Thomas Aquinas'
Summa Theologiae, Question 112, Article 3, in which Thomas
argues from John 6:44 that no preparation for grace is required
for faith and that grace may be received suddenly. See Thomas
Aquinas, Opera Omnia (Paris: Apud Ludovicum vives, 1895), III,
46.
17Abbot, II, 96.
18 Ibid., II, 100.
19 rbid., II, 104.
20 rbid., II, 111. Abbot was unable to appreciate the
Roman attempt to balance the grace of God with human responsibility.
21Wotton, pp. 63-95.

- 69 Perkins analyzed original sin as containing three things:
punishment, guilt, and fault.

After baptism, punishment is

removed, guilt is removed because man is not under condemnation, and the fault, that is, the guilt in Adam, is pardoned.
So the difference between the Roman and Reformed Catholic
stands "not in the abolishment, but in the manner, and the
measure of the abolishment of this sinne."

The Romanist

argued, according to Perkins, that sin is so far taken away
that it ceases to be a sin • • • it is nothing else but a
want, a defect, or a weakness.

Romanists are forced into this

position by their view of free will which teaches that "man in
this life may fulfill the law of God and doe good workes voide
of sinne:

that he may stand righteous at the barre of God's

judgment by them."

The Reformed, however, teach that original

sin "remaine in them after baptisme, not onely as a want and
weakness, but as a sinne, and that properly. 1122
Bishop admitted that Perkins analyzed the Roman view of
remaining sin properly

23 and commenced to argue its correct-

ness from the Scriptures and the Fathers. 24

Wotton and Abbot

both agreed with Perkins' analysis and defended his position.

22P erk'ins, I, 561.
23 D. B. P. [Bishop,
] The Former Part, p. 26.
24 rbid., The Former Part, pp. 26-34. Biblical arguments
were tak'erl'mainly from Romans 5-7 and church fathers quoted in
support of the Roman position were Augustine, Cyrill,
Chrystosthom and Bernard.

- 70 Using the same Scripture passages and quotations from the
same church fathers, Wotton and Abbot attempted to prove
Perkins' position true and the Roman position false. 25

Abbot,

in particular, emphasized that Bishop walked in the steps of
the "Pelagian Hereticks. 1126
The third point of dispute had to do with the assurance
of salvation.

The points of agreement between the Roman and

Reformed Churches, according to Perkins, were that certainty
of salvation is possible; that salvation is obtained by faith
in God's mercy in Christ; that man may doubt his salvation;
that man may be assured of his salvation through extraordinary
revelation; and finally that certainty depends on God and his
promise. 27

The main point of difference lies in the "manner

of assurance" which is evident in three areas:
1.

Both of us hold a certainty, we by faith, they by hope.

2.

Our certainty by true faith is unfallibly; they say
their certainty is onely probable.

25Abbot, II, 168-254; Wotton, pp. 95-123. The church
father employed most by Abbot and Wotton against the Roman
Catholics was St. Augustine.
26 Abbot, II, 189. In this particular instance the accusation that Bishop was a Pelagian concerned his interpretation
of Rom. 7:7. Abbot wrote, "if his [Bishop's] meaning bee as
it should bee, that no evill can bee done, which may truely
bee called a sinne, without the consent and liking of the will,
hee saith untrully, and doth therein but walke in the steppes
of the Pelagian Heretikes."
27 Perkins, I, 562-63.

- 71 3.

Our confidence cornmeth from certaine and ordinarie
faith:
theirs from hope, mi~~stering (as they say}
but a conjectural! certinty.

Bishop concurred with Perkins' analysis of the first two
differences between the Reformed and Roman Church, 29 however,
he disagreed with the assertion of the third difference in
which Perkins accused Catholics of a conjectural certainty.
Bishop maintained that the assurance of hope is an infallible
certainty because "the property of a true and lively hope is
never to make a man ashamed. "' 30

Abbot defended Perkins'

insistence that Roman doctrine provided only an undertain
assurance. 31
Next, Perkins discussed the Romanist position on justification.

Romanists, according to Perkins, teach a preparation

to salvation both by the Holy Spirit and by free will.

This

preparation consists of a "sight of our sinnes, a feare of
hell, hope of salvation, love of God, repentence, and such
like."

Justification, which follows this preparation, consists

of two things:

first a sinner is made a good man by the pardon

of sin and the infusion of inward righteousness; and second,
the good man is made more just by his good works which merit

28 Ibid., I, 563.
29 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 24-47.
30 rbid., The Former Part, p. 47.
31Abbot, II, 255-378.
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more righteousness.

Perkins is careful to maintain that

Catholics insist on the first justification by God's mercy
and the merit of Christ. 32
Therefore Perkins saw the first difference between the
Roman and Reformed position on justification to lie in the
cause of salvation.

The Reformed insist that "satisfaction

made by Christ in his death, and obedience to the law is
imputed to us and becomes our righteousness," but papists
say, "it is our satisfaction; and not our righteousnesse whereby
we stand righteous before God. 11

Perkins summarized the Catholic

view as follows:
The thing (saith he) that maketh us righteous before God,
and causeth us to be accepted to life everlasting, is
remission of sinnes, and the habite of in!ird righteousness; or charity with the fruits thereof.
In conclusion Perkins insisted that if there were no
other points of difference between the religions, this one alone
would be "sufficient to keep us from uniting of our religions;
for hereby the Church of Rome doth raze the very foundation. 1134
Perkins found a second difference between Roman and
Reformed theology on the point of justification to lie in the
manner of justification.

.32P erk'ins, I, 56 7.
33 Ibid., I, 568.
34 rbid.

Although both agreed that man is saved

- 73 by faith, there was disagreement on the meaning of faith.
First, the Catholics hold that one must believe the articles
of religion to be true whereas the Reformed hold that by a
particular faith "wee apply to ourselves the promises of righteousness and life everlasting by Christ."

Secondly, the

Catholic views faith as a preparation for the infusion of the
habit of charity and other virtues, whereby the sinner is
justified.

But the Reformed understand faith as a supernatural

instrument created by God in the heart of man, "whereby he
apprehendeth and receiveth Christs righteousness for his justification."

Thirdly, the Papists say that a man is not justi-

fied by faith alone, as the Reformed say, but also by other
virtues such as hope, love, and the fear of God. 35
A third area of Roman Catholic--Reforrned difference about
justification pertains to the question of works.

Works, accord-

ing to the Roman position, relate to actual justification, not
habitual.

Works in actual justification make a man more just.

The difference, as Perkins understood it, is that the Catholics
say they are justified by works as the cause of salvation
whereas the Reformed say they are "justified by works, as by
signes and fruits of our justification before God. 1136
Showing particular concern over Perkins' accusation that
the Roman Church has razed the foundation of Christianity with

35 rbid., I, 570-71.
36 rbid., I, 572.

- 74 her doctrine of justification, Bishop proceeded to answer
·
' argumen t s poin
. t b y poin.
. t 37
P erk ins

He d e f end e d in
' h erent

39 argue d tha t faith
38 re f u t e d impute
.
·
.
d Justice,
.
.
.
Justice,
alone
does not justify, 40 and insisted that good works merit an
.
.
t 'ice. 41
increase
o f JUS

He discussed whether or not it is

possible for a man in grace to fulfill God's law and concluded
that he may.

42

Finally, he insisted that good works are not

sins, 43 and that there can be no faith without charity and
good works.

44

Robert Abbot answered Bishop's arguments and came to the
support of Perkins' analysis of the Roman view of justification.45

Abbot insisted that the Roman approach to justifica-

tion is Pelagian, 46 and for that reason Rome had razed the

37 0. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 48-89.
38 Ibid., pp. 54-57.
39 Ibid., PP• 58-63.
40 Ibid., PP• 64-73.
41 Ibid., PP• 74-75.
4 2 ~ . , PP• 78-80.
43 Ibid., PP• 81-85.
44 Ibid., pp. 85-89.
45Abbot, II, 379-629.
46Ibid., II, 380.
"The doctrine of the Councell of Trent
concerning preparation to justification is the very heresie
of the Pelagians. 11

- 75 foundation. 47

He defended Perkins' analysis and refuted Bishop

by defending the position that righteousness before God is
imputed, not inherent; 48 that faith alone justifies; 49 that it
is impossible for a man in grace to keep God's commandments; 50
and that good works are not free from the stain of sin. 51
Finally he explained how charity and good works are related
to faith. 52

Anthony Wotton followed nearly the same outline

in his defense of Perkins. 53
For Perkins, the theology of merit was closely connected
with the doctrine of justificati on.

He defined a merit as:

Anything or any worke, whereby Gods favour and life everlasting is procured; and that for the dignity and excellencie of the worke or thing done; or, a good wo 5~e done,
binding him that receiveth it to repay the like.
In regard to merits, the Reformed agreed with the Romanists on
two points:

first, tha.t they are necessary and that without

them there can be no salvation; and that Christ as Mediator
and Redeemer, is the root and fountain of all merit. 55

47 Ibid., II, 382.
48 Ibid., II, 387-433.
49 Ibid., II, 434-549.
5 0ibid., II, 550-73.
5 1 ~ . , II, 573-604.
52 Ibid., II, 607-28.
53 wotton, pp. 163-286.
54Perkins, I, 574.

-

55 Ibid.
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The Reformed, however, disagreed with the Romanists who
placed merit in the person and work of man.

According to

Catholicism, merit of a person is the dignity of the person
that makes him worthy to eternal life and the merit of the work
is an excellence of the work whereby eternal life is deserved
by the doer.

Perkins renounced all personal merits as well as

all the merit of works.

All true and valid merits are found

in the person and work of Jesus Christ.

His merits are imputed

to the believer so that everlasting life is received through
. o f H'is rig
. ht eousness. 56
th e merit
Bishop insisted there are three things necessary to make
a work meritorious:

first, that the works be in a state of

grace; second, that the work proceed from grace; and finally,
that the work have the promise of God through Christ to reward
the work. 57
of Trent

58

Bishop then set forth the teaching of the Council
to support his view and answered Perkins' objections

t o the posi' t 'ion o f Rome. 59

56 rbid., I, 578-79.
57D. B. P. [ Bis
. h op,
]
The Former Part, p. 89.
58 rbid., The Former Part, p. 90. The quotation is from
session~chapter XVI:
"et in Deo sperantibus proponenda
est vita aeterna, et tamquam gratia fillis Dei per christum
Jesum misericorditer promissa, et tamquam merces ex ipsius
Deo promissione bonis ipsorum operibus operibus et meritis
fidelites reddenda." See Schroeder, p. 319.
59 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 90-104.

- 77 Abbot refuted Bishop's concept of meritorious works, the
authority of the Council of Trent, and his objections to
Perkins.

Basic to his argument was that the Catholic view of

.
60
meri"ts i.s p e 1 agian.

Wotton added nothing to the argument. 61

Next, Perkins discussed the Roman view of satisfaction
for sins.

Both churches hold, according to Perkins, that no

man can be saved unless he makes a perfect satisfaction to the
justice of God for his sin.

Romanists believe that Christ

has made satisfaction for the sins of men, but they teach in
addition to the satisfaction of Christ the necessity of satisfaction by man either here on earth or in purgatory.
basic satisfactions are taught by them:
alms giving. 62

Three

prayer, fasting, and

Reformed theology, on the other hand, confesses

that "Christ by his death and passion has made a perfect and
al-sufficient satisfaction to the justice of God for all the
sinnes of men."

Perkins expressed in strong language his

feeling about this difference with Roman Catholicism:
If there were no more points of variance but this one, i t
should be sufficient to keepe us alwaies from uniting our
religions, and cause us to obey the voyce of Christ, Come

60Abbot, II, 634-729. Abbot's continual charge of
Pelagianism against the Roman Catholics is more than mere
name calling. He always attempted to prove that the Catholics
held to articles of faith which were genuinely Pelagian and
which were condemned by the ancient father of the church,
Augustine.
61 wotton, pp. 287-344.
62 Perkins, I, 577-80.
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out of her my people. For as in the former points, so
in this also, the Papists erre, not in circuw~tance, but
in the very foundation and life of religion.
Bishop referred to Perkins' st.a tement given above as an
"out-cry" of a "blinde man."

He answered Perkins' arguments

point by point and in the final pages of his argument he discussed Perkins' references to the three satisfactions of Roman
Catholicism, concluding with a commentary on the Protestant
attitude toward prayer, fasting, and alms giving. 64

Instead

of fasting, Bishop charged, the Protestants fall to eating;
instead of giving alms to the poor, the Protestants extract
unreasonable rents; and in place of prayer they are given to
singing a Geneva Psalm or hearing a railing at the Catholics'
imagined sin and errors.

So, the Protestants putting all pain

and sorrow on Christ thing themselves to be "borne to pleasure
and pastime, and to make merry in this worlde. 1165
Abbot 66 and Wotton 67 defended Perkins against Bishop.
Neither added to Perkins' argument other than to expand and

63~ . , I, 577.
64 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, pp. 105-18.
65 Ibid., The Former Part, p. 119.
GGAbbot, II, 729-841.

67wotton, pp. 344-98.
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Abbot again charged Roman Catholicism with

Pelagianism. 68
Next, Perkins pointed out the difference between the
Reformed and Roman Catholic on the subject of traditions.
Perkins defined tradition as "doctrines delivered from hand
to hand, either by word of mouth, or by writing, beside the
written Word of God.

11

Concerning the Catholic view of tradi-

tion, Perkins found consent in three areas:

1) the Word of

God has been delivered by tradition; 2) the prophets, Christ,
and the apostles spoke and did many things not written in
Scripture, but known through tradition; and 3) the church has
power to prescribe ordinances, rules, or traditions regarding
69
.
·
wors h ip,
ord er, an d come 1 iness.
The difference lay in the Roman attitude toward unwritten
traditions.
to salvation.

They consider them to be profitable and necessary
These unwritten traditions are two-fold:

apos-

tolical, that is, traditions delivered by the apostles, but
not written; and ecclesiastical, or the decrees of the church.
On the other hand, the Reformed Church holds the Scriptures
to be "most perfect, containing in them all doctrines needful

68Abbot, II, 730-31.
"But herein the Church of Rome hath
renewed another point of the Pelagian heresie, who taught that
pardon and forgiveness is not given [words indistinguishable]
according to the grace and mercy of God, but according to merit
and labour paines of them who by repentance shall be worthy of
God' s mercy. 11
69 Perkins, I, 580-81.

- 80 to salvation."

Therefore the Reformed "acknowledge no such

traditions beside the written word, which shall be necessary
to salvation. 1170
Bishop said that Perkins had misunderstood the Roman position on traditions.

To begin with, traditions are divided

into three areas, not two:
siastical.

divine, apostolical, and eccle-

Secondly, it is only the divine traditions, that

is, those delivered by the Saviour, written and unwritten,
which are necessary to be believed for salvation. 71
Both Wotton 72 and Abbot 73 wrote in defense of Perkins.
Bishop, it is charged, discredited the Scripture to advance
tradition because he did not "acknowledge that the maine
grounds of doctrine are there plainly taught."

74

The discussion on tradition led Perkins into a treatment
of vows.

Perkins agreed that the Reformed position on vows

did not condemn them altogether.

Rather it sought to restore

and purity of teaching on the matter.

He defined a vow as

"a promise made to God touching some duties to be performed
unto him."

These duties are two-fold:

general and special.

?Oibid., I, p. 581.
71 n. B. P. [Bishop], Fol. 1, 2-3.
72 wotton, pp. 399-469.
73 Abbot, II. These pages were lost from the manuscript
this writer was using. A manuscript with the pages included
was not available.
74wotton, p. 405.

- 81 The general vow which concerns all believers is made in both
the covenant of the law and the gospel.

In the covenant of

the gospel there are two actions, one of God and the other of
man.

God promised remission of sin and life everlasting and

man promised to believe in Christ and obey the commandments of
God.

In the Old Testament the vow was made in circumcision

and in the New Testament the vow is made in baptism and renewed
in the Lord's Supper. 75
The special vow is not for all believers but only for
"speciall men upon speciall occasions."
that this vow is two-fold:

Perkins pointed out

the first, a ceremonial duty

involving service to God such as the Nazarite vow, and the
second, a promise to perform some "outward bodily exercise, for
some good end," such as a vow to prayer or the reading of Scripture. 76

Perkins suggested seven rules for the making of a vow:

1) it is to be agreeable to God's will and word; 2) it must
conform to Christian liberty; 3) it must be made with the consent of superiors; 4) it must be in the power of the maker to
do it; 5) it must be agreeable to the calling of the one who
makes it; 6) it must be made with deliberation; and 7) the
end must be good.

77

75 Perkins, I, 583-84.
76 rbid., I, 584.
77~ . , I, 584-85.
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Three points of difference between the Reformed and
Catholic positions are noted by Perkins.

First, the Roman

Church taught that the New Testament Christians were as much
bound to make vows as the church of the Jews.

Perkins regarded

the falseness of the Roman teaching on this poin~ to be demonstrated by the abolishment of the ceremonial law in the New
Testament and the teaching which sets forth only two ceremonies
to be observed:

baptism and the Lord's Supper.

Second, papists

teach in the making of vows touching meats, drinks and attire
that man is brought into a higher state, approaching the state
of perfection.

Such teaching, however, cannot be true for

God's kingdom does not stand in outward things.

Thirdly,

Catholics make vows which are not agreeable to the seven rules
for vows set forth by Perkins.

The vows of continence, poverty,

and obedience represent especially flagrant violations.
law of continence is "flat against the Word of God;

The

and there-

fore unlawful." · The vow of poverty is "against the will

of

God," and the vow of obedience is "against Christian libertie. 1178
Bishop alluded to Perkins' arguments as "verie intricate
and tedious in delivering," but he promised his readers to
"briefely correct his errors herein."

After answering Perkins

point by point, he concluded that Perkins' arguments "be but

78 Perkins, I, 585-87.

- 83 novelties of words, and the ravennings of some decayed wits. 1179
Abbot 80 and Wotton 81 both refuted Bishop's work.

Wotton

excused Perkins' long and complicated treatment because the
matter is "little knowne, and therefore had more neede of a
little larger explanation. 82
Perkins next approached the controversial subject of
images.

He regarded the question of images central to the

Protestant debate with the Catholics, as may be gathered from
his concluding remark:
And these are the points of difference touching images;
wherein we must stand at variance for ever with the Church
of Rome. For they erre in the foundation of religion,
making indeed an idol of the true God, and worshipping
another Christ than we doe; under new tearmes maintaining
the idolatrie of the heathen. And therefore have wee
departed from them:
and so must wee ~jill doe because
they are idolaters; as I have proved.
Perkins maintained that the real images of the New Testament
are the "doctrine and preaching of the gospel and all things
that by the Word of God pertaine thereto."

On this basis he

dissented from the Roman Church on three points:

first, the

making of images which resemble God's properties and actions;
then, the use of images in worship, especially the crucifix;

79 n. B. P. [Bishop], Fol. 1, 23-40.
80Abbot, II, see footnote 73.
81 wotton, pp. 469-524.
82~•

I

P• 4 74.

83 Perkins, I, 589.

- 84 and finally, the worshipping of the Father in the image of an
old man, the Son in the image of a man crucified, and the
Spirit in the likeness of a dove.

He concluded that the use

of images by the Roman Church was against the direct teaching
of the first and second commandments. 84
Bishop 85 refuted Perkins' arguments and in turn Abbot 86
and Wotton 87 refuted Bishop.

Bishop, in his discussion of

images, alluded to the violence of the English Church against
the Roman Catholics who used images:
The Magistrates publikelie take away Pictures from Catholicks, teare and burn them, which were kept but in private
places: yea their more fervent disciples, cannot abide
a crosse standing by the High-waie-side or many, never so
profaine a place, but either they beate ~§d hole them
down, or most despitefullie deface them.
Although Perkins discussed twenty-one points of theological
difference between the Reformed and Roman Catholics, Bishop
refuted them only through the section containing the discussion on images.

Therefore both Abbot and Wotton, who had as

their purpose the answering of Bishop's arguments, ceased to
defend Perkins beyond the discussion of images.

84 rbid., I, 584-89.
85 n. B. P. [Bishop], Fol. 1, 41-57.
86 Abbot, II, see footnote 73.
87wotton, pp. 524-600.
88 n. B. P. [Bishop], Fol. 1, 42.

- 85 The first of Perkins' theological differences which were
not discussed in the controversy was the question of Christ's
presence in the sacrament.

Perkins maintained that the dif-

ference between Reformed and Roman Catholics did not lie in
the question of presence, but in the manner of presence.
Perkins defined the Catholic view of transubstantiation as a
"locall, bodily, and substantiall presence of Christ's body
and blood, by a change and conversion of the bread and wine
into the said body and blood."

On the other hand, Perkins

said that the Reformed hold the presence of Christ to be
"spirituall and mysticall, to the signes by the sacramentall
relation, and to the communicants by faith alone. 1189
By presence through the sign of sacramental relation,
Perkins meant that the "elements of bread and wine are present
to the hand and to the mouth of the receiver at the very same
time the body and blood of Christ are presented to the minde.
Presence is therefore similar to word and sound.

11

When a "word

is uttered, the sound comes to the eare; and at the same instant,
the thing signified comes to the minde. 1190
The second sign is in respect to the communicants, "to
whose beleeving hearts he is also really present."
receives the whole Christ, that is, the God-man.

89 Perkins, I, 590.

-
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The believer
The Godhead

- 86 is not given in respect to substance or essence, but only in
regard "of efficacie, merits, and operation conveied thence
to the manhood."

Christ's whole manhood is then communicated

in respect to His substance and the merits and benefits, namely
"the satisfaction performed by and in the manhood to the justice of God."

When God gives Christ, He gives the spirit of

Christ, which:
spirit creates in the heart of the receiver the instrument of true faith, by which the heart doth really
receive Christ given of God, by resting upon the promise
which God hath made that he will give £rist and his
righteousnesse to every true believer.

9

Perkins regarded this communion as a real union taking
place between God and man in the giving and receiving of Christ.
The union takes place in the heart and by faith for it is
"faith alone that makes Christ crucified to be present unto
us in the sacrament."

Christ's presence is therefore "not

corporal! but spirituall. 1192
Perkins continued by saying that the doctrine of the Mass
is another point in which the Roman Church repudiated her right
to be called a church.
to the very bottom."

93

91 rbid.
92~ . , I, 591-92.
93~ . , I, 594.

For this point "razeth the foundation
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The real difference in understanding revolved around the
meaning of sacrifice.

The Reformed understand sacrifice "by

way of resemblance," whereas the Roman Church understands i t
to be a
God.

11

11

reall, externall, or bodily sacrifice offered unto

In respect to this view the Roman minister is a priest

who "offers Christ's bodie and blood to God the Father really
and properly under the forrnes of bread and wine."
trast, the English Church recognizes

11

In con-

onely Christs oblation

on the crosse, once offered. 1194
Perkins argued that the Epistle to the Hebrews taught
that Christ offered Himself once, whereas Rome taught that the
"sacrifice in the Lords Supper is all one for substance, which
[with] the sacrifice which he offered on the crosse.

11

Thus

for Rome, the Eucharist is a continuance or a repetition of
Christ's sacrifice.

In both cases Christ's actual sacrifice

is made imperfect.

The view of Rome is therefore against the

very nature of sacrament which end is to

11

keepe in memorie the

sacrifice of Christ. 1195
Next, in regard to fasting, Perkins found agreement with
Rome in the purposes of a religious fast.

These are three:

first, the mind is more able to meditate on the duties to godliness; second, the rebellion of the flesh may be subdued, and

94 rbid., I, 593-94.
951....1:....•,
b'd
I, 594.

- 88 third, the fast aids in the profession of guilt and the testimony of humiliation before God. 96
Dissent with the Roman Church on fasting stood in three
areas:

first, the Roman Church "prescribes set-times of

fasting."

The Reformed Church regards all regulations con-

cerning the time of fastings to be against the liberty of the
church.

Second, there is a difference concerning the manner

of keeping a fast.

Such a practice is contradictory to the

teaching of the Old Testament and destroys the purpose of
fasting.

For bodily abstinence is an "outward meanes and signe

whereby we acknowledge our guiltinesse and unworthiness of any
of the blessings of God.

Finally, there is a difference con-

11

cerning certain ends of fasting, for Rome makes abstinence a
part of the worship of God.

Protestants regard it as a thing

"indifferent in itselfe, and therefore no part of Gods worship.
Furthermore, Rome regards fasting as "a work of satisfaction
to Gods justice for the temporall punishment of our sins,

11

but Protestants regard such a view as blasphemy against the
work of Christ as the "perfect satisfaction for sinne both in
respect of guilt and punishment. 1197
Perkins moved next to a discussion of the state of perfection.

He believed that all true believers have a state of

perfection in this life.

96~ . , I, 596.
97 rbid., I, 598.

Perfection consisted, first of the

11

- 89 imputation of Christ's perfect obedience and, then, in
sincerity.

Sincerity involved acknowledgement of imperfec-

tion and unworthiness and a constant endeavor to keep all the
commandments.
Perkins, furthermore, advanced a Reformed position on
works of supererogation.

These are works which go beyond the

requirements of the law.

These works, however, are not to be

found in any person except the person of Christ.

The obedience

of his life met the demands of rigor of the law, but the suffering of his death and passion went beyond the requirements of
the law.

Papists teach that man is able to go beyond the law

and do works of supererogation.

Those who perform the vow of

a single life or the vow of obedience therefore deserve a
greater degree of glory.

This view of the Catholics, however,

98
'
b een re f ute dby t h e S cripture.
.
Perkins regards as having
In the next area of concern, the worship of saints,
Perkins was careful to maintain that the Reformed Church did
not disregard the·saints.

He suggested that they were to be

worshipped and honored in three ways:

first, memory of their

godly acts was to be kept; second, honor was to be given them
by thanking God for them and their benefits to the church;
and third, they were to be honored through "an imitation of

98 rbid., I, 598-600.

- 90 of their faith, humility, meekness, repentence, the feare of
God and all good vertues wherein they exce11. 1199
The difference between the churches is in the manner of
worshipping the saints.
gious worship:

Catholics make two degrees of reli-

latreia, in which God Himself is worshipped,

and doulia, whereby the saints and angels are worshipped.
Protestants, however, distinguish between religious and civil
worship.
alone.

In religious worship, all adoration is given to God
In civil worship, honor is given to men "set above us

by God himselfe either in respect of their offices and authority,
whereby they governe others."

100

Neither do Protestants disregard the saints.

According

to Perkins, they teach that departed saints pray to God by
giving thanks to Him for their own redemption and for the
redemption of the whole Church of God on earth.

Unlike the

Catholics, it is not taught that the saints intercede for
particular men:
God.

Christ alone is the Mediator between man and

A true and sufficient mediator possesses three qualities.

First, the Word of God must declare to the church that in
praying to Him and to God in His name, man shall be heard.
Second, a mediator must be perfectly just.
must be a propitiator.

ggibid., I, 601.

-
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Third, a mediator

Saints and angels meet none of these

- 91 -

requirements.

Scripture does not recommend them as mediators;

saints were born in sin and stand in need of the mediation
and merit of another; and Christ only is a propitiator, who
is able to appease and satisfy the wrath and justice of God
.
101
f or our sins.

The question of implicit faith, Perkins pointed out, is
an important subject for the Protestant.

What is meant by it

must be understood exactly to avoid the errors of the Roman
Church.

Catholicism regarded implicit faith, Perkins said,

not as a knowledge of things to be believed, but as a "reverent
assent unto them."

Believers are required, therefore, to

believe as the Church believes.
all, the mother of ignorance.

Such a doctrine is, first of
For when men are taught to believe

as the Church believes, the study of the Scripture and growth
in knowledge is no longer required of them.
trine leads to an embracing of error.
the doctrine of purgatory.

Second, the doc-

Such is the case with

It was little known at first, but

in the process of time it became a declared doctrine of the
Church.

To believe, then, what the Church believes is to assent

. S
.
102
to doctrines that are not expresse d in cripture.

Protestants also embrace a doctrine of implicit faith, but
they do not mean by it what the Romanists do, Perkins wrote.

lOlibid., I, 603-4.
l0 2 Ibid., I, 606-7.

92 Implicit faith is weak faith, which may be weak in two ways:
in respect to the knowledge of things to be believed and in
respect to the apprehension of the object of faith, namely
Christ and his benefits.

It is not required that the believer

understand everything, nor does the believer's salvation stand
so much in man's apprehension of Christ, as in Christ's comprehending of the believer. 103

This is the doctrine of both

Melanchthon 104 and Calvin. 105
There is also a difference between Protestants and
Catholics on the subject of purgatory.

In accord with the

l0 3 Ibid. , I, 605.
l0 4 Ibid. Perkins refers to Philosophiae Moralis Epitome:
De gradibus delictorum. The reference however is wrong.
It
is found, rather, in Ethicae Doctrinae Elementa: De gradibus
delictorum. See Philip Melanchthon, "Ethicae Doctrinae Elementa,11 Corpus Reformatorum, edited by Carol G. Bretschneiderum
(Holis Saxonum: Apud C. A. Schwetschke, 1850), XVI, 239. The
writer owes discovery of this error to Mr. Ronald Diener.
Melanchthon's reference has to do with weak faith in respect
to the knowledge of things to be believed.
"Est et hie ingens
misericordia Dei agnoscenda, qui etiam discernit inter peccata
ignorantiae, et untro accersita, et multiplicem ignorantiam
condonat illis, qui fundamentum tamen norunt, et sunt deciles,
ut in Apostolis magna caligo erat ante resurrectionem Christi.
Sed ut dictum est, postulat, ut simus deciles, non vult confirmari ignaviam, Socordiam et stuporem, sicut in 1. Psalmo
(v. 2) dictur:
In lege euis meditabitur die et nocte. 11
l0 5 Ibid., I, 606. Perkins' quotation from the Institutes,
is to th"e"effect that weak faith is acceptable to God. See
John Calvin, "Institutes," Corpus Reformatorum (Brunsvigae:
Apud c. A. Schwetschke et Filium, 1864), edited by Guilielmus
Baum et al. XXX 401.
"Ex his patet, eos etiam qui primis
I
I
I
"
elementis
nondum
sunt
imbuti, modo a b o b e d iendum
ferantur,
vocari fideles non quidem proprie, sed quatenus Deus pro sua
indulgentia prim illum affectum tanto honore dignatus. 11
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Word of God, according to Perkins, Protestants hold to a
Christian purgatory.

By "purgatory" he understood, first of

all, "the afflictions of Gods children here on earth."

These

afflictions are the fiery trial of 1 Peter 1:7 whereby men
are cleansed from their corruption.

Second, the blood of

Christ is purgatory for sin as in 1 John 1:7, Christ's blood
purgeth us from all our sins, and Heb. 9:14, it purgeth our
conscience from dead works. 106
Roman Catholics, however, held purgatory to be a place.
That purgatory is a part of hell is denied by the Scriptures
which speak only of heaven and hell.
understood the means of purgation.

Second, the papists misThey taught
that men were
I

"purged by suffering paine in purgatory, whereby they satisfie
for their venial sinnes, and for the temporal punishment of
their mortal! sinnes."

Protestants teach, however, that nothing

can free man from punishment but the suffering of Christ and
nothing can purge man from corruption but the blood of Christ. 107
Another difference lay in the question of the supremacy.
Protestants taught that a three-fold perogative was given to
Peter, of authority, of primacy, and of principality.

His

authority was a preeminence of estimation, in which he was
reverenced above the rest of the twelve.

lOGPerkins, I, 606.
l0 7 Ibid., I, 607.

His primacy was due
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to the fact that he was the first-mentioned apostle.

His

principality was due to the measure of grace given him, whereby
he was able to excel! the rest. 108
The Church of Rome, however, gave Peter a "sµpremacy under
Christ above all causes and persons:

that is, full power, to

governe and order the Catholike Church upon the whole earth,
both for doctrine and regiment."

This fullness of power, which

was also ascribed to the Bishops of Rome that followed him,
was described as follows by Perkins:
This supremacie stands {as they teach) in a power of
judgment, to determine of the true sense of all places
of scripture: to determine all causes of faith:
to
assemble general councils: to ratifie the decrees of
the councils: to excommunicate any man upon earth, that
lives within the church, even princes and nations:
properly to absolve and forgive sinnes:
to decide causes
brought to him by appeale from all parts of the earthiog
lastly, to make !awes that shall bind the conscience.
Protestants, on the other hand, held that all supremacy
under Christ pertained to kings and princes within their
domain.

No Bishop of Rome has any supremacy over the Catholic

Church. 110
Proof of the Protestant position rests first of all on a
proper understanding of Christ as King.

As God, He is King

over heaven and earth by the right of creation.

lOSibid., I, 608.
l0 9 Ibid.
~

llOibid.

As Redeemer,
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He is King over the whole church.

As King over creation, He

has appointed deputies to govern the earth, namely kings and
princes, but as King over the church, He has appointed no
deputy.

No creature is capable of this office because His

work of mediation rises out of his two natures concurring in
one and the same action.

Ministers are not His deputies, but

rather active instruments.

This one truth that Christ has no

deputies in the church, but only instruments, "overthrowes
not onely the Popes Supremacie, but also many other points of
poperie. 11111
Another proof of the Protestant position arises from the
Scriptures in which the Pope's supremacy was judged and condemned before it was manifested in the world.

The "spirit of

prophecy" declared in 2 Thess. 2:3 that the man of sin shall
exalt himself above all that is called God.

This whole chap-

ter agrees to the "See of Rome and the Head thereof."

The

thing which held back the revealing of the man of sin was the
Roman Emperor (verse 6).

This was found true in history, for

Rome never flourished until the Empire decayed and the seat of

'·

. was remove d f rom Rome. 112
it
papacy.

Revelation 13 also speaks of the

The beast coming out of the sea is the heathenish

lllibid., I, 609.
112 rbid. Compare John Jewel, Upon the Second Epistle to
the Thessalonians, edited for the Parker Society by John Ayre
(Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1847), pp. 896902. Cited as Jewel's Works, P.S., XXIV.
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.

Roman Empire; the second corning out of the earth which does
all that the first beast does before him agrees with the Popes
of Rome "who doe and have done all things that the Emperour
did or could doe, and that in his very sight. 11113
Differences also existed between the Protestants and
Catholics on the subject of the sacraments.

According to

Perkins, the Protestant Church taught two things concerning
the sacraments:

first, they are signs which represent Christ

and His benefits; and second, they are instruments through
l

which Christ's benefits are offered. 114
Catholics taught that the sacraments were "instrumental
causes, having force and efficacie in them to produce and
give grace."

Protestants disagreed, understanding grace to

proceed only from God Himself and not from the sacrament.
They taught further "that the very action of the minister dispensing the sacrament as it is the worke done, gives grace
immediately, if the partie be prepared."

Protestants insisted,

however, that grace through the sacrament is confirmed only by
sign and word.

The sign represents to the eyes what the word

does to the ears.

The sign received from the minister "is as
J

113Perkins, p. 609. Compare John B~le on The Image ~f
Both Churches edited for the Parker Society by Henry Christmas
(Cambridge, E~g.: Cambridge University Press, 1849), pp. 420-50.
Cited as Bale's Select Works, P.S., I.
114perkins, I, 610.
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much as if God himselfe with his owne mouth should speak unto
. and by name promise to them remission of sinnes. 11115

them

The confirming of grace is through the sign which "confirms faith as a pleadge, by reason it hath a promise annexed
to it."
word.

For through the sign God binds Himself to His own
The grace that is therefore conferred through the sacra-

ment is not justification, as the papists teach, but the
increase of our faith, hope, and sanctification. 116
Perkins next began a discussion of faith by listing five
points to which both the Roman Catholics and the Protestants
agree.

In his words, they are as follows:

I.

They teach it to be the propertie of faith, to beleeve
the whole word of God, and special! the redemption of
mankind by Christ.

II.

They avouch that they beleeve and looke to be saved
by Christ and by Christ alone, and by the meere mercie
of God in Christ.

III.

Thirdly, the most learned among them hold and confesse,
that the obedience of Christ is imputed unto them for
the satisfaction of the law, and for their reconciliation with God.

IV.

They avouch that they put their whole trust and confidence in Christ, and in the meere mercy of God, for
their salvation.

v.

Lastly, they hold that every man must apply the promise of life everlasting by Christ himselfe.117

llSibid.
116 Ibid., I, 610-11.
117 Ibid., I, 611-12.

- 98 Perkins warned that "by the avouching of these five conclusions ,
Papists may easily escape the hands of many magistrates."

He

further suggested that unless the mystery of popish doctrine
were known, any common man might be deceived and take for a
good Protestant someone who could be a popish priest.

His

purpose in presenting this chapter was therefore to show their
guile and deceit in these matters of doctrine. 118
In the first place, although Catholics assented to belief
in the whole Word of God, they added to it, for they also
believed the apocryphal works, the unwritten traditions, the
writings of the fathers, and the decrees of the Church; they
made them of equal value with the Word of God, given by
"inspiration of the Spirit."
tion in Christ alone.

Second, they assented to salva-

In this doctrine, there is "manifest

deceit because they craftily include and couch their owne
workes under the name of Christ."

Man is thus acceptable to

God for the works done by him through Christ.
meritorious salvation.

This is a

Third, regarding the imputation of the

obedience of Christ, they held that Christ's obedience is
imputed only to "make satisfaction for sinne and not to justifie us before God."

In the fourth place, they held that man

must put his truth and confidence in the mercy of God alone
for salvation.

Yet, they also put "confidence in the merit

118 Ibid., I, 612.

Infra, pp. 151-55.
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of their owne workes.
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Finally, they taught that man must

believe and apply the promises of life everlasting.
applied the promises only in hope, not by faith.
great point in the "mystery of iniquity."

But they

This is a

For in this "uncer-

tain application of the promise of salvation, and this wavering
of hope, they overturne halfe the doctrince of the Gospel. 11119
In conclusion Perkins warned his readers that although
the Catholics seemed to agree with Protestants in doctrine,
"yet indeed they deny and abolish the substance thereof,
namely, the particular and certain application of Christ crucified, and his benefits unto our selves. 11120
The final doctrinal point discussed by Perkins was that
of repentance.
eration.

He regarded repentance as the fruit of regen-

Perkins pointed out that it stands specifically for

the contrition of heart, confession of mouth, and satisfaction
in work or deed.

Contrition is grief for sin, because God has

been offended; confession and satisfaction is made to God in
intreating him to accept the death and passion of Christ for
our sin.

The fruit of repentance is a "worthie amendment of

life," the principle of which is to "renounce all and every
and in all things to doe the wi·11 o f God • 11121

119 Ibid., I, 612-13.
120 rbid.
121 Ibid., I, 613-15.

- 100 Dissent with the Roman Church is not in the doctrine of
repentance itself but in the "damnable abuses thereof."
are two, general and special.
objections.

These

Perkins presented four general

The Romanists placed the beginning of repentance

partly in the Holy Spirit and partly in the power of their
natural free-will.

They took repentance as that public dis-

cipline used against notorious offenders in the congregation.
They made repentance to be a sacrament.

They made the effect

of repentance to be a meritorious cause of the remission of
.
122
sins.
Special abuses of the papists concern contrition, confession, and satisfaction.

Concerning contrition, they taught

that it must be perfect; they ascribed to it the merit of congruity, and they considered contrition arising from the fear
of hell to be good.

Concerning confession, they used a form

of confession uttered in an unknown tongue, they confessed to
saints departed, and they had corrupted canonical confession
by turning it into private auricular confession.

Regarding

satisfaction, they turned it into a satisfaction of the jus. h men t o f sins.
.
123
tice of God for the tempera 1 punis

122 Ibid., I, 914-15.
123 rbid., I, 615-16.

- 101 Further Implications of the Commandment, Rev. 18:4
On the completion of the discussion of the twenty-one
points of doctrine in which the Reformed Church objected to
the teaching of the Roman Catholic Church, Perkins discussed
the implications of the commandment, "Goe out of her my people"
(Rev. 18:4).

The first implication Perkins gathered from the

commandment was the duty of separation.

The theology of the

Church of Rome had razed the foundation of Christianity to
such an extent that the difference between the Roman and Reformed
Church was one of substance. 124

The twenty-one points of doc-

trine treated demonstrated the substantial difference between
the churches.
The second implication Perkins deduced from Rev. 18:3 was
that the "true church of God is and hath bin in the present
Romane Church, as corne in the hecwe of chaffe."
always reserved a people who truly worshipped him.

God has
Proof of

the remnant within the church lies in a proper understanding
of Rev. 12:17,

11

Then the dragon was angry with the woman, and

went off to make war on the rest of her offspring, on those
who keep the commandments of God and bear testimony to Jesus.

11

The Dragon, which is the devil, caused the woman, that is the
church , to flee into the wilderness, where he sought to destroy

124 rbid., I, 557-58.

Supra, P• 63.

- 102 her, but could not "because she still retaines a remnant 0£
her seede, which keep the commandments of God, and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ."

That John could not have been

speaking of the Turks is adduced from the fact that they did
not have the Scriptures and the sacraments as did the Roman
Church.

125

The explanation of a true church within a church helps
to "stoppe the mouthes of Papists, which demand of us where
our church was fourscore yeares ago, before the days of Luther."
The Protestant · church is not green or new but has "ever been
since the dayes of the Apostles" and that in the midst of the
papacy.

In Luther's time the true church, which had always

been, then began to show itself out of the universal apostasy
in which it had been hidden £or hundreds of years.

Now, how-

ever, God has called his true church out of apostasy. 126
Perkins pointed out that the commandment of Rev. 18:3
taught the opinion to

11

Is it a church or not?

carrie of the present Church of Rome."
I£ by church is understood a people,

of which the Pope is head, in which the people acknowledge him
to be the head I and believe the doctrine of the council of
Trent, the answer is
by the text.

11

no. 11

This conclusion is substantiated

For, as has been proved, Rome, which is Babylon,

125 rbid., I, 615-16.

Supra, pp. 46-48.

126 rbid., I, 616-17.

In£ra, pp. 190-93.

- 103 opposed the church of God, and the people of God are commanded
to come out of her.

The people of God are so commanded because

Rome has forsaken Christ, as has been proven in the examination
of Romish doctrine.

They have overthrown the true sense of the

foundation.
Further, Rome is not the true church for the Pope sits in
the temple of God [the church] as God.
position of God.

He has usurped the

Therefore the popish church and God's church

are "mingled like chaff and corne in one heape."

The position

of the Romish Church at that time was like that of a harlot
who remains a wife until after her bill of divorcement, when
she ceases to be a wife.

Now "that church hath received the

bill of her divorcement in the written word, namely, 2 Thessalonians 2 and [Revelation 13:11, 12. 11 ] 127
In this commandment one also sees "two sorts of men."
Some pertain to Babylon, they run to their destruction; and
some are severed from Babylon, and reserved to everlasting
life.

The cause of this distinction is the "very will of God

vouchsafing mercie to some, and forsaking others by withdrawing
his mercie from them."

In this distinction man is taught to

"seeke to be of the number of God's people, and to labour for
.
.
,,128
assurance of this our own conscience.

127 Ibid., I, 617.
128 Ibid.

- 104 Lastly, Perkins noted the special care God has over his
own children.

He first gives them a warning to depart before

He executes His judgment.

This blessing of protection should

move all men to become hearty servants of God, and to labor
to become new creatures, "Joyning our selves alwaies to the
true church of God. 11129

129 rbid., I, 618.

Infra, pp. 214-16.

CHAPTER V
ATHEISM

Introduction
In the first section of The Reformed Catholike, Perkins
concerned himself with an explanation of the commandment:
"Come out of her, ·my people."

It was not, however, until the

concluding section of his work that he turned to the reason
why true believers were to come out of the Church of Rome.

-

Perkins based his argument for separation on the latter part
of Rev. 18:4 ("Lest you take part in her sins, lest you share
in her plagues"}.

From this reference arose Perkins' accusa-

tion of the "sinnes" of the Roman Church.
listed and discussed:

Seven sins were

atheism, idolatry, adultery, sorcery,

perjury, the reversal of God's commandments, and lying. 1

In

addition, Perkins urged two duties on the laity that through
the keeping of them they may escape participation in the sins
of Rome.

First, they were to "avoide contracts of marriage

with professed Papists."

"Professed Papists" are those who

hold "the Pope for their head, and believe the doctrine of
the Council of Trent."

Second, they were cautioned to "take

1 williarn Perkins, A Reformed Catholike, in Works (London:
John Legatt, 1626), I, 618-20.

- 106 heed" how they travel in "countries where Popish religion is
stablished" lest they "partake in the sins and punishments
thereof. 112
The publication in 1607 of William Bishop's rebuttal to
Perkins' accusation of the "sinnes" of Rome constituted the
preface to Bishop's Second Part of the Reformation of a
Catholic Deformed. 3

Although it was published in 1607, it

was written in 1605 or sooner.

In a brief note to the reader,

Bishop apologized for its late publication, stating that it
had been written two years earlier, but only now published
because i t had been "by mischance lost. 114
Abbot's rebuttal of Bishop's work was contained in The
Third Part of the Defence of the Reformed Catholike. 5

In the

Preface to the Reader, Abbot explained that he was unaware of
Bishop's Second Part of the Reformation of a Catholike Deformed
in which the Protestant Church was charged with atheism, until
he was in Southwell serving the Archbishop of York.

It was

here through a conversation with the Archbishop that he discovered

2 Ibid., I, 620.
3william Bishop, A Reformation of a Catholic Deformed b
M. w. Perkins (England?: Secret Press, 1607 , The Second
Part.
4 Ibid., To the Reader.
5 Robert Abbot , A Defence of the Reformed Catholike
of
.
M. w. Perkins a ainst the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
London: R. Field? G. Bishop, 1606-1607 , III.

- 107 the second part of Bishop's work. 6

Having explained the late

answer to Bishop's work, he added:

"God give his blessing both

to my writing and to thy reading, that we may both grow in
hatred of antichristian error, and in the knowledge and love
of the trueth of God. 117
The Sins of the Roman Church
The first sin of the Roman Catholic discussed by Perkins
was atheism, of which he said there are two kinds:
colored.

open and

Open atheism is when "men both in word and deed deny

God and his word."

Colored atheism, that is, practice not

consistent with doctrine, manifests itself in two degrees.
First, when men acknowledge God as Creator and governor of
heaven and earth, and yet "denie the Father, Sonne, and Holy
Ghost."

Such atheists are found among the Turks, Jews, Anti-

Trinitarians and Arians.
is more indirect.

The second degree of colored atheism

These atheists recognize the unity of the

Godhead in the Trinity of persons but by "other necessary consequents, partly of their doctrine, and partly of the service
of God, they overturne that which they have well maintained."
This is the kind of atheism practiced by the Roman Church.

6 Ibid., III, The Preface to the Reader.
7 Ibid.

- 108 Roman Catholic atheism is demonstrated in the consequences
which follow their doctrine and service of God. 8
Perkins argued that Roman Catholics overthrow the grace
of God.

For God's grace, they teach, concurs with the merits

of man.

God's infinite justice is therefore denied because

it must be appeased by human satisfaction and God's mercy is
repudiated by the teaching that personal satisfactions must
be added to the satisfaction of Christ. 9
Neither does the Roman Church have the true Christ.

Rome

has framed a Christ to whom is ascribed two kinds of existence:
the one is natural, in which He is visible and touchable; the
other, which is against nature, teaches that He is "substantially according to his flesh in the hands of every priest, in
every host, and in the mouth of every communicant, invisible,
untouchable, uncircumscribed."
abolished His manhood.
Christ.

In effect, the Papists have

They have also degraded the offices of

To His office as King they have joined the Pope, not

only as a vicar, but also as a fellow.

The Pope has power to

8 Perkins, I, 618. According to Thomas H. Clancy, Papist
Pamphleteers (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1964), p. ~47,
the term "atheist" was used to refer to those wh.1' went against
their consciences. This is probably the way Perkins is using
the word. Perkins does not therefore mean to imply that
Catholics are unbelievers but rather that their doctrine and
practice is inconsistent ~ith what they b 7lieve about the Godhead.
It is a practical atheism, not an intellectual or
spiritual one.

9Perk ins,
'
I, 618.

- 109 make laws, resolve the sense of Scripture, pardon sin, depose
kings, and absolve subjects from the oath of allegiance. 10
To his office as priest, they have added numerous secondary
priests who offer Christ daily in the mass.

To Christ's office

of mediator of intercession, saints and popes have been added
to make requests for man and in addition to the merits of
Christ they have devised a treasury of the church, containing
the merits of saints, dispensed at the discretion of the pope.
In this manner the Roman Church has transformed Christ into a
"phantasie or idol of mans conceit. 1111
Finally, the atheism of the Roman Church is demonstrated
in its manner of worship.

For the most part it is mere "wil-

worship, without any allowance or commandment from God."
Perkins claimed Roman worship had borrowed its rites and ceremonies from the Jews and heathen.

Through its manner of

lOProbably a reference to the Act of Supremacy, 15~9
(1 Eliz. I ch. 1) which reintroduced what was substantially
the 1536 o~th ( 28 Henry VIII, ch. 10), ~ "I, A. B., do
utt~ rly testify and declare in my conscience that the Queen's
Highness in the only supreme Gover~or ~f the ~ealm • • • as
well as in all spiritual or ecclesiastical things or causes
as temporal, and that no foreign • • • prelate • • • _hath or
ought to have any jurisdictio~ p~wer 7 •• or autho;.ity
ecclesiastical or spiritual within this realm· 7 •
It ~as
·
t th'
th that Pope Pius' bull, Regnans in excelsis
agains · tt is oTah t
t of the bull is in M.A. Tierney, Dodd's
was wri en.
e ex
840)
Church History of England (London: Charles Dolman, 1
, III,
appendix ii.
llp erk'ins, I , 618.

- 110 worship, the Protestant can plainly see the Romans have turned
"the true God into a phantasie of their own. 1112
The second sin is idolatry.

The idolatry of the papists

is seen in three aspects of their worship.

First, they "wor-

ship the saints with religious worship, which without exception
is proper to God.

11

Some are turned into idols and made media-

tors of redemption.

Such is the case with the Virgin Mary to

whom they ascribe a mediation of life and hope as "the medicine
of the diseased" and to whom they pray for .help in the hour of
death.

Second, Perkins argued, they "worship God in, at, or

before images."

Although God's commandment is to the contrary,

they allege that images are used only in remembrance of God.
Third, their idolatry is evidenced in their worship of a
"Breaden God."

This "Breaden God" is Christ in and under the

forms of bread and wine, which according to His humanity is
absent from the earth.
1"d0

Consequently the host is an "abominable

1 • .. 13
According to Perkins, the third sin of the papists is the

practice of adultery.

This is manifested first in their

toleration of the "stewes."

This toleration is an occasion for

uncleanness to many young men and women who would otherwise
abstain from such unfaithfulness.

12 Ibid.
13 rbid., I, 618-19.

Second, adultery is maintained

- 111 in their law beyond the fourth degree which, Perkins claimed,
allowed the marriage of any persons, and therefore sometimes
.
14
a 11 ows J.ncest.
The fourth sin is sorcery, evidenced in Romanists' consecration of the host.

Romanists make their "Breaden God" in

exorcisms over holy bread, holy water, and salt; in driving
away devils, in making the sign of the cross, in the ringing
of bells, lighting tapers, and in worshipping relics.

Since

these things have no effect by creation, nor institution in
God's holy word, whatever is done by them must be accomplished
through the secret operations of the devil himself. 15
The fifth sin is perjury.

The Romanists uphold perjury

in their doctrine when they teach that "a Papist examined may
answer doubtfully against the direct intention of the examiner,
framing another meaning unto himself in the ambiguitie of his
words."

For example, if a person has heard or said mass in

such a place, he may answer that he has not when he has been
asked.

His untruth is justified on the basis "hee was not

there to reveal it to the examiner. 1116

14 Ibid., I, 619.
15 Ibid.
16 rbid. Perkins failed to appreciate the difficult circumstance of the sincere Roman Catholic believer faced by the
harsh penal laws of Queen Elizabeth. Much literature was produced by Roman Catholics discussing the questions of conscience
and obedience to the laws of the land. See a summary of this

- 112 The sixth sin, which p k
er ins regarded as the reversal of
God's commandment, evidenced itself
in "making that no sinne
which Gods word makes s inne. "
Such sins are the distinction
made between mortal and venial sin·, the
teaching that no one
is bound to salute his enemy in the way
of friendship; that it
is lawful to feign holiness,· that 1·t 1· s only

a venial sin to

paint the face; and that it is not lawful to forbid begging.17
The last and seventh sin is lying.

Specifically, Perkins

pointed out, the lying of the Roman Catholic Church is used to
justify doctrine • . Catholics falsely prove that antiquity is
on their side through forged and counterfeit writings. 18
In the rebuttal by William Bishop, no reference is made
to any of Perkins' alleged sins of the Roman Church except the
first, the charge of atheism.

Bishop referred to the handling

of Perkins' charge of atheism as a "matter of marvellous great
.
19
importance."

literature by A. c. Southern, Elizabethan Recusant Prose, 15591582 (London: Sands and Co., 1949}, pp. 136-44. For a brief
but excellent account of the ethics of the trials against
Roman Catholics see A. o. Meyer, England and the Catholic Church
under Queen Elizabeth (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1967
[reprint, 1915]), pp. 156-65. According to Meyer the traditional view which represents Catholics in England as untruthful, underhanded, and hypocritical, is false.
17Perkins, I, 619.
18 rbid., I, 619-20; Supra, footnote on
19 Bishop, The Second Part, p. 3.

- 113 He accused Perkins of "flying unto the threed-bare ragges
of their common slanders of man's merits and satisfactions,
and such old stuffe.

Perkins' analysis of the overthrow of

11

grace through the cooperation of man's merits is so "silly and
simple" that he does not know "what to tearme it."

His charge

of atheism to the doctrine of satisfaction for temporal sins
"is most apparently a very senselesse assertion" and the charge
that God's mercy cannot be infinite because of man's satisfaction is a complete misunderstanding of the Roman view of grace.

20

Furthermore, Bishop argued, Christ's manhood is not denied
when it is affirmed that His body has two manners of existing,
rather it is an affirmation of the transfiguration and resurrection.

His office as King is not destroyed because "he

bestowed some part thereof upon his substitutes."

The Scrip-

tures clearly teach that Christ held the apostles to be real

. t s. 21
an d t rue pries

Saints are to pray for believers and the

merits of saints who have earned more than they need, are corn.

d 22

municated to those who are in nee.

In regard to worship, Bishop considered the charges of
Perkins to be those of an "impudent deceiver."

Bodily rites

20 rbid., pp. 3-4.
21 Ibid., p. 5. Bishop refers in the margin of his text
to Luke 24; John 20; Mark 16; and Matthew 20. He does not cite
particular verses in these chapters.
22 Ibid., p. 6.

- 114 used in Roman Catholic worship are few, decent, "full of
reverence, and most fit to stirre up and cherish devotion."
Roman worship is not borrowed ei.ther from the Jews or the
heathen, but "devised by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost
{the heavenly guide and director of the Catholike Church) to
move us to serve God more devoutly, and with greater reverence."

For Perkins, therefore, to suggest that Catholics give

the same worship to a saint that is given to God is a "stale
jest" and a "notorious untruth."

Having complete his answer

to Perkins' charge, Bishop turned to an examination of the
Protestants' doctrine.

He invited the indifferent reader to

compare the two opinions, and to "embrace that formost pure
and true, that carryeth the most reverent and holy contente
thereof. 1123
Next, Bishop examined the Protestant doctrine concerning
"the nature of God and their worshippe of him."

In his basic

assumption, he expressed the idea that the "masters of that
religion teach many absurde thinges concerning the God-head
itselfe, and doe as coldly and as slightly worshippe God
Almighty."

He proposed to follow the same method as Perkins

and discuss 1) the God-head; 2) the God-man; and 3) the Service
and Worship of God. 24

23 Ibid., p. 7.
24 Ibid.

- 115 Bishop began his first accusation against Protestantism
by directing an attach against the Protestant teaching on the
Trinity.

Bishop alleged that John Calvin denied the eternal

generation of the Son from the Father, for he said Calvin
"teacheth, that the second and third persons of the Trinity
doe not receive the God-head from the first but have it of
themselves, even as the first person hath."

It followed from

Calvin's teaching that there is "neither Father nor Sonne in
the God-head,

11

for if the Son has the God-head in Himself, He

did not receive it from the Father through eternal generation.
Consequently, the first person is no true father and the Holy
Ghost can proceed from neither the Father nor the Son.

Thus

the whole Trinity is overthrown and the Protestants embrace the
highest form of atheism. 25
Abbot found Bishop "a liar even in the very place which
he himself citeth."

Examining Calvin's statement in context,

Abbot concluded that Calvin affirmed "the God-head whereby
Christ is God, is of itselfe, that is to say, not of any other;
but yet that Christ as he is the second person in Trinity is
26 Even Bellarmine
not God, of himselfe, b u t Of the Fath er."

25 Ibid., p. 8.
26Abbot III 35-36. See John Calvin, "Institute~, 11
'
'
·
G · 1 · lmus Baum (Brunsvigae:
Corpus Reformatorum, edited _b~ ui 18 ) XXX 112 _ 13 •
Apud c. A. Schwetschke et Filium, 1864,
,

- 116 acquitted Calvin for he knew that Calvin was here moved to
write against Valentinue Gentilis, a new Arian heretic. 27
In the second place, Bishop accused the Protestants of
teaching a subordination in the Trinity.

Melanchthon 28 is

accused of teaching that the Son is a subject and minister to
the Father.

This subordination is taught by all Protestants 29

"who hold Christ according to his divine nature, to have beene
a mediator."
U no
t

Such a view, he charged, makes Christ a "suppliant

.
.
30
ano th er II an d th ere f ore f avers Ar1.an1.sm.
Abbot argued against a view of subordinationism and

insisted that there is to be no division in the two natures
in Christ's work of redemption.

He found support in Athanasius

who properly understood the "act of the whole person in the
offering of that sacred blood for the redemption of mankind."
Furthermore, Cyril writing against the Nestorian heretics, and
approving the Council of Ephesus, clearly taught that the
"parting of the God-head and the manhood whereby Christ is
· ator only according to his manhood,
made our high priest an d medl.

27Abbot,
36 _ 38 • Bellarmine, "De Christo," Opera
III,
.
{Neapoli: Apud Josephum
Omnia, edited by Riario Sforza
Giuliano, 1856), I, 21~.
See Philip Melanchthon,
28 Bishop The second Part, P• 9 •
615.
"De Filio," c~rpus Reformatorum, XXI,
In addition to Melanchthon,
29 Bishop The second Par~, P· 8 •
,
d Whitaker.
Bishop mentions Calvin an
30 Ibid., p. 9.

- 117 favoureth more strongly of the heresie of Nestorius."

Bishop's

arguments against the Protestants are the same as the weapons
of Nestorius and Arius against the union of the person of
Christ and his Godhead.

Thus it is Roman Catholicism that

tends toward atheism in respect to the God-head, not Protestantism.31
The third charge Bishop alleged against the Protestants
was to the effect that they denied God's omnipotence.

Accord-

ing to Bishop, any Protestant who "affirmes that God can not
set a body in the world, without a circumscribed place, nor
any one body in many places at one," in effect makes him no
God at ali. 32

Abbot argued against Bishop's view from philo-

sophy, saying that it is an essential property of a body to be
"circumscribed and bounded within a place."

To take away this

property is to "destroy the nature and condition of a body."
Those who like Bishop argue otherwise, reason as "Praxeas the
Heretike did; it was not hard or unpossible to God to make
33
himselfe both the Father and the Sonne. 11
Next, Bishop charged with impiety the Protestants who
deny the goodness of God by teaching that the reprobation of
man lies not in man, but in the will and pleasure of God

31 Abbot, III, 44-48.

32 Bishop, The Second Part, P• 9.
33 Abbot, III, 51-53.

- 118 Himself.

Beza in particular is cited as the bravest champion

of this error. 34

Abbot was of the opinion that Bishop showed

great "ignorance in himselfe" not yet learning the difference
between reprobation and damnation.

Protestants taught no cause

of damnation but sin, and no cause of reprobation but the will
of God.

Reprobation is the decree of God in which He leaves

men "in the state of sinne wherein he found them that they may
justly be condemned."

Damnation is God's sentence of judgment

"whereby he assigneth the reprobate to eternall punishment for
sinne.

11

Proof for the doctrine is taken from Romans 9.

If

Bishop did not like this teaching, he was to "enter his action
against God" and "not repine at us who doe no more but report
them from the mouth of God. 1135
For his fifth argument against the Protestant concept of
God, Bishop charges the Protestants with making God the cause
of evil.

Calvin 36 and other reformers 37 have all made God the

"author, plotter, promoter, and worker of all the wickednesse
and mischiefe that is, or hath been committed in the world. 1138

34B.J.S h op, The Second Part, pp. 9-10.

35 Abbot, III, 55-60.
36 calvin, Corpus Reformatorum, XXX, 167. Calvin is designated by Bishop as "the principall proctor and promoter of
this blasphemy."
37 Melanchthon, Bucer, and Zwingli.
38 Bishop, The Second Part, PP• 10-11.

- 119 According to Abbot, Bishop's accusation was a "horrible blasphemie and impiety."

He had "extracted" sentences from the

writings of the Protestants to prove they made God the cause
of evil, "from which wicked assertions, those worthy men were
as farre, as the Jesuite was farre from honesty, as hee was
farre indeed, in the objecting of them."

"It is worthy,"

Abbot added, that "what these men now object against us, the
very same did the Pelagians object , against S. Austin."

The

Reformers teach that man's sin is "wholly of himselfe by corruption of nature, and that from his owne heart as from a
poisoned roote proceedeth al the wickednesse of his life."
In regard to God they "attribute no more but that hee voluntarily permitteth, and wisely ordereth, and justly useth to
his purposes the sinne of man. 1139
For the final argument against the Protestant view of
the Godhead, Bishop argued that Protestants pervert his justice.

The charge of the perversion of His justice stems from

the preceding argument that God compels the reprobate.

There-

fore God cannot "in justice punish the poore wreatches" who
have been "obedient to his own will and working" who by "his
own will and decree, hath predestined [them] to hell. 1140
Abbot in his refutation of Bishop insisted that Protestants

39

Abbot, III, 63.

40 Bishop, The Second Part, PP· 11-12.

- 120 teach that those who are damned are so damned because they
"follow the sinful lust of their own wicked heart.

11

The con-

nection between man's voluntary sin and God's decree in the
matter of reprobation is not a contradiction which makes God
unjust.

For

11

there should be no difference betwixt God and

man, if the understanding of man could reach to the counsels

.
. t.ions o f h.is eterna1 maJest1e.
.
. 11 41
an d d 1spos1
According to Bishop, the second proof of Protestant
atheism was to be found in the Reformed doctrine of the Godman.

First, Bishop chided the Protestants for their

11

want of

good affection towards our Saviour 11 and their backwardness in
regard to his mother, the Virgin.

They will not "hear with

patience 11 those who salute her with "Hail Mary,
it is recorded in the Gospel.
speak in her "dispraise."

11

even though

On every occasion possible they

Certainly they are either "wanting

in judgment or else voide of due respect unto the Sonne."

42

Abbot answered that Protestant affection toward the Saviour
is not "in the approving of old wives dreams, but in the
keeping of his word."

Nevertheless, it is not true that

Protestants dispraise her for Mary is called "blessed" and
they acknowledge "her a singular instrument in Gods mercy

41Abbot, III, 88-90.
42 n • B • p • [B"shop]
l.

,

The Former Part, p. 12.

- 121 towards us in the incarnation of Jesus Christ."

But, he

insisted, "wee will make no Goddesse of her, as the Pope hath
done. 1143
Second, the Protestant view of Christ's person results
in atheism.

Protestants commonly teach "that our Saviours

soule was subject to ignorance," that in His youth He was
ignorant of many things; that He often spoke after the manner
of men; and that in the hour of His death, He refused to execute the office of the mediator. 44

Abbot touched the heart

of the matter when he referred to the papal doctrine that
Christ was in all things like man except in sins and ignorance.
He asks "by what authority doe they adde ignorance where
ignorance may be without sinne?"

Abbot continued by arguing

that things may be hidden to the "manhood of Christ, till the
time should come that the divine nature should fully explicate
45
and lay open the glorious perfection of those endowments."
According to Abbot, the Protestant view is as follows:
We acknowledge a difference of will in Christ testified
by most passionate and effectual words, and wee acknowledge
i t as the Fathers did out of the same words, against the
heretikes the Monotheletes, but in this difference we deny
anything to have been tumultuous or unbridled, but all

43

Abbot, III, 91.

44n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, p. 13.
45Abbot, III, 95-96.

- 122 dulie composed and ordered; so that the discord was a
concord, and the difference mad~ 6 no other but harmony and
conformitie as before was said.
Bishop pointed to another impiety spoken against Christ's
person in the Protestant interpretation of the words of Christ,
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

In this case

Luther is the culprit, although Beza and Calvin are also mentioned.

Protestants teach that at this moment in the life of

Christ, Christ became a wicked sinner and "in his soule he
suffered the torments of the damned and al thos punishments
that are due to wicked men in hell. 1147

Only if Christ suffered

in both body and soul, argued Abbot, may He be "acknowledged
to be a perfect Redeemer both of body and soule.

11

Protestants,

therefore, believe that Christ was made sin for us in both body
and soul.

Protestants also agree with the Greek litany, "For

putting himselfe into our place and condition, he stood liable
to all that was due to us."

Thus, when Luther said that

Christ was the greatest sinner, he said so because Christ "bare
all our sins" in the sense the Scriptures teach, He was made
sin for us. 48
In the third place, Bishop turned to Protestant errors
concerning the office of Christ's mediatorship.

46 Ibid., III, 109-10.
47 Bishop, The Second Part,1 P· 14.
48Abbot, III, 112-20.

He regarded

- 123 the first error of the Protestants to be their insistence that
"only the death of Christ alone was accepted of God for our
sinnes" and that Christ's death would have profited nothing
"had he not in his soule suffered the very paines of the .damned
in hell."

Bishop, in contrast, argued "that the very least

thing that ever be suffered in his life, was of infinite value;
and therefore sufficient to pay the ransome of all mankinde. 1149
Abbot did not agree.

He called Bishop a dreamer for regarding

any suffering to be sufficient for redemption.
"Christ died in vaine.

11

Otherwise

Furthermore, it is not true that

Christ's incarnation and birth are not profitable.

It is true,

however, that without the death of Christ, ~they had profited
us nothing or could have done nothing for us because it was
by his death that God appointed to redeem us."

Protestants

do not "deny the value of any drop of the blood of Christ" but
rather insist that nothing less could redeem us than what "God
50
deemed needful that he should shead, for us."
A second error regarding Christ's office of mediatorship,
which according to Bishop is taught by Luther, Calvin, Bucer,
I

and Zwingli, is that "Christ by his death did only redeeme
the sinnes of the elect."

Furthermore the Reformed teach that

"God the Father did no lesse favour all the . faitheful, then he

49 n. B. P. [Bishop], The Former Part, p. 15.
5 oAbbot, III, 123-24.

- 124 did Christ his owne Sonne. 11

Thus Protestants teach that

sinners have as much right to heaven as Christ has; "we cannot
be damned, unlesse Christ be damned:
saved, unlesse we be saved. 1151

neither can Christ be

Abbot explained that none of

the Protestant writers deny "that Christ in his death intended
a price sufficient for all,
His death

11

but in regard to the effect of

11

we say truly that which M. Bishop objecteth, that

Christ intended to die for the elect only. 1152
Bishop cited two more errors connected to Christ's
mediatorship and merits in the Protestant doctrines of the
church and the Scriptures.

Regarding the church, Protestants

do not consider i t "free from many foule grosse errours, in
the very foundation of faith.

11

Regarding the Scriptures, the

Protestants allow everyone to be "his owne judge. 11

Protestant

teaching on these points "blemish the inestimable price of his
most precious blood" for it does not make it of sufficient
value to purchase an inheritance "free from all errours i n
matter of faith." 53

Abbot met the obJ' ections with an attack

· Ch ch
He emphasized the continuity
against the Roman Catholic
ur •
th midst of the corrupt visible
of the true invisible church in
e
. t · ned the present Church of Rome to be
institution and main ai

51

J

D. B. P. [Bishop,

52Abbot, III, 131.

The Former Part, P· 17.

Fo rmer Part, PP· 17-18.
53 n. B. P. [Bishop], The

- 125 the whore of Babylon and the Pope Anti-Christ.

Abbot concluded

by ridiculing the idea that the church I the council I and the
Pope cannot err in matters of faith. 54
Bishop's final charge of atheism against the Protestants
was directed against their practice of worship.

First, in

regard to the sacrifice, Protestants make it known that they
"are not Gods true loyal! people" because of their "most vile
reproaches against the daylie sacrifice of the catholike
church, which contayneth the blessed body and most precious
blood of our redeemer."

According to Bishop, Protestants are

atheistic in their view of the sacraments for "flatly rejecting
five of them" and extinguishing the
the other two."

11

vertue and efficacy of

The worship service, Bishop charged, is a

"mingle-mangle, translated out of the old portaise and masse
booke, patched up together with some fewe of their owne inventions."

Although it is

11

short,

11

it is performed so "lightly"

that one would judge them "to come thither to gaze upon one
another "rather than to reverently serve God.

11

In regard to

the "place" of worship, they have "ordinarily bare walls"
which are "daubed like ale-houses, with some broken sentences
of Scripture."

Protestant churches have caused the King's

arms to be set up in the place where "Christs armes the crucifix was wont to stand."

Bishop questioned Protestant logic in

54Abbot, III, 137-52.

- 126 setting up such an image in the church

when Protestants taught

so strongly that the second commandment teaches against the
use of images.

He added,

And may not simple people thinke, when they see Christes
armes cast downe, and the Prince set up in their place
that thefe dwell men, who make more account of their '
princes honour, then they doe of Christs? And that their
meeting in that place (cal it what you wi!~ is rather to
serve their Prince, then to serve Christ.
Abbot referred to Bishop's remarks concerning the King's
arms as a "mote in Bishops eie" which he could not pass by
here "without a quarrell to the Kings armes."

Although Abbot

rejected the accusation that the King's arms had been set up
because the King is "the defender of the faith of Christ," he
nevertheless added, "we have taught that it is against God's
commandment to set up in churches any such images as are in
the King's armes. 1156

55 D •B• •
p
r,B·i s h op,
J The Former Part, pp. 20-22.
L
56Abbot, III, 182.

CHAPTER VI
AN ADVERTISEMENT

Appended to the Reformed Catholike is a small treatise
titled An Advertisement to All Favoures of the Romane Religion,
Shewing that the said religion is against the Catholic principles and grounds of the catechisme. 1

Generally, the tract

which summarized most of the doctrinal points already discussed,
handled them under four topics:

the Apostles' Creed, the

Decalogue, the Lord's Prayer, and the Sacraments.
work drew a response from William Bishop.

Perkins'

Bishop's rebuttal,

included in the second volume of The Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed 2 is simply titled:
tisement.

An Answere unto M. Perkins Adver-

Bishop's appraisal of Perkins' Advertisement in

turn drew a final response from Robert Abbot in The Third Part
of the Defence of the Reformed Catholic. 3

Abbot's work is

1 william Perkins, A Reformed Catholike, in Works (London:
John Legatt, 1626), I, 610. Hereafter referred to as Works.
2D. B. P. [William Bishop], A Reformationpof a ca
1 6t h0 o4 11ike
Deformed by M. w. Perkins (England[?J: Secret. ress,
, .
~--.;;..;;;..;.;..;..;;~~-"-;;.;;..;;__;__._;;;.....;...;;;;~--f~
ed to as Reformation of a Catholike.
"Answere." Hereafter re err
3
·the Reformed Catholike of
. .Robert Abbot, A .Defence
Counter-Catholike o·f D. Bisho
M. W. Perkins a ainst the Bastard . h
lGOG-1607, III. HereLondon:
R. Field? impend. G. Bis op,
after referred to as A Defence.

~£

- 128 titled A Confutation to D. Bishop's Answere to Master Perkins
his Advertisement.
Perkins' Advertisement was written specifically for those
who embraced the Roman Church "being deceived by the glorious
titles of Universality, Antiquity and Succession."
that they "weigh and ponder" this one thing:

He asked

"That the Romane

religion now stablished by the Council of Trent, is in the
principall points thereof against the grounds of the catechisme. 4
In the Answere, Bishop appeared to take up the debate
somewhat reluctantly.

He confessed that he seriously thought

of omitting this section of his book because Perkins' Advertisement contained nothing more than "an irksome repetition of
that, which hath beene (I will not say twice before, but more
then twenty times) handled over and over."

Considering how-

ever that certain people seeing something omitted would "say
that it could not be answered" and also that the points here
considered "are the most odious that he could cull out of all
the rest," Bishop resolved to "give them a short answere,"
prove that the new religion is "opposite unto those old
groundes of the true religion," and finally "to requite him
[Perkins] with the like, that I die not in his debt. 115

4
5

.

Works, I, 620.
. .

.

Reformation of a Catholike, "Answere," p. 1.

- 129 In response to Perkins' accusation that the Council of
Trent pronounced against the true gound of ancient religion,
Bishop asserted:
The Catholike religion embraced and defended by the
Church of Rome ~ was planted and established there by the
Apostles s. Peter and S. Paul, fifteene hundred yeares
before the Councill of Trent, and hath beene ever
sithence, by the Bishops of Rome their lawfull successors,,
co~stantly 6etained, and most sincerely observed and
ma1ntayned.
Having argued for the antiquity of the ancient church,
Bishop continued to argue that the Council of Trent, rather
than establishing a new religion, had actually confirmed the
true ancient Roman Catholic Church.

Now, he asked, is it

possible that the Council of Trent could "crosse and destroy
the very principles of that religion, that hath been agreed
upon by all the churches ever since the Apostles daies"?

Is

i t not more probably) he asked, that the Protes~ants, who
"slaunder all churches, ever since the time of the Apostles"
and "who hold no kind of apostolicall tradition" are those
who shake the grounds of faith coming by "tradition from the
Apostles 11 ? 7
In Robert Abbot's Confutation to D. Bishop's Answer to
Master Perkins,: a dim view is taken of Bishop's attitude toward
Protestantism.

If, Abbot asserted, Bishop's eyes were open,

6:rbid.
7 Ibid. , p. 2 •

- 130 "he would easily see that the new religion, and the true religion are all one.

The new religion, Protestantism, is "no

11

other but that onely true religion whereby all the faithful
have been saved from the beginning, and so shal be to the worlds
end. 118
According to Abbot, Bishop's assertion that the religion
now defended by the Church of Rome was planted and established
by Paul and Peter, cannot be substantiated by a reading of the
epistles of Paul and Peter.
epistles there is

11

For, Abbot maintained, in their

no mention of the religion that is now at

Rome, neither of the Pope, nor of Purgatorie, nor Pardons, nor
Jubilies, nor Masse, nor Images,~ nor any other of the filth."
Furthermore , i if the successors to the Apostles had constantly
retained the faith delivered by the Apostles,

11

we would now

have that religion at Rome which is taught in the Epistle to
the Romans, which now is our religion, and was then the religion of the Church of Rome. 9
According to Abbot the Council of Trent,

10

rather than

confirming the doctrines of the true ancient church has

8 A Defence, III, 193. Abbot's argument stands in the
tradition of John Foxe. See The Acts and Monuments of John
Foxe, edited by Stephen Reed Cattley (London: Seeley and
W. Burnside, 1841), I, 3-86.
9

.

Ibid., III, 193.

lOFor a summary of the proceedings of the Council of Trent
see Hubert Jedin, A History of the Council of Trent (St. Louis:
B. Herder Book co., 1957), 2 vols. See also J. J. Schroeder,
Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent (St. Louis: B. Herder
Book Co., 1960).

- 131 "declared and defined against them."
The Council I he added I

was

A base and vile collusion and
.
partially assembled by th~ Po emere_mockerie of the world,
his Agents, directed wholl bp ,.gu~lefully managed by
there to bee concluded b Yt Y his int~lligence, not~fng
, u what hee first approved.
To say, therefore, as Bishop said, that Protestantism "is
opposite to those old grounds of true religion" is wrong.

As

a matter of history, it was not until the time of the Reformation that the use of the catechism was restored to the church.
When the Catholics saw the Protestants training the people in
the "knowledge of God, and of faith toward him" through the
use of the catechism, then they published a catechism. 12

The

purpose for publishing the catechism was not to make any great
use of it, "but onely where necessitie should enforce them
for the countermining of our labours." 13
In regard to the continuity of the faith in Rome, continued
Abbot, it is true that
all the ancient church and holy Fathers, did desire to
agree with it· yet since, being gon out of her ancient
way, doth ind~ed crosse and destroy those principles of
religion, which formerly have been agreed upon by all
churches.

11
A Defence, III, 194.
12 The catechism of the Council of Trent (Dublin: W. Folds
and Son, 1829}.
13A Defence, III, 195.

- 132 To say that the 1. church has been diligent to observe all apostolical tradition i? however a "stale jest" and a "lie. 1114
The introduction to the literature involved in the controversy over Perkins' Advertisement shows that although it was
Perkins• intention to summarize the points of theology in
which the Protestants and Roman Catholics disagreed, the main
concern of Bishop and Abbot centered not so much on the theology
itself, which ground they had already covered, but on the basic
challenge offered by Perkins to the antiquity of the present
Roman Church.
Since much of the material in this literature is a summary
of the previously treated doctrinal differences, it will not
be necessary for the present writer to reiterate those points.
Rather he will treat those areas which constitute a new emphasis
of the controversy.

These are two:

the first pertains to the

doctrine of the church, and the second to the princes.

The

first arose in the context of the discussion of the Apostles'
Creed and the second under the discussion of the Ten Commandments.

Since nothing new was emphasized either under the

Lord's Prayer or the sacraments ;, these two areas will be omitted.
Since the principal concern of William Perkins in the
Advertisement was to show that the Roman Church added a number
of articles to the simple statement of the Apostles' Creed, he

- 133 had to bring positive proof that the religion approved by the
Council of Trent was a "faith never knowne in the apostolike
church."

Perkins listed the following points as some of the

principal doctrines added by the Roman Church:
The Pope or Bishop of Rome is the vicar of Christ, and
the head of the Catholike Church: that there is a fire
of purgatorie after this life: that images of God and
saints are to be placed in churches and worshipped:
that praier is to be made to saints departed, and their
intercession to be required:
that there is a propitiatorie sacri fice daily offefsd in the masse for the sinnes
of the quick and the dead.
Perkins• first concern about the Roman teaching centered
on the point that Catholics are to believe "in the Catholic
Church."

Specifically, Perkins referred to the Roman inter-

pretation given to the article from the Apostles• Creed, "I
believe all things which the Catholike Church holdeth and
teacheth to be believed."

Perkins argued that if Roman Catho-

lics are to believe what the church teaches, they must then
11

beleeve in the church":

the church."

that is, put their "confidence in

If Catholics follow this principle, Perkins

pointed out ~ then the eternal truth of God shall depend on the
"determination of the creature; and the written Word of God
in this respect is made unsuf.f icient; as though it had not
plainly revealed al points of doctrine pertaining to salvation 1116

15
Works, I, 621.
16 :rbid.

- 134 Bishop, defending belief in the church, argued that
creatures who are subject to mistake and error could not know
the truth of God

11

unlesse he had ordained and appointed such

a skilfull and faithful mistris and interpreter to assure us
both what is his Word, and what is the true meaning of it."
Bishop confessed that he did not believe the written word to
contain "all points of doctrine necessarie to salvation."
Therefore the Roman Catholic Church is necessary both to
"assure which bookes of scripture be canonicall" and to help
as "understand them truly" because "the wordes of holy scripture, without the true meaning and sense of them, doe but
deceive men and lende them into errour. 1117
Robert Abbot rejected Bishop's interpretation of "I
believe the holy catholike church" and charged him with
"wresting the name of the catholike church to the particular
church of Rome" and "challenging a certain and undoubted credit
to be yealded to that church for the infallible resolution of
all points of faith. 1118
In regard to the first, Abbot argued that the Roman Church
is no more catholic than the church of Alexandria, Carthage,
Antioch, or Ephesus. 19

To specify the universal church as the

17 Reformation
·
·
"Answere," pp. 3-4.
of a Catholike,
18
.
A Defence, III, 200-1.
19 rbid., III, 201-2.

- 135 Roman universal church has no warrent either in the Scriptures,
the teaching of the Fathers, or any council.

In regard to the

second misuse of the article concerning belief in the catholic
church, Abbot made a distinction between the accusative and
dative interpretation of the phrase.

The Protestant says,

Credo sanctarn ecclesiam Catholicam in the accusative case.

By

this he means "I believe that there is a holy catholike church."
He defined this belief as follows:
That God the Father in all ages and at all times, and
amidst all the defections and corruptions of the world
hath still had and shall have his number of elect and
chosen people, to whom the benefits of Christ's death
and resurrection standeth effectual and good by the sanctification of the Holy Ghost, and the same now not of one
nation or people onely, but 2 8f all nations and peoples
throughout the whole world.
On the other hand, the Roman Catholic changes the creed
to read in the dative case:

Credo ecclesia sancta catholica.

In this way they say, "I give credit to the holy catholic
church; I beleeve it to be true whatsoever is taught me by the
holy catholike church. 1121

The Roman Catholic therefore holds

himself bound to believe the Church of Rome.
That the Roman Catholic binds himself to believe the
Church of Rome is evident by his attitude toward Scripture.
Bishop insisted that "we must rely upon the churches declaration , to be assured which bookes of scripture be canonical!."

20 Ibid., III, 206-7.
21 Ibid., III, 207.

- 136 Abbot answered, however, that there can be no assurance that
the church's declaration is right unless

11

it and manifest it by the touch-stone.

This

11

the church declare
11

touch-stone"

is the "constant and perpetual! tradition and testimony of the
former church," which tradition Abbot defined as follows:
"Christian faith should be prooved out of those bookes which
are acknowledged for true by them that are enemies thereof."
On this basis the canon of Scripture which has been declared
of the ancient church i~
church."

11

now acknowledged and approved in our

The Church of Rome, however, "perceiving the authority

of some other writings to be likely to gaine credit to some
broken waies whence her thrift and gaine ariseth" has rejected
l

the authority of the early church and demands "all other churches
[to] rely upon her declaration. 1122
Another concern of Perkins in the exposition of the Apostles' Creed pertained to th~ nature of the church.

He argued

that to confess that one believed the church was a confession
"~hat the catholike church is invisible:

because things seen

are not beleeved. 1123

22 Ibid., III, 207.
23 works I 622. For a brief but informative summary of
the doctrine 1 of 1 the invisible church in the teaching of English
theologians prior .to .Perkins see.Philip Hughes, Th~ol~gy of
the English Reformers (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965), pp. 223-30.

- 137 According to Bishop, however, the church invisible is
the inward quality of the persons of the catholic church such
as their "faith, hope, and charitie; their assistance by God's
spirit, and such like christian qualities. 11

But the church,

Bishop insisted, is visible with "visible teaching and administration of sacraments in it. 1124
Robert Abbot, on the other hand, defined the "holy catholic church" as:
The company of God's saints, whom he hath elected in
Christ before the foundation of the world, and whom he
hath by the grace of his fore-knowledge appointed to continue with him forever.
It is the "body 11 and "spouse of
Christ":
redeemed and sprinkled with his blood, quickened
by his Spirit, justified by his obediencel 5 sealed to the
remission of sinnes and everlasting life.
That God has such a people, Abbot continued, "we believe," but
11

we see it not 11 nor can

11

we know who belongs to this number."

The visible church is in the midst of the p~esent church, but
it cannot be known any more than the invisible except through
faith.

It follows therefore, that since the true members of

the church cannot be discerned with the eye, the church
"properly so called, consisting of those true members is
visible to God onely. 1126

Again Abbot argues, "the church

visible and invisible, in substance are the same, they differ

24

.
·
·
Reformation of a Catholike, "Answere, t' p. 6.

25A Defence, III, 225.
26 Ibid., III, 226-27.

- 138 only in respect."
11

Beside the saints triumphant in heaven I

wee acknowledge none but those that are militant upon the

earth," and that because the Holy Spirit has divided the body
of the church into "those that are in heaven, and those that
are in earth.

11

27

Next, Perkins' comments on the Decalogue summarized the
material previously presented against the making and worshipping of images.

A comment, however, which he made in regard

to the commandment touching the Sabbath represented a point of
view which had not been developed previously.

He referred to

the error of the Roman Church in prescribing "set and ordinarie
festivall daies, not onely to God, but also to saints, injoyning
them as straitly and with as much solemnity to be observed as
the Sabbath of the Lord. 28
Bishop, answering Perkins, pointed out that the fixed
days of the week at first were not binding.

Certain of them,

however , were made festival days by the "decree and commandment of our spiritual Governours. 11

Therefore, by "their

obedience unto their Governours II every good Christian was
bound to keep them.

Then he added,

11

To thinke the contrary

.
.
..29
is a high point of Pur1tan1sme.

27 Ibid., III, 261-65.
28

.
Works, I, 622.
1 · ke "Answere
29 . .
Reformation of a catho 1 '
'

II

P· 15 •

- 139 Abbot did not regard these fixed

days set aside by the
·
science as was true in
Rather Abbot under t d
.
,
s oo obedience to the

governors to be binding upon the con
the Roman Church.

festival days to be determined in the li'berty of the conscience.
So, when members of the English church yielded to their governors, they did so out of 11 charitie and obedience" and took the
occasion "to refraine our libertie, and to forbeare the doing
of those things, of which notwithstanding we know are perswaded
that in conscience and with God, they are free and lawfull to
be done. 1130
Bishop, in an attempt to point out Protestant errors
regarding the Ten Commandments cited as a Protestant doctrine
the attitude that "princes lawes doe not bind us in conscience."
Consequently Bishop charged Protestants with refusal to keep
the fourth commandment in which obedience to the prince is
taught. 31

According to Abbot, no such accusation should come

from a Roman Catholic who follows the teaching of the Pope to
the effect that "no prince shall be obeied" if the Pope by
. k a quarre 11 agains
. t h.im. 1132
"any pretence of religion . • • pie

Abbot then explained the Protestant position regarding obedience
to the princes as follows:

"We teach that Princes lawes in

30A Defence, III, 295.

31 Reformation of a Catholike, 11 Answere, 11 p. 18.
32A Defence, III, 313.

- 140 things subject to their command do binde the conscience to
external! obedience, though not to any spiritual! opinion of
the things wherein we doe obey. 1133
Bishop found occasion to point out another Protestant
error in the interpretation and practice of the fifth commandment.

He charged that although the fifth commandment taught

that no man is to kill by prevate authority,
yet Protestants hold it lawfull to take armes, even against
their lawfull Princes for the advancement of their Gospell,
and have in that quarell killed, and caused to be ki !ed,
millions in Germany, France, Flanders, and Scotland.

3

Abbot referred to Bishop's comments as "mere slander
loudly devised by some Papists."

It was the "impetuous and

headlong tyrannie of Charles the Fifth" that brought the shedding of blood in Germany, France, and Flanders.
arms "have been onely defensive."

The Protestant

The Catholics "contrary to

publike edicts and proclamations, contrarie to lawes and rights,
and priviledges, and without legal! course of Proceeding" have
barbarously destroyed the Protestants.

35

Furthermore, Abbot argued, it is not the Protestants who
break the fifth commandment.

Rather it is the Roman Catholics.

For they have not only taken arms against the prince, but "by

33 rbid., III, 314.
34 Reforrnation of a Catholike, "Answere," p. 18.
35A Defence, III, 315.

- 141
secret practice to murther them, and by gun-powder to blow up
a whole Parliament house, to the utter confusion and subversion of a whole state.

11

The Protestants, however, do obey the

commandment, for they object "to take armes against their lawfull Princes for the advancement of the Gospell. 1136

36 Ibid.

PART II:

THE SECOND PHASE OF THE CONTROVERSY:
ECCLESIASTICAL-POLITICAL

CHAPTER VII
INTRODUCTION
The Epistle Dedicatorie, To The Kings Majestie
The basis for the second phase of the controversy is a
short preface which was included in Bishop's Reformation of
a Catholic Deforrned. 1

The preface, which is a dedication of

Bishop's work to the King, is titled To the Most puissant ,
prudent, and Renowned Prince, James the First, By the Grace
of God, King of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, Defender
of the Faith.
Bishop's specific purpose in the dedicatory epistle is
twofold:

first, that the King "to your eternall good, will

embrace, maintayne, and set forth that only true, Catholike
and Apostolike faith, wherein all your most royall pregenitors
lived and died"; and second, "if you cannot be wonne so
soone • • • that then in the meane season, you will not so
heavely persecute, the sincere professors of the other."

2

1 n. B. P. [William Bishop], A Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed by M. w. Perkins (England: Secret Press, 1605), The
Former Part.
2

.

Ibid., The Former Part, "The Epistle Dedicatorie."

- 144 In order to persuade the King first to embrace the Roman
Catholic faith, Bishop presented three arguments intended to
show the truth of the Roman Catholic Church.
His first proof was grounded on the King's own resolution
made at the Hampton Court Conference, 3 to the effect that:
No church ought farther to separate it selfe from the
Church of Rome, either in doctrine or ceremonie, then
shee hath departed from her s~lfe, when shee was in her
flourishing, and best estate.
Bishop, drawing on King James' above implication, advanced
the following argument:
The principal! pillers of the Church of Rome in her most
flourishing estate, taught in all pointes of Religion,
the same doctrine, that shee now holdeth and teacheth;
and in expresse tearmes condemneth for error and heresie,
most of those Articles, which the Protestants est5eme to
be the principal! parts of their reformed gospel.
On the basis of this statement Bishop argued that the King,
if he is to embrace and defend the doctrine which the Roman
Church maintained in her most flourishing estate, "must forsake the Protestant, and take the Catholike into your Princely
protection. 116
the
3see William Barlow, The Surnme a~d S~bstance 0 : Scholar's
t
(Ga1nsv1lle,
Fla
•.
Conference • • • at Hampton Cou r
Facsimeles and Reprints, 1965).
4
The Former Part, "The Epistle
D. B. P. [Bishop],
Dedicatorie. 11
5 rbid.

-

- 145 His second argument designed to Romanize the King was
"grounded upon the ungodliness of it [Protestantism]."

In

connection with this reason, he mentioned some of the basic
theological points which are fundamental to the general theological differences between Protestantism and Roman Catho. .
7
1 l.Cl.Sm.

He ended his second argument with this statement:

"It is impossible for a Protestant, firmely cleaving to the
grounds of his owne Religion, to hope for anie salvation. 118
Bishop's third argument, like the first, was based on a
statement made by the King at the Hampton Court Conference.
The King had referred to Constantine, fourth century Roman
emperor, saying that "we nowe come to that passe, that we
must appeache Constantine of Poperie and superstition."
Bishop's express purpose in commenting on Constantine was to
prove that Constantine did believe "such articles of the present Roman Church, as the Protestants teach not to be beleeved."
He appealed to King James to "joyne in faith with so peerless
a Prince, who by the consent of all antiquity, was for certayne
right well enformed, then with those, whom (doubtles) most men
deeme to be pittifully decieved. 119

7 Ibid. Justification by faith alone; free will; postbaptismal sin; marriage; fasting! prayer for departed souls;
traditions; and images of the saints.
8 0. B. p. [Bishop], The Former Part, "The Epistle
Dedicatorie."

- 146 Having concluded his appeal to James to turn to Roman
Catholicism, Bishop directed his attention to the second purpose of the dedicatory epistle:
If all these reasons, and exceeding manie other which
might be mustered, and produced to the same purpose, will
not suffice to effect in your majestie, a love and desire
to embrace that ancient Roman faith • • • let me {prostrate
on my knee) most humbly beseech your highness, in the
name of thousands • • • you will not permitte those
rigorous lawes, framed agains! 0 recusant Catholics, to be
put in practice and executed.
Bishop asked to what end and purpose these laws were
directed against the King's subjects.

If they were made to

extinguish the Catholic faith, the King will do well to remember "it lyeth not in man's power to suppresse and destroy
that, which the Almighty supporteth and maintayneth."

The

terrible persecution during the days of Queen Elizabeth did
not in any way "diminish the number of the recusantes, 11 rather,
the laws had the opposite effect of multiplying and increasing
them "from one at the first to an hundred and more in
continuance. 1111
Bishop suggested that the penal laws were established for
economic reasons:

"It may be, they entende by thos penall

lawes to enrich your majestie, and to fill your coffers."

But,

Bishop pointed out to the King, you will "stuffe your coffers

lOibid.
11 Ibid.

- 147 with regrets" from the "outcries of the
husband , wife ,
children, widowes, and poore inf antes

•

11

•

Bishop suggested

furthermore, that the gain from th

e penal laws may be "for
rewardes unto such dependents as fo th
,
r
ese or the like do
follow you." He admonished the King to reward
his followers
from the revenues of the Crown of England which are "abundantly able to content and reward them."12
Next Bishop warned the King that when the Roman Catholics
see no hope of remedy, "God knoweth what that forceable weapon
of necessitie may constrayne and drive them unto at length. 1113
Finally, he added, two reasons why Roman Catholics should
not be persecuted:

first, because the "Protestants are

tollerated, as in France, Polonia, Bohemia, the Catholi~e
states of Germanie, and Cantounes, according to that of the
gospel!, suffer both the wheate and cockle to grow until! the
harvest."

Second, England should not persecute the Catholics

because of the "innumberable benefittes which every degree and
order of men throughout England, have and doe daily receive
from our Catholic auncestors.

11

He listed these benefits as

follows:
The constituting of so many holsome laws; founding of so
many honourable and rich rewardes of learning, as
Bishoprickes, cathedral! churches, Deaneries, Arch

12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.

- 148 deaconries, Residences, Prebendes, and Benefices:
the
erecting and building of so goodly schooles, colledges
and hospitalles, and endowing of them with so ample pr~fessions, which all proceeded out of the bowelles of the
true wisd~we, pietie, and vertue of their Catholike
Religion.
The Epistle Dedicatorie raised two new questions:

first,

what is the relationship of the King to the Pope?; second,
what is the origin and history of the true church?

These two

questions constituted the major concerns expressed in the rest
of the literature connected with the controversy.

They were

not, however, treated as separate items but rather are
inextricably bound together in the larger concern of ecclesiology.
The literature involved is the "Preface to the King" in
Bishop's Reformation of a Catholic Deformed; Robert Abbot's
A Defence of the Reformed Catholike, 15 Volume I, titled Epistle
to the King, in which he answered Bishop's "Preface to the
King."

This provoked next a rebuttal by Bishop titled A Reproofe

of Abbot's Defence. 16

To this work, Abbot responded with The

True Ancient Roman Catholike, 17 and Bishop answered with A

14 Ibid.
15 Robert Abbot A Defense of the Reformed Catholike of
M. w. Perkins a ain~t the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
(London:
R. Field? impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607 , 3 vols.
16 william Bishop, A Reproofe of M. Doct. Abbots Defence
of the Catholike Deformed by M. W. Perkins (n.p., 1608).
17 Robert Abbot, The True Ancient Roman Catholike (London:
William Stansby for A. Garbrand, 1611).

- 149 Disproofe of Abbots Counterproofe.

18

The two issues raised

are treated in the next four chapters of this thesis:
Chapter VIII, "Of Popes and Kings"; Chapter IX, "Of Laws and
Recusants"; Chapter X, "The True Ancient Roman Church:

A

Protestant View"; and Chapter XI, "The True Ancient Roman
Church:

A Roman View."

18william Bishop, A Disproofe of D. Abbots Counterproofe
against D. Bishops Reproofe of the Defence of M. Perkins
Reformed Catholike (Paris: Claude Morell, 1614).

CHAPTER VIII
OF POPES AND KINGS

Introduction
The problem of popes and kings, which is essentially the
problem of authority and supremacy in things ecclesiastic, in
the controversy under investigation derived its origin from
the first of the new questions raised by Bishop's Epistle
Dedicatorie in his first work, The Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed. 1
This does not imply that the question of supremacy had
not been previously raised.
Perkins• Reformed Catholike. 2

Indeed it was briefly treated in
However, the problem arose as

an issue here in the second phase of the controversy, sparked
by Bishop's Epistle Dedicatorie. 3

It was developed more fully

in the first volume of Abbot's Defence of the Reformed Catholic. 4

1 n. B. P. [William Bishop], A Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed by M. w. Perkins (England: Secret Press, 1604), The
Former Part. Hereafter referred to as Reformation of a
Catholic.
2william Perkins, A Reformed Catholike in Works (London:
John Legatt , 1626) , I. See the section "Of the Supremacy in
Causes Ecclesiasticall, 11 607-10.
3 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part.
4 Robert Abbot A Defence of the Reformed .Catholike of
M. w. Perkins a ai~st the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
London: R. Field? impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607.

- 151 A rebuttal to Abbot's work was written in Bishop's second
work, A Reproofe of Abbots Defence 5 and some few comments by
Abbot on Bishop's rebuttal in the Reproofe are found in an
appendix to Abbot's Defence of the Reformed Catholic: 6

An

Advertisement for the Time concerning Doctor Bishops Reproofe,
as well as in Abbot's final work, The True Ancient Roman
Catholic. 7
The Intent of William Bishop's Reformation
of a Catholic Deformed
In the Epistle to the King, 8 Robert Abbot set out first
to understand Bishop's intent in presenting the Reformation of
a Catholic Deformed to James.

He recognized Bishop's desire

to gain toleration for Roman Catholics, although he registered
a mistrust of Bishop in saying that "surely he propoundeth
some other matter to himself then the obteining of that which
,.9
hee seemeth so earnestly to entrea t f or.

He concluded that

Bishop, like Elymas the Sorcerer, sought "to pervert the

5William Bishop, A Reproofe of M. Doct. Abbots Defence of
the Catholike Deformed by M. W. Perkins Cn.p., 1608). Here
after referred to as Reproofe.
6 Abbot, III, An Advertisement.
?Robert Abbot The True Ancient Roman Catholike (London:
William Stansby fo~ A. Garbrand, I 1611).
8

Abbot, A Defence, I.

9 Ibid. , I , 3 •

- 152 straight wayes of the Lord."

And this he did "under a colour

of delivering what he assureth himselfe to be very expedient,
necessary and agreeable towards the furnishings and setting
forward of so heavenly a worke."

10

Abbot perceived as a fundamental problem for Bishop, as
well as all other Roman Catholic subjects, the disparity
between loyalty to the prince and an adherence to a religion
not of the prince's liking.

He regarded Bishop as "so farre

engaged to the Pope as that his majestie cannot presume of
any true and faithful use thereof. 1111
Bishop, on the other hand, did not regard loyalty to the
prince impossible even when a subject is loyal to another religion.

He quoted Jesus, Peter, and Paul as teaching that "good

Christians might perfectly obey their Princes, and yet wholy
.
d issent
from them in matter o f

· .
..12
re 1 igion.

Bishop made reference to his Epistle Dedicatorie 13 in
which he defended the King's honor, his title, and right to
the Crown of England.

He regarded this writing as proof of

his allegiance to the King.

Abbot, however, interpreted the

lOibid., I, 6.
11 Ibid., I, 7.

12

Reproofe, p. 69.

13 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part.

- 153 intent of the Epistle Ded ·
------...;..;;;.....::~~i~c~a~t~oe.!rli~e within the context of the
squabble between the J
·
esuits and the Seculars:
The Jesuits for their ad
Lady Infanta of Sp .
vancement laboured to entitle the
England. But the :ine1 to the suc~ession of the Crowne of
were set u
the
ecu ars P 7esuming that if the Infanta
P,
Y must certainly goe downe and chusing
rath~r to adventure themselves upon uncert~ine hope then
to give way to undoubted and certaine despaire shr~wded
t~emselves under the acknowledgement of his Majesties just
title, not for any love to his Majestie but for hatrI~
to the Jesuits, and for the preferment ~f themselves.
Rejecting the accusation of Abbot, Bishop listed four
reasons why he and all other Roman Catholics could be loyal
to James:

first, because James was the lawful successor to

the crown; second, for his mother's sake who lived and died
virtuously; third, for the princely endowments which God had
given to James; and fourth, because the Catholics could foresee "what bloody warres" were likely to consume the country
if opposition had been made against James.

Furthermore, he

argued, if one added to the list the common report that James
intended to make no "exceptions against any man for his religion," but would permit all his subjects to live "quietly to
their conscience, and not so much as debarre any Catholic (that
should be found worthy) from any place of preferment under
him," then the English followers of Rome would give full alle.
15
giance to James.

14Abbot, A Defence, I, 8.
15 Reproofe, p. 74.

- 154 His opponent, Abbot, however, did not regard it possible
for either a Jesuit or a secular to be a loyal subject to the
King, ascribing to them an intent to tamper with "causes of
Kingdomes and states" and to determine "titles and inhe:r:itances
of crownes and scepters. 1116
To complete his argument that it is impossible for a Roman
Catholic to show allegiance to the King, Abbot pointed out the
difference between Bishop's concept of the law of man and the
law of God.

Abbot said that Bishop had in his Epistle Dedica-

torie defended James' right to the throne only according to
the law of man, that is, the law courts.

However, Bishop said

nothing about the divine right of James to the crown.

Bishop

said that his divinity is in accord with Roman Catholicism
and teaches that the law of God is to be preferred to the law
of man.

He that is therefore made King by the law of man is

no king if by the law of God he does not maintain the popish
religion and rule as a "vassal! and slave to the Pope. 1117
Bishop , however , contended that when a succession is
established by the law of man and confirmed by long custom,
"then the law of God doth binde al men to the keeping of that
just and good law of man."

Nevertheless, he admitted that he

did not take the present religion of the King to be the "good

16Abbot, A Defence, I, 9.
17 Ibid., I, 10.

- 155 wil and pleasure of God."

Therefore he prayed daily to God

to send the King "grace to see and amend it" and to give
Catholics patience to "endure whatsoever shal be laid upon
us, for the constant profession of his only true and sincere
religion. 1118
By Me Kings Do Reign
In the dedicatory epistle addressed to the King, Bishop
made reference to the King's use of 11 I am Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the end" in his speech at the Hampton Court
Conference.

Applying the phrase to the princes, Bishop said

that nothing is more honorable than that in the very beginning
of the prince's reign, special order is taken to insure that
the Monarch of Heaven and earth will be served throughout his
dominions.

He reminded the monarch that kings hold their

"diadems and Princlie scepters" from Almighty God.
from Scripture are offered.

Two proofs

One, from Proverbs 4, "By me kings

do reign" and the other from the life of Nebuchadnezzar who was
turned out to graze with the beasts until he was "made to knowe
and confesse, that the highest doeth commaund over the Kingdomes of men and disposeth of them, as pleaseth his divine
wisdome. 1119

18

Reproofe, pp. 79-80.

19 Reformation of a Catholic, "Ep.istle Dedicatorie. 11

- 156 Robert Abbot, in the Epistle to the King, commenting on
Bishop's approach to the monarch, referred to his statement as
"a very good speech, but it soundeth not effectually from his
mouth and pen."

According to Abbot, the ineffectiveness of

Bishop's speech was due to his allegiance to the Pope.

The

Pope inhibits kings and princes from matters of religion and
the church and refers "the same wholy to be ordered by himselfe
and his prelates."

As for princes, they must "receive and prac-

tice the same according to his order."

Therefore what Bishop

said and wrote was one thing, but what he practiced was another,
because "he denieth to his Majestie that Supreme government
in causes Ecclesiastical. 1120
In the Reproofe, Bishop insisted that although the King
was not the supreme governor in ecclesiastical causes, at
least James could have called together "the most learned of his
subjects of al sides" for a discussion of the doctrine most
conformable to the
Word of God, 1 Apostolic traditions, to most ancient general
councels , to the uniforme consent of the most holy and
best learned doctors of the primitive church; and accordingly to have embraced the same himself, and by his Princely
aut~o:ity
have established the same throughout al his
Dominions.

z£

20 Abbot, A Defence, I, 11-12.
21 Reproofe, pp. 81-82.

- 157 A fundamental distinction between the Protestant and Catholic
concept of the king and supremacy was noted by the writer in
Abbot's analysis of Bishop's Epistle Dedicatorie.
To begin with, Abbot made a distinction between immediate
and mediate authority.

He accused the Catholics of teaching

princely authority through mediation.

That is, the prince

does not derive his authority immediately from God, but rather
mediately through the Pope.
teaching of Proverbs,
not to God.

11

The Pope therefore applies the

By me Kings do reign," to himself and

So the Pope would have all princes to be as

Nebuchadnezzar was:

"not to know of whom they hold their

crownes and Kingdomes but to thinke that all dependeth upon
him. 1122
Abbot continued to defend the Protestants' position that
princely authority is immediately from God,·not mediately
through the Pope or anyone else.

He regarded the effect of

this doctrine of the supreme authority for the government:
To provide by lawes and to take especial! order that God
bee purely and uprightly served: that idolatrie and
superstition bee removed; that the Word of God be truely
and sincerely taught, that the sacraments be duely
administered:
that the Bishops and pastours diligently
performe the service and duety that doth appertaine unto

22Abbot, A Defence, I, 12. The papal theory of indirect
power was first proposed in Bellarmine's Controversies. See
Thomas H. Clancy, Papist Pamphleteers (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1964}, p. 53.

- 158 them, that the comma2~ents of God be not publickely and
scandalously broken.
According to Abbot the King is acknowledged to be under
Christ the supreme governor of the churches within the domains
subject to him.

This doctrine was practiced by the kings of

Judah, by the Christian emperors and princes, and Queen
Elizabeth.

It was for this reason that the Queen was "pro-

scribed by the Pope, and so much as in him lay deprived of her
crowne and scepter. 1124
In reply William Bishop regarded Abbot's understanding
of papal authority over the King to be in error.

Bishop

explained the relationship between the Pope and the prince to
be like the relationship between the king of Judah and Jeremiah
the prophet.

The authority committed to Jeremiah "did not

. crowne o f h im.
.
11 25
ma k e the king of Judah to ho ld h is
Since Roman Catholics grant the same power to be in the
Bishop of Rome that was in the prophet Jeremiah, it cannot be
deduced "that Kings hold their Princely diadems of him [the
Pope]."

Specifically, the Bishop of Rome, like Jeremiah, has

been given a "spiritual power to roote out idolatry, errour,
and iniquity, and to plant religion and vertue. 1126

23 Abbot, A Defence, I, 13.

24 Ibid.
25

Reproofe, p. 83.

26_
Ib"d
_
1_.

I

P• 84 •

For the

- 159 church to fulfill this obligati·on
to depose a prince.

, however, it may be necessary

Neve th 1
r
e ess, the power of the Pope to

depose a temporal magistrate does not prove that kings hold
their kingdoms in a mediate manner from the Pope:
If a prince by most extreme persecution of Christ's
flocke, doe become subject to the correction of the
chiefe Pastor thereof; yet thence it followeth not, that
that Pastor had power to dispose of his kingdome at his
pleasure, or that the King did hold his Diademe of him,
either mediately or immediately; howbeit the Prince
through his owne exorbitant and otherwise remedilesse
fault, do justly fal into the Pastors handes to be
punished.

27

That the Pope does not hold this present power accounts for
the dissolution of church discipline, the corruption of civil
justice, the iniquity and deceit in contracts and bargains,
the oppression of the poor, and generally the present loose. .
28
ness and lewdness of 1 iving.

The Vicar:

Pope or King?

In Bishop's Epistle Dedicatorie, the first of the three
reasons given to James to return to Roman Catholicism was that
the present Church of Rome taught in all points of doctrine
29
the same that was held in the ancient church.
Abbot, however, in examining various points of current Roman doctrine

27 Ibid., p. 85.
28 Ibid., p. 87.
29 Reformation of a Catholic, "Epistle Dedicatorie."

- 160 and practice against the teaching of the
numerous differences between the
true ancient Catholic Church.30

early church found

present Roman Church and the
One of these differences had

to do with the understanding of God's vicar on earth.

The

example Abbot produced to show the difference between the
Roman and Reformed attitude toward the subject of God's vicar
on earth was taken from a letter sent by Eleutherius, Bishop
of Rome, to Lucius, King of England. 31

Lucius had written to

the Bishop requesting a "copy of the Roman constitutions for
the government of his new converted church and of the Imperial!
lawes for the better ordering of his commonwealth."

The answer

of Bishop Eleutherius to King Lucius of England is regarded
by Abbot as proof that the King was regarded by the Bishop of
Rome as God's vicar on earth.

Abbot summarized the letter as

follows:
Having received in his kingdome the law and faith of
Christ, and having now the Old and New Testament, he should
by a councill of his realme take lawes from thence to
governe therby: that he was the vicar of God in his
Kingdome: that the people and nations of the Kingdome
of Britaine were his, even his children:
that such as
were divided he should gather them together unto the law

30Abbot, A Defence, I, 23.
31 The account of the letter by Eleutherius, Bishop of
Rome,· to Lucius, King of England is related by John Foxe, Acts
and Monuments of John Foxe, edited by Stephen Reed Cattley
(London: R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside, 1841), I, 308-10. Historical scholarship has been unable to tract the letter of
Eleutherius further back than the fourteenth century. See
William Haller, The Elect Nation (New York: Harper and Row,
1963), p. 151.

- 161 of Christ: his holy church to peace and concord:
and
should cherish, maintaine, protect, governe and defend
them.32
Now, however, argued Abbot, "the religion of Rome hath altered
that stile and telleth us that not the King but the Pope is
God's vicar upon earth, his vicar generall for all Kingdomes.

11

Abbot therefore concluded that Roman Catholics teach the matter
of the church to belong to the Pope and not to the King because
papists are taught that God does not have the "works of Christian religion to be ordered by publicke lawes or by the secular
powers but by Popes and Bishops. 1133
Writing in the Reproofe, Bishop took exception to Abbot's
use of the letter from Eleutherius to King Lucius because he
regarded the letter as spurious.
its counterfeit character.

He offered five reasons for

First, the letter is not found

among the archives of Eleutherius at Rome; second, there is
little likelihood that any such writing would be preserved in
the city of London since all Christian letters were probably
destroyed when the Britons were driven out by the Saxons;
thirdly, the venerable Bede, as well as other ancient historiographers, made no mention of the letter; fourth, the
simplicity and incongruity of the letter is of such a nature
that any man of understanding would regard it as false; finally,

32 Abbot, A Defence, I, 26-27.
3 3 Ibid. , I, 2 7.

- 162 the date given to the letter is at least fourteen years after
the death of Eleutherius. 34
Next, Bishop argued, even if the letter were true, there
was nothing in it that could serve the Protestants' purpose.
The statement that the nations and people of his kingdom "were
even his children" could not prove that the King is therefore
"their chiefe head in spiritual causes. 1135

Furthermore, the

statement that the King is "God's vicar" serves the Protestant
no purpose.

Roman Catholics also allow kings to be God's

vicars:
Not only in al the temporal affaires of their realmes,
but also that they should by counsel, countenance, example and authority, draw al their subjects to the true faith
of Christ, and seeks to cal home, al them that are gone
astray, and divided from the Catholike Church, and to
establish peace and concord among them: and finally to
governe them so happily united, in al such thinges as
appertaine unto their kingly voc~ ion, and the publike
tranquility of the common weale.

6

Bishop subscribed to the idea of a dual vicarship.

The

Pope is God's vicar in ecclesiastical matters and the King is
God's vicar in temporal affairs.

He defined a vicar as anyone

who is another man's deputy, lieutenant or substitute.

A king

34Reproofe, pp. 150-51.
35 Ibid. Bishop Jewel also used the argument that people
were to their magistrates as children to their fathers. Sermon
on Romans XII. 16-18, edited for the Parker Society by John
Ayre (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1847),
pp. 1095-96. Cited as Jewel's Works, P.S., XXIV.
36

Reproofe, p. 151.

- 163 may have many vicars, such as Henry VIII, for example, who
having been given supreme power by the Parliament over things
spiritual and temporal, had one vicar for spiritual causes,
and many others for the temporal.

37

Bishop claimed his view

to be that "God hath the Bishop of Rome for Christ's vicar
general in causes of the church, and Kinges in the administration of the common weale. 1138

This same point of view, Bishop

claimed, was taught in the canons of the church to the effect
that the Pope acknowledged the emperor to be God's vicar on
earth in the administration of common laws. 39
confirmed this point of view to Anastatius:

Pope Gelasius
"There be two

thinges (O Sacred Emperour) where with this world is principally
governed, to wit, the holy authority of Bishops, and the power
of princes. ,. 4 0

37 see G. R. Elton, The Tudor Revolution in Government
(Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1962), for an
analysis of the administrative changes during the reign of
King Henry VIII.
38 Reproofe, pp. 152-53.
39 rbid.
Bishop's reference to the "canons of the church"
is to Gratians Decreetals.
"Habet privilegia suae potestatis,
quae administrandis legib publicis divinitus confecutest,"
Gelasius I
"Distinctio XCVI," Decreturn seu verius:
decretorum
canonicoru~ collectanea "concordia discordantiurn canum," compiled by Gratian (Parisiorum: Merlin/Lutetiae, 1561), p. 495.
40 rbid.
"Duo sunt quippe Irnperator Auguste, quib principalites hie rnund regitur:
auctoritas sacra pontificu:
&
regalis potestas."

- 164 The main question faced by Bishop, however, was whether
or not Bishops have authority over kings in ecclesiastical
causes.

He claimed that the witness of the successors to St.

Peter was to the effect that the authority of the bishop in
spiritual causes extended over kings and emperors.

He continued

with a quotation from Gelasius to prove his point:
Thou knowest (O Emperour) thy selfe to depend on their
judgments, and that they cannot be reduced to thy wil
and pleasure:
therefore many Bishops fortified with
these ordinances, and with this authority supported, have
excommunicated, some Kinges, others Emperours. And if a
particular example be demanded of the persons of the
Princes, blessed Innocentius the Pope did excommunicate
the Emperour Archadius, for consenting unto the deposition of S. John Chrisistome. And Blessed S. Ambrose,
though a holy Bishop, yet not Bishop of the Universal
Church, for a fault that to others did not seeme so
grevious, excornrnunicatk~g Theodosius the Great, did shut
him out of the church.
Gelasius, however, is not the earliest to teach the supremacy
of the bishop.

Clement of Rome also taught the doctrine as

indicated in the following words:
Wherefore (O Bishop) endeavour to excel in sanctity of
workes, knowing thy place and dignity; th~u art G~ds
Lieutenant, and placed over al Lordes, Priests, K~nges
·
Fathers
an d P rinces,
~~
, Sonnes , Masters, and al subJects
joined together.

41 rbid., pp. 495-96.
sti tutionibus Apostolicus,"
Clementis I, "De Con edited by J. P. Migne (Paris:
Patrologiae:
Patrum Graecorum,
n.p., 1857), I, 611-14.
42

s.

- 165 Not only is the supremacy of the bishop taught by the
successors of St. Peter, 43 but it is also taught in the Scripture, according to Bishop.

For God spoke to Moses, "Behold I

have created thee the God of Pharoah" (Ex. 7:1) and Paul
taught that the government of the whole church was committed
to bishops:

"Take heed to your selves and to the whole flocke,

wherein the holy Ghost hath placed you bishops, to rule the
church of God."

(Acts 20:28)

Finally, on the basis of evi-

dence cited, Bishop argued that if "Kinges by any of Christs
flocke

they are to be ruled by Bishops who are placed

by the Holy Ghost to rule the whole flocke of Gods church. "
Constantine:

44

The Emperor and the Bishop

The third reason presented by Bishop in the Epistle
Dedicatorie to persuade King James to espouse Roman Catholicism
is the example of Constantine who "did beleeve such articles
of the present Roman Church, as the Protestants teach not to

I 26-27 and Reproofe, pp. 152-55,
'of'Peter in the following order:
refer to the successors
.
Al
nder the First
Linus
t Euaristus
exa
•
Anae 1 e t us, S • Cl emen,
' ts the influence of Irenaeus'
is not mentioned. The order sugie:er
Abbot may have been
~ist of the early successors 1 ;~na:us' ·list. see Acts and
influenced by Foxe's use 0 f 111
Bishop also appears to agree
Monuments of John Foxe, I,
·For further information, see
with Abbot's use of ..Irenaeus: Fathers (London: Macmillan and
J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostol~~ntien Pelman, L'Element Historique
Co., 1890), I, 201-345, a~~) PP• 500-10.
(Gembloux: J. Duculot, 19
'
43Abb t
0

44

A Defence

'

·
Reproofe, p. 154.

- 166 be beleeved."

Bishop presented a number of reasons by which

he intended to prove that Constantine was a true son of Roman
Catholicism, none of which bear on the question of Constantine's

.
45
re 1 a t ion to the Pope.
In opposition, however, to Bishop's appraisal of Constantine in the Epistle to the King, Abbot placed an emphasis on
Constantine's attitude toward the Bishop of Rome in order to
prove that Constantine was not a Roman Catholic and that he
did not consider himself to be under the jurisdiction of the
Roman bishop.
Constantine was no papist because he never put "the triple
crown upon the Popes head"; he never "kissed the Popes foote";
he did not regard the Bishop of Rome "to be superior to himselfe"; or that on some occasion the Bishop of Rome might
"depose him from his regall throne," nor "discharge his sworn
subjects from their allegiance and duty to him"; nor did he
"hold his sentence to be the oracle of the church" which if
he had thought he would not have called the Council of Nicea,
and with less trouble "would have sent to Rome for resolution
against Arius the hereticke."

Constantine did not think it

was the prerogative of the Bishop of Rome to call general
councils I nor to direct their proceeding; but he "commanded

45 Reformation of a Catholike, "Epistle Dedicatorie."

- 167 the council himself. and prescribeth them a rule to follow , not
according to the manner of the Popes councels. 1146
The Supremacy of the King
A final postscript to the problem of popes and kings was
included in the fourth chapter of Robert Abbot's The True
Ancient Roman Catholike. 47

After giving the rather lengthy

chapter title, he added that "in the end is a briefe defence
of the Kings supremacy in causes Ecclesiasticall. 11

The cause

lying behind the brief comments is a series of questions asked
by William Bishop in the Reproofe of Abbots Defence, in which
Bishop challenged Abbot to produce Scriptural proof for the
view "that Kinges and temporal Magistrates, are ordained by
Christ to be under him Supreme Goveimours of Ecclesiastical
affairs."

Bishop further challenged Abbot on the validity of

calling temporal magistrates ecclesiastical persons, and
finally accused him of making the secular state more worthy
than the ecclesiasticai. 48
Abbot believed the Scripture taught the doctrine of the
supremacy of the King over ecclesiastical matters.

He did

not believe that Bishop, "could out of the written word say

46Abbot, A Defence, I, 165-66.
47Abbot, The True Ancient Roman Catholike, p. 115.
48 Reproofe, pp. 115-16.

- 168 so much for the Pope,

11

as Protestants "can for the King." .

Abbot's first proof of the King's supremacy was derived from
Paul:

"Let every soul be subject to the higher powers"

(Rom. 13:1).

Peter, he claimed, expounds (1 Peter 2:13) on

what is meant by those powers, "whether unto the Kings, as the
Supereminent or chiefe, or unto Governours as sent by him,
thereby giving absolutely to the King a superiority over every
soule. 1149
Furthermore, Abbot argued, Paul and Peter (Rom. 13:3;
1 Peter 2:14) declared the office of a king to be "for the
punishment of them that doe evill, and for the praise of them
that doe well."

Since the doing of evil and good extend to

both the temporal and ecclesiastical affairs, there is no
warrent to restrain the king from governing them both.so
Abbot wrote that Constantine offered a good example of a
king who understood his authority over the church.

The Emperor

told his bishops, "You are Bi~hops within the church, but without the church God hath appointed me to be a Bishop. 1151

By

this statement Constantine signified that the administration
of the sacraments belonged to the bishops, "but that otherwise

49Abbot, The True Ancient Roman Catholike, P• 198.
SOibid., pp. 189-99.
51 Eusebi us, - nne
Graecorum, XX, 1171.

vi· ta

Constantini,

11

Patrologiae:

Patrum

- 169 the government of the church and the power of commanding all,
for the preservation of religion, and well ordering of church
affaires, did belong to him. 1152
In reference to Bishop's last two questions in which he
implied that temporal magistrates are not ecclesiastical persons and that Abbot made the secular state more worthy than
the ecclesiastical, Abbot answered that the king was not an
ecclesiastical person as such, yet he was a member of the
church and as king he was the external governor and ruler of
it.

Therefore to call the state of kings secular was to pro-

fane the office of the king.

Second, to imply that the secular

state was more worthy than the ecclesiastical was to make them
53
into two separate bodies, when they were one.
Further biblical proof for the supremacy of the king in
things ecclesiastical by which Abbot intended to prove his
position on the above questions was derived from the Old Testament.

In the policy ordered by God, "we find the Priest commanded

by the King, but we doe not finde the King commanded by the
Priest" (2 Kings 23:4}.

Also, the prophet calls himself "the

Kings servant, and the King his Lord, but we doe not finde the
54
King giving that honour to the Prophet" (1 Kings 1:24,26-27).

52Abbot, The True Ancient Roman Catholike, p. 198.
5 3Ibid., p. 199. See Ernst K. Kantorowicz, The King's
Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1957).
54Abbot, The True Ancient Roman Catholike, p. 200.

- 170 Abbot concluded his postscript with the reminder that
this was the way the princes govern in England:
And yet the world with us, thanks be to God, is not turned
topsie-turvey, but our state standeth upright, and prospereth maugre the hearts of all Romish malignant traitours
and enem!ss, that have fought the ruine and overthrow
thereof.

55 Ibid., p. 201.

CHAPTER IX
OF LAWS AND RECUSANTS
The Threat of Recusants against England
In the dedication of A Defence of the Reformed Catholike,
Robert Abbot displayed some uneasiness about the presence of
Roman Catholics in the realm.

These papists, he claimed, in

the days of Queen Elizabeth "never rested working to bring
this land againe under the finger and bondage of the man of
sinne.

11

What the Romanists sought to achieve then, is still

sought by them now.

For, "since your majesties corning to the

crowne they have been plotting the sarne.
ways:

11

They plot in two

first, by "attempting your Highnesse subjects " ; and

second, by "labouring in their Petitions and Dedicatory
Epistles to draw your majesty one way or another to consort
with them in their damnable and accursed devices. 111
In this reference to the "Dedicatory Epistles," Abbot
referred to the dedication to James in Bishop's Reformation
of a Catholic Deformed.

He called Bishop a "stickler in the

1 Robert Abbot A Defence of the Reformed Catholike 0£
M. W. Perkins a ai~st the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
London:
R. Field? impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607, I, "The
Epistle Dedicatorie." Hereafter referred to as A Defence.

- 172 late contentions of the Seculars against the Jesuits, " 2

and

then went on to point O'lJ,t that now he "hath taken upon him to
solicit your majestie" in behalf of Catholicism.

Having taken

words from the Conference at Hampton Court, he "woulde make
you beleeve, that if you will stande to what your selfe have
delivered, you must needs admit their catacasholicke tradition
be the Catholicke and true faith." 3
According to Abbot, there was a particular danger from
William Bishop and others like him.

He argued that if they

dared to express themselves so clearly in print, "what dare
they not say in corners to the entrapping and seducing of simple and unlearned men."

By these means many of the majesty's

subjects are "intangled in a misconscience of religion, and
thereby withdrawne from the true conscience of their loyalty"
toward the King.

That the presence of Roman Catholics is a

threat to England Bishop proved by saying that "God knowes
what that forcible weapon of necessitie will drive them unto
at length ... 4
Abbot also gave as proof that the Roman Catholics were
plotting to overthrow England "the Gunpowder Plot, 115 which he

2 see T. G. Law, Jesuits and Seculars in the Reign of
Elizabeth (London: David Nutt, 1889), 82-87.
3A Defence, I, "The Epistle Dedicatorie."
4 Ibid.
5An attempt to blow up the Houses of Parliament to destroy
the English government and establish a Roman Catholic England.
Led by R. catesby, a small group of Catholics hired a cellar

- 173 described as "that barbarous and Scy.thian-like attempt lately
made for the destruction of your Highnesse person and blood,
and perpetuall subversion and overthrow of the whole Realme.

11

The plot made it appear, he said, that "they are not yet disgorged of the poyson" which teaches a lawfulness to such
malice.

Laws should therefore be "more severely proceeded

against them."

Abbot prayed for the King that he would

"henceforth take these thinges so farre to heart as shal be
needefull for the safety of your royall person, your posteritie
and the Realme. 116
He advised the King to give the recusants instruction in
order to reclaim them.

If, however, they alter "your majesties

intent of favour unto them" then the state has found "just
cause with all severitie and rigour to proceed immediately
against them~' "

If such severity occurs, "the guilt lieth upon

themselves, and they must confesse that they themselves have
drawne the sword to be imbrued in their own blood. 117

under the Houses of Parliament in 1604 and stored it with gunpowder.
Guy Fawkes was to start the explosion. Discovered by
the English government, the leading conspirators were executed.
Although only a few Catholics were involved in the plot, all
Catholics were implicated by the government. Papery thereby
became more unpopular and the Penal Code became more severe.
See J. Gerard, What was the Gunpowder Plot? (London: Osgood,
Mcilvaine & co., 1897); Philip Caraman, Henry Garnet 1555-1606
and the Gunpowder Plot (New York: Farrar, Straus & Company,
1964).
6 A Defence, I, "The Epistle Dedicatorie."
7 Ibid.

- 174 Bishop, in an introductory section to A Reproofe of the
Catholike Deformed, took strong exception to Abbot's reference
to the "Gunpowder Plot" as a proof that recusants were plotting
to overthrow England.

Bishop regarded the plot as a "destable

enterprise, projected by some few greene heads."

He implored

Protestants "not to suffer themselves to be further estranged
from other Catholikes, that were altogether innocent of it. 118
Bishop presented three arguments to prove that all Catholics were not involved in the conspiracy.

First, the circum-

stances of the matter fully cleared and acquitted all Catholics
of the crime.
authority.

Proof had been set out in print under the King's

Twelve or thirteen persons who were boun~ not to

communicate about it to any other were found to be the offenders.
Second, a speech by the King in Parliament on the seventh day
of November, 1603, confirmed that many Catholics were innocent
of the conspiracy.

The King himself said:

Although we are by good experience, so well perswaded of
the loialty of divers of our subjects (though not professing true religion) that they doe as much abhorre this
detestable conspiracy, as ourselves; and wil be ready to
doe their best endeavours (though with expense of t~eir
blood) to suppresse al attempts against our safety.
In the third place, the "right Honorable Earle of Salisbury
now Lord Treasurer" in an "eloquent discourse printed" freed

8 william Bishop, A Reproofe of~- ·noct. Abbots Defence of
the Catholike Deformed by M. w. Perkins {N.p., 1608), pp. 33-38.
Hereafter referred to as Reproofe.
9 Ibid., pp. 35-36.

- 175 Catholics from the conspiracy and argued "that the conspirators
rising in a country where many of their religion are thought
to dwel, none (excepting some few of their owne servants and
kinsmen) would aide or assist them."

Many Catholics, added

Bishop, "sent their men and armour to pursue and apprehend
them, which was a manifest proof that they abhorred from that
practice. 1110
An Appeal to Cease the Persecution of Catholics
The appeal for the cessation of persecution against the
Roman Catholics, written by Bishop, provides a good insight
into the situation of the recusants.

Bishop described the

laws 11 formed against recusant Catholics as "rigorous."

It

is "unreasonable" that "loving subjects" should be forced to
conforme themselves to articles of religion under the
able penaltie of losse of al their geodes."

11

intoller-

The severity of

the laws is made worse by ministers who commonly refer to the
Savior's body in the sacrament as an "abominable Idole,
the immortal saints as

11

senceles dead men,

11

11

to

to Christ's vicar

and vice-regent on earth as "AntiChrist," and to every Catholic
as an "Idolater. 1112

lOibid., p. 36.

11Supra, p. 146.
12D. B. P. [William Bishop], The Reformation of a Catholike
Deformed by M. w. Perkins . (Engl~nd; Secret Press, 1604), The
Former Part, "Epistle ped1.cator1e.' Hereafter referred to as
Reformation of a Catholike.

- 176 Roman Catholic subjects are loyal to the King.

Many of

them were the only ones who "defended and made manifest to the
world, your title and interest to the Crowne of England";
although they do not conform to the law concerning religion,
they do not show contempt of their "lawfull Superior."
lics are as lawful subjects as the Protestants.

Catho-

They are true

to their word, great in charity and hospitality toward their
neighbor, have compassion on the poor, and "of as moderate and
civil carriage and behaviour, as most men in their country."
Therefore to undo them as the law demands is a "little lesse
than to undoe and destroy all good order, and Discipline in
the common weale. 1113
Abbot, on the other hand, had an entirely different view
of the recusants in England.

The laws are not rigorous, when

all they do is deprive papists of their goods, in comparison
with Catholic laws which deprive Protestants of their lives.
Neither are the laws rigorous in comparison with the traitorous
dealing with the majesty on the part of those who "treacherously"
persuade the King's subjects that those doctrines and practices
of the English Church, taken out of pure antiquity, are
"erroneous and execrable." 14

Furthermore, it is untrue to say

that Catholics defended the King's title and crown.

13 Ibid.
14A Defence, I, 206-9.

Recusants

- 177 were so

11

Jesuited 11 that if they had had their will,

11

a Jesuited

Queene, not a Protestant King, must have had the wearing of the
crowne."

The teaching of Bellarmine set down a principle for

the recusants, namely
beleeving King.

11

11

that you ought not to tolerate a mis-

Also, while the recusants claimed not to

offend His majesty, they did offend him daily

11

in seeking to

inveighe his subjects and to draw them to the admiring and
admitting of a foreign jurisdiction. 1115
Abbot regarded the laws against the recusants as too lax.
They should "draw them duely to examine the religion which
they professe that they may see the filthinesse and abomination thereof. 1116

Furthermore, laws against the recusants

should be stringent because
in making men Papistes you make them actually traitours
. • • For the fundamental points of your religion are
meerely treason, that the Pope is Gods viceregent upon
Earth, and therefore superior to your Prince: that it
is in the Popes power to depose his Majestie and deprive
him of his crowne: that he may absolve his subjects from
their oath of allegiance to him:
that at his commandment
they are to take armes against him: that Catholickes
ought not to tolerate a misbeleeving King, as they account
everyone that beleeveth not with them:
that where their
religion i 17 in hazard, no faith or fidelity is to be
performed.

lSibid., I, 211-12.
16 Ibid., I, 212.
17 rbid., r, 214. King James was pressing royal supremacy
at this time. King James, 11An Apolog~e for the <:>a~h of
Allegiance II edited by Charles Mcilwa1.n, The Pol1.t1.cal Works
of James r 1 (New York: Russell & Russell, Inc., 1965), pp. 71-109.

- 178 Abbot also had a different conception of recusants'
behaviour and moral influence on the kingdom.

Indeed, he

recognized that some of them were "fitter for us then they
are £or you."

But many, on the other hand, were "fitter £or

you then they are for us."

Many of them were "notorious for

grosse and absurd sins; whooremongers; drunkardes; swearers
full of bitinge and cruelty, of falsehood and villanie."

Yet

these are the ones who take "justification by workes" and come
to hea:ven by "merites" and yet cry out against the Protestant
doctrine as opening a way to "licentious and evill life. 1118
Finally, Abbot's thoughts about the good order of the
kingdom differed quite radically from those of Bishop.

The

good order of the "common weale" would be much better "by how
much the more it would be freed from being distrubed by them."
Their undoing is therefore not due to the laws, but to the
fact that they will not "subject themselves to the law when
notwithstanding they can give no good reason why they should
be against the law."

And their undoing as "touching their

bodily goods" is much better for the commonwealth, for otherwise they would be free to give money to such men as William
Bishop who would have "protection for them to enjoy what they
buie , and would have Christ to have no protection to hold them
whom he hath bought."

18 Ibid., p. 215.
19 Ibid., p. 216.

19

- 179 The Purpose of the Laws
Having made his appeal for the cessation of persecution,
Bishop questioned the purpose of the laws.

He asked first,

"Is it to extinguish th.e Catholic faith?"

If the laws were

for this purpose, he reminded the King, it is not in man's
power to destray that "which the almighty supporteth and maintayneth."

Furthermore, from a practical point of view, the

number 20 of recusants was not diminished by persecution but
was rather greatly multiplied and increased "from one at the
first to an hundred and more in continuance. 11

Second, he

inquired whether or not the intention of the penal laws was
"to inrich your Maj es tie, and to fill your coffers."

Surely,

Bishop argued, the receipts were far too small to "grow to
any such reckoning. 1121

And to what profit is it to "enrich

your treasury, and stuffe your coffers with regrets II such as
the "outcries of the husband, wife, children, widowes, and
poore infantes" when the best treasury of a king is "to consist in the love

'

and harty affection of his people. 11

Third,

he asked whether these penal laws were "for rewardes unto

20

.
lish Recusants (London: Burns &
Brian Magee, The E~§ 3a) PP· 42-43, estimates that oneOates & Washbourne L~d ·,
C tholic.
third of the population was a
that the amount of money col21 Magee pp 67-80, shows srnall, less than one-fourth of
'
•
lected from recusants
was very
which reached the Exchequer.

- 180 such dependants, as for these or the like do follow you?"
The present revenues belonging to the crown of England are
"abundantly able to content and reward them" and the King's
dependents could live well without the "heavy grievance and
hart bleeding" of others of the majesty's subjects.

Further-

more, i t would be well for the King to remember "that such
men are not so mindful! of benefits received, as the daylie
want and miserie, will continually renue and revive the
memorie of the oppressed."

22

Robert Abbot, in the Epistle to the King, described the
purpose and end of the law as follows:
It is of civill subjects to make religious, that his
Majestie may have them his not by halfes but wholly; not
outwardly onely by constreine~ 3 and forced obedience, but
inwardly for conscience sake.
The purpose of the laws is therefore not to extinguish
the Catholic faith but to extinguish the "Catholike and countercatholike fancies," that is, the "pseudo Catholike Apostasie. 1124
So far as persecution is concerned, Abbot claimed, no one
has been put to death "but for cause of treason against the
Queene and "the state."

The method of persecution has been in

22 Reformation of a Catholike, "Epistle Dedicatorie. 11
Comment from Magee on living conditions of people at this
time.
23 A Defence, I, 218.
24

rbid.
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conformity to the principle that recusants were not to be put
to death but to be punished through pecuniary measures or by
banishment.

Yet the execution of the law in England worked

no hardship on the recusants.

They have "thrived in the pay-

ment of it" and have found "enough beside to give harbour" to
the "night-working traitors" who were still plotting against
the "Queene that then was, and the succession of his Majestie
that now is."

Furthermore, many of them "paid nothing at all"

and "being winked at" derided the "favorable proceedings of
the realme" in that they made the laws like "spider webs to
take no hold on them. 1125
Abbot described the recusants• way of life as follows:
Many of them used their libertie altogether, and found
no checke or controlment of law at all. Yea and you that
were indurance lived at your hearts ease; you were fat
and fresh and faire, your friday-nights drinkings were
better then the Sunday dinners of many better men then
you are:
there was too free accesse and resort to you:
you could question one another for shrewd and suspicious
behaviours: you could twit one another with gallantrie
and braverie of apparell:
you had ~grts to contend one
with another like tigers and bears.
In spite of all their freedom, recusants have cried out
against their persecution, according to Abbot.

While the good

princes have permitted safely and quiet, the recusants "labour
night and day to procure ruine and overthrow to them. 11

25~ . , I, 219.

26 Ibid., I, 220.

Such

- 182 was the case in the days of Queen Elizabeth.
"buzzing" about the "alteration of the state."

Recusants were
By "plots and

devices" recusants expected a change in government day by day.
For the "Spanish invasion" they "gained very many" and enticed
many to "goe beyond the seas, who in hope of a golden harvest
doubted not to endure some small winter stormes."

Now that

this hope is gone, the "execution of his Majesties !awes" will
turn recusants "trad a begging" and make them "grimme like
dogges and runne heere and there for meate, and grudge that ye
be not satisfied" (Ps. 59:14). 27
As far as the King's economic penal laws were concerned,
Abbot said, he "seeketh not theirs but them," and it is well
known how "hardly his Highnesse hath been drawne to use any
proceeding at all against them, desirous by patience and
mildnesse to win them."

The practice followed by the English

Church was the same as that of the "godly Empe~ours and
Princes" and "godly Bishops and Pastours of the church."

As

Augustine taught,
Whosoever by occasion of this law which the Prince serving
Christ doth publish for the reforming of your impietie,
doth covetously desire any goods of yours, we like him
not. Whosoever by occasion of this law pursueth you, not
in love to amend you, but in 2~tred to practice enmity
against you, we like him not.

27 rbid., I, 220-22.
28 rbid. I
222-23. Augustine, "Epistolarum XCIII," edited
by J.P. Mig~e 'patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum {n.p., 1865),
XXXIII 345-46: Hereafter Migne's edition will be referred to
as MPG: Abbot cited Epistle 48 which according to the Benedictine standard used by Migne, is Epistle 93.

- 183 Abbot continued his argument by claiming that as for
"stuffing his Majesties coffers with regrets and outcries of
the husband, wife, children, widows and poore infants," recusants were able to find ways "to provide better for themselves,
then to have any occasion to weepe for that matter. 11

Further-

more, it was better that they should weep, then that "others
should be forced to weepe by them"; it was better that they
should be "beggered and undone" than that by their "impunity"
any "danger should grow to the common state."

So let them

"weepe for losse of goods by just execution of law who without
subjection to the law have no reason to enjoy the same. 1129
As far as the distribution of the forfeited goods are
concerned, Abbot stated that they are returned to the "Exchequer of the Prince" and from there are disposed at
ties good pleasure."

11

his Majes-

When occasion required, the goods were

given "for rewarde" to those "who by loyall and dutifull service deserve the same."
of the church.

Such procedure has been the practice

Constantine made a law that the "goods of wil-

ful! heretickes refusing to come to the unitie of the church
30
should be conficate to the common treasury."
Heretics

29A Defence, I, 223.
30Ibid., r, 224. ~ , XXXIII, 328. Augustine cited the
law of Constantine. Abbot's citation of Constantine is from
this passage in Augustine.
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therefore justly forfeit their goods and whoever receives them
has them justly, if they "continue in the society of the
church. 1131
The Threat of Overthrow
Having made the appeal to King James to cease the persecution of the recusants, Bishop wrote that when the state is
settled and the recusants see "no hope of remedie then God
knoweth what that forceable weapon of necessitie may constrayne
and drive them unto at length. 1132
Abbot, responding to the above statement of Bishop, asked,
"What?

Of a preaching Priest have we now a Herald at armies

if he cannot persuade his religion, to denounce war? 11

He

accused Bishop of practicing the principle that princes who
turn the people away from their Romish faith should be deprived
of their dominions.

Accordingly, he accused them of having

plotted and devised "to blow up and dispatch" the "whole court
of Parliament. 1133
The planning of the recusants for the overthrow of the
"J·ust occasion to vie all extremi tie
government gave the State

31 A Defence, I, 224.
.
catholike, "Epistle Dedicatorie."
32
Reformation of a
33 A Defence, I

I
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- 185 for the rooting out of such spirituall maisters as drawe his
majesties subjects to be partakers of such designments. 1134
Although William Bishop wrote the Reproofe against Abbot's
Epistle to the King, he did not respond to the entire book,
but limited himself to certain sections.

He dealt with the

above comments of Abbot at length, showing the importance of
.
.
h is
c h arges against
t h e recusants. 35

To begin with, Bishop remi nded his reader that the general
scope of his original epistle to James was "to move his Majesty
to favour the Catholike religion, at least to mitigate the
rigour of his highnesse lawes enacted against Catholikes."
Among the reasons he adduced was his statement that "God knoweth
what that forceable weapon of necessitie may constrayne and
drive them unto at length."

It was intended to insinuate an

"inconvenience that might happen to follow, upon the severe
execution of the said extreme penalties. 1136

He asked, "Is

there in this sentence any one sillable that soundeth of treason?

Doe I persuade, counsaile, or encourage any reasonable

1137
.
.
creature to take armes against
my King
an d C oun t ry.?

B.is h op

answered, it was a "loyall office performed to my King, then

34 Ibid., I, 229.
35 Reproofe, pp. 266-85.
36 Ibid., p. 266.
37 Ibid., p. 274.

- 186 any kinde of encouragement to his subjects to fal into a
mischiefe."

He has not talked of rebellion, he has only

insinuated that the penal laws may "porcure some manner of
mischiefe" and that from some "headdy hot executioner" and that
"after a long time" if the persecution still be followed which
"may perhaps not touch his Majesties raigne, but be extended
to a succeeding age. 1138
Two More Reasons for the Cessation of Persecution
Having questioned the purpose of the penal laws against
the recusants and having suggested that recusants may be driven
to a "forceable weapon of necessitie" unless there is a remedy,
Bishop returned to his appeal for the cessation of persecution
and advanced two more reasons.

The first is that in Catholic

countries where Catholics and Protestants are mixed, the
Protestants are tolerated. 39

In France, Poland, Bohemia, the

Catholic states of Germany, and in the cantons of Switzerland,
the Protestants are treated according to the gospel, "suffer
both the wheat and the cockle to growe until! harvest."

It

38 Ibid., p. 275.
39 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part, ".Epistle
Dedicatorie." Bishop's view that Protestants were tolerated
is not substantiated by the facts. See Carl Mauelshagen,
Salzburg Lutheran Expulsion and Its Impact (New York: Vantage
Press, 1962), pp. 53-76.

- 187 is true that in Spain and Italy the "case is otherwise."

But

what is that to England, where both Catholic laymen and clergy
are tolerated? 40
Abbot interpreted the gospel statement, "suffer both the
wheat and the cockle to growe untill harvest" (Matt. 13:30)
to mean that the good and bad grow together "in the Kingdom
of Heaven, that is, in the profession of true religion,"
therefore "it giveth no warrent to tolerate any false. 1141
What is untrue and false is therefore "wholly to be suppressed."
For it is "neither charitie nor piety to give way to idolatrie
and false worship, because it is the dishonor of God, and the
poison of the soules of men."

Furthermore, popery tends to

the "empeachment of his Majesties imperial! crowne and dignitie" because "the fundamental! grounds" are "traiterous" for
they subject the King to "bee at the devotion and disposition
of another head."

Finally, Abbot claimed that where Protes-

tants have been tolerated, they have been because their number
was so great that "they knew not how to supresse them" and in
the "tolerating of them they found nothing dangerous or
preiudiciall but rather beneficial! to their estate. 1142

40 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie."
41A Defence, r, 233. Abbot's ~nt 7rpretation of Matt. 13:30
is peculiar to himself. His exegesis is slanted toward the
point he is making.
42 Ibid., I, 234.

- 188 The second reason Bishop advanced for the cessation of
recusant persecution had to do with the benefits derived from
the Catholics.

Bishop regarded the laws of the land, schools,

churches, hospitals and all other benefits in English society
to have originated in the piety and virtue of the Catholic
religion in the land. 43
Abbot challenged the idea that the laws of the land were
derived from the Catholics on the basis that the men who made
the ancient laws made the "Prince Gods Viceregent in this
kingdome.

11

Furthermore, the ancient laws "disanulled the

enchroaching authoritie of the Bishop of Rome" and it was for
the resisting of this ancient law that Thomas Becket was held
as a traitor during the time of Henry II. 44

So the rightful

heirs to the law of the land were the Protestants, not the
Catholics.
The same is true about bishoprics and archbishoprics.
For when Lucius 45 first established Christianity in the land
the heathen institutions were turned into bishoprics and archbishoprics.

The temples which had been built for the worship

of pagan gods were made "churches for the service of Jesus

43 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie.
44A Defence, I, 236.
45 Ibid., I, 237. See The Acts and Monuments of John Foxe,
edited by Stephen Cattley (London: R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside, 1837), II, 110.

- 189 Christ."

So there is very little that "Bishop can alleadge

of benefits derived to us from the professours of the now
. h re 1 igion.
· .
..46
R omis

Concluding Appeals
Having completed his case, Bishop stated that he would
rest on the King's "free choice and election," waiting to see
if he will extend his "Royall favoui:- 11 to his "affectionate
subjects" who, although unwilling to transgress any of his
laws, are "compelled by the lawe of God. 1147
Abbot demanded to know of Bishop what law of God in either
the Old or New Testament "may give your Recusants any shew of
reason why they should denie to come to church."

Their law

is not the law of God but the law of Anti-Christ who "keepeth
them from assembling themselves with the Church of God."

The

mercy that should be shown to the Catholics is therefore the
same that Elias showed to the priests of Baal "to cut you off
that you may no further increase your sin by causing the Lordes
people to trespasse against him."

So the King may be merciful

to the recusants by drawing them from "under the pawes of the
Lion" by "violence. 1148

46

A Defence, I, 237.

47 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie. 11
48A Defence, I, 240.

- 190 Finally Bishop appealed to King James to defend the
recusants from oppression, on the basis that foreign countries
would "applause" and "congratulate" him and "all the glorious
companie of Kinges and Queens" of whom he is a lineal descent
will take the action "most kindly. 1149
Abbot, however, believed the King would find far greater
comfort in the "cleerenesse of his owne conscience" and in
the "congratulations of the truely faithful. 1150

49 Reformation of a Catholic;:, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie. 11
SOA Defence, I, 242. See James' attitude and actions
toward Roman Catholics. Supra, p. 146.

CHAPTER X

THE TRUE ANCIENT ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH:
A PROTESTANT VIEW
The Issue
In the "Dedicatorie Epistle to the King" in The Reformation
of a Catholic Deformed, 1 Bishop urged the King to "resolutelie
embrace, and constantly defend that doctrine, which the Roman
Church maintayned in her most flourishing estate."

His reason

for making this bold appeal was the King's statement made at
Hampton Court, that no church ought further to separate
"itselfe from the Church of Rome, either in doctrine or ceremonie, then shee hath departed from her selfe, when shee was
in her flourishing, and best estate. 112
From this statement Bishop argued that the present Church
of Rome had not departed from the teaching of the early church
Church represented the Cathoand that the contemporary Roman
lie Church in her best and most flourishing estate. 3

.
J A Reformation of a Catholike
D. B. P. [Willia~ Bishopl~nd: secret Press, 1604), The .
Deformed by M. W. Perk1n,2. (Eng d to as Reformation of a Catholic.
Former Part. Hereafter referre
"Epistle Dedicatorie."
2_
Ib_
' d I The Former part,
1_•
1

3 Ibid.
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h
Te
issue,

4

as it developed

was clearly this:

around Bishop's statement,

w~ich was the true faith which James should

embrace, the English or the Roman?

The issue was quickly

picked up by Robert Abbot and briefly treated in the Epistle
to the King, the first volume of h;s
Defence ..;;o.;;:f.......;:t;:;h;.;:e~R.:::e:.:f:.::o:.:rm:..:::.;e:;.d=
... ________
Catholike. 5 Robert Abbot '. s arguments drew a rebuttal from
Bishop titled A Reproofe of Abbot's Defence, 6 in which he
clearly indicates the issue at stake is the adoption of the
true church in England by the King. 7

In answer to the Reproofe,

which was part of the third volume of his Defence of the
Reformed Catholike 8 and The True Ancient Roman Catholic Church. 9
In the latter work Abbot referred to the issue between himself
and Bishop as "whether his majesty doth imbrace and mainteine

4 For a similar debate over some of the same questions,

see Carls. Meyer, Elizabeth I and.th~ Religious Settlement
of 1559 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1960), pp. 113-30.
5Robert Abbot, A Defence of the Reformed Ca~holike of .
M. w. Perkins a ainst the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
(London: R. Field? impend. G. Bishop, 1606-1607 , I, 14.
Hereafter referred to as A Defence.
6William Bishop, A Reproofe of~· Doct. Abbots Defence of
the Catholike Deformed by M. W. Perkins (n.p., 1608). Here
after referred to as Reproofe.
7 Ibid., p. 93.
8 A Defence, III,

•

t

"An Advertisemen •

II

9
Th True Ancient Roman Catholic Church
Robert Abbot,
e
b
d 1611)
Hereafter
(London: William .S.tansby fo 7 At Gar ran ,
•
referred to as The True Ancien •

- 193 the only true Catholic and Apostolick faith. 1110

A final work,

concerned with the same subject, is Bishop's Disproofe of R.
Abbots Counterproofe. 11

Part of the subtitle states, "wherein

the now Roman Church is maintained to be the true ancient
catholike church."
The True Catholic Church
In the Epistle Dedicatorie, William Bishop laid down as
a basic assumption that there is only one true church "wherewith God is truely served and pleased •."

On this condition, he

urged the King to "embrace, maintayne, and set forth that only
true, catholike, and apostolic faith. 1112
In the Epistle to the King, Abbot argued that the King
already embraced and maintained the "only true Catholike and
Apostolicke faith."

For, he asked, "What is the Catholic faith

but the faith of the Catholic Church? 1113

The faith, however,

he argued, could "not be called the Catholic faith, till the
church became the Catholic Church."

Therefore to show what is

lOibid., p. 4.
11william Bishop, A Dis roofe of D. Abbots Counter roofe
against D. Bishops Reproofe Paris: Claude Morell, 1614.
12 Reformation of a Catholike, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie. 11
13A Defence, I, 14.

I

- 194 meant by the Catholic faith, "I must first show what is meant
by the Catholike Church. 1114
Abbot defined the Catholic Church as "the universal church
so called, quia per totum est, because it is over all or through
all the world, and is not tied to anie countrie, place, person
or condition of men. 1115

That which brings the church together

and makes it one, is nevertheless not the fact that it is spread
over the whole world, but that in the "whole body of the church
from the beginning to the end there is in substance but one
faith and religion towards God."

Therefore, even though only

one province or county retained the true faith, it should
properly be called the Catholic Church "so long as it could be
clearly showed that the same is one and the same with that
which at any time or times was over the whole world."

On this

basis, it can be proved that the English Church is the true
church for "i:t is that which once was spred over the whole
world. 1116
According to Abbot, the first error of the papists is that
they have used the name "Catholic Church" of themselves and
have made it "a propriety of one particular church," when the
early church used it of all churches who accepted the catholic

14The True Ancient, P• 4.
15A Defence, I, 14.
16 The True An cien,
. t PP• 4 - 6 •

- 195 faith. 17

They have insisted that "none should be taken to be

a member of the Catholike church, but only as he is subject
to the Church of Rome. 1118

So the Holy Catholic Church has

become the Holy Roman Catholic Church, and men "by a principle
of Catechisme" are bound "to beleeve all that the Holy Catholike
Roman Church beleeveth and holdeth. 11

And Pope Boniface VIII

declared as an article of the Christian faith that "for every
humane creature it is necessary to salvation to be subject to
the Bishop of Rome. 1119

The Protestant, however, believes the

"holy Catholic Church" in the sense of the universal church
and not as a particular church. 20
A second error of Roman Catholicism has been to attribute
superiority to the Roman Church in government and stability of
faith over the other churches. 21

The supremacy of government

is derived from the position of Peter and Rome.

Abbot admitted

that St. Peter is sometimes termed "the Rocke upon which the
church was built, 1122 but he asked, "whoever said that the Rock

17 Ibid., p. 7.
18 Ibid., p. 11.
19 Ibid. Pope Bonifatius VIII, "Unam Sanctam" edited by
Carl Mirbt Quellen zur Geschichte des Papsttums und des
Romischen Katholizismus 4th edition (Tubingen: J. c. B. Mohr,
~;.::.:.:::.::;:..=.:.::..::.:.~:.:.=...=.;:~:.;:.::==~'-·
1924), pp. 210-11.
20The True Ancient, P• 18.
21 Ibid.
22Ib i' d • , p. 20 • For a summary of interpretations as well
as the history of the problem of Matt. 16:17-19, see Oscar
Cullmann, Petrus {Stuttgart: CUB-Druck Zurich, 1960), pp. 183-243.

- 196 is the Church of Rome, or that the church is built upon the
Roman Church?"

The rock upon which Christ would build His

church is often expounded by the Fathers to be "Christ himselfe, and the true faith and confession of Christ. 1123

Peter

is therefore called the rock only in respect of his "doctrine
and example of faith, expressed and uttered in his confession:
"Thou art the Christ, the son of the living God. 11

He is a

"pattern of imitation. 1124
Abbot drew support for his position that Peter is not
the foundation of the church in the early fathers. 25

The

Scriptures confirm that the church is built not upon Peter

23 The True Ancient, p. 20.
24 Ibid., p. 21.
25 rbid., pp. 20-22. Hilary, Chrysostome, Theodore, Augustine, Jerome, Gregory and Origen. Both Bishop and Abbot drew
heavily on the early church fathers, often using quotations
from the same father to prove contradictory points of view.
They seldom appear to be concerned to interpret th~ quotation
in its context nor do they attempt to analyze the influences
of geographical location, cultural mo~rings or ~ocial pressures
on the theological position of the writer. Their use of the
early fathers therefore appears to be more functional ~han
factual.
If a quotation serves ~n end, regardles~ of its context i t is used.
This writer will not pass any J~dgment on
'
·
b Abbot or Bishop on the basis of the
t h e conclusions made Y
. 1 . 11 be set forth as it
church fathers.
Rather, the ma~erlia weiof the ancient fathers
.t
Polemica us
was use d b y t h e wri ers •
d b The Acts and Monuments of
was probably strongly stimulate . y as well as humanists such
J on
h
dbu: q centuries,
Foxe, the Mage
lanchthon, et al. A contemporary,
as Erasmus, Oecolompodius, Me discuss the variety of attitudes
short but valuable attempt top ter's position in the church
evidenced by early church on ~ imacY of Peter (London: Faith
is J. Meyendorff, et'!,!•, 1T1h~e~~r~!!!!!~--=--=-~~~
Press).

- 197 only, but "upon the foundation of the Apostles and prophets."
Second, the fathers teach that Peter is a figure of the whole
Church. 26

Consequent 1 y, Abbot summarized the fathers' posi-

tion on Peter as follows:
They finde Christ himselfe to be the Rocke, they finde
Peter is some sort to be a rocke, albeit not Peter alone
but the rest of the Apostles, yea the Prophets also as
well as he; yea they finde every faitheful Christian man
to be a Rocke by constancy of faith, and by drawing on
others through his example of confession to the acknowledgment thereof, but no where doe we finde 27hat ever they
tooke the Roman Church to be the Rocke.
Final justification for the Protestant view of the rock
is the statement of Jesus that "the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it."

If the rock were the Roman Church, and

other churches were built upon it, it follows that the gates
of hell would never prevail against other churches.

But the

gates of hell have prevailed against other churches, "therefore the Rocke is not the Roman Church, neither were other
churches in the beginning builded upon it. 1128

Furthermore,

the supremacy of the Roman Catholic Church, it is taught, is
derived from its stability in the faith.

So Irenaeus taught

that because of Rome's "more potent principality," it is

2 6The True Ancient, p. 21. Notably Augustine and Origen.
Note the same argument in Acts and Monuments of John Foxe,
edited by Stephen Cattley (London: R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside I 1837) I v I 221-22. Hereafter referred to as Acts and
Monuments.
27 Ibid., V, 23.
28 rbid., V, 24.
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necessary "for every chu

re

h

to accord
I

everywhere, wherein the tradition

that is, the faithful

Which came from the Apostles
hath been alwaies preserved • .,29
Abbot cited four reasons wh y
t
es O agree with the Church of
Rome:
first, for the renown and fame of the
place; second,
it was the seat of the Empire· third
it was the most eminent
Irenaeus called on other church

I

I

church in the world; and fourth, it was continuing in the doctrine of the Apostles without any alteration or change.

He

argued that the Roman Church -was fit as a pattern for other
churches, and those who did not accord with Rome had swerved
from the doctrine of the Apostles.

But, he reasoned, the case

is now altered, "because the church of Rome itselfe is now
questioned for swerving from the Tradition of the Apostles. 1130
Neither is it possible to argue for the supremacy of Rome
because of its principality.

Principality, Abbot argued, con-

notes "specialty and chiefty."
It is an honor of "estimation" and "account."

Rome there-

fore had the honor of being a "chiefe and principal!" church
above other churches, but it did not have a title of "dominion

29 rbid. v 26. Irenaeus "Contra Haereses," edited by
J.P. Migne, 1 Patroligiae: Patrum Graecorum (Paris: n.p., 1857),
VII, 849. Hereafter Migne's edition will be referred to as
MPG. For the problem connected with this text see Johannes
Quasten, Patrology (Westminster: Newman Press, 1951), I, 290-92,
302-4.
30 The True An cien,
. t p. 27 •

- 199 for ruling and governing. 1131

Rome, therefore, had a position

of honor, but no authority to command.
no authority for the Roman Church.

Early fathers 32 admitted

Neither did church councils 33

give a "superiority of government to appertaine to the Church
of Rome. 1134
Finally, argued Abbot, it is not possible to support the
supremacy of the Roman Church through the Roman doctrine of
succession.

Bishop is in error 35 in taking support from the

following statement of Augustine:
Shall we doubt to repose our selves in the bosome of that
church which even by the confession of mankinde from the
Apostles sitting by successions of Bishops hath obtained
a heig~ of authority, Hereticks in vaine barking round
about?

6

31 Ibid.

32 cyprian, Augustine, Jerome, and Ambrose are cited.
33 African Council (he does not say which one), Council
of Chalcedon, 451, and the Synod at Constantinople (the Sixth),
are cited.
34 The True Ancient, pp. 28-30.
35 Abbot concluded that Bishop has erroneously used this
text by not properly considering the context.
"He dealeth
very unhonestly in falsifying the wordes of Austin who in that
whole booke by him cited, never once nameth the Roman Church
or chaire nor saith any thing that may be avouched to have
any speci~l reference or respect thereto." Reproofe, p. 37.
36Augustine, "De Utilitate_Credendi," . edited by J.P.
Migne Patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum (Paris: n.p., 1865),
XLII, 1 91. Hereafter Migne's edition will be referred to as

~-

- 200 Abbot quoted Bishop as stating that he (Abbot) mistranslated the words ab Apostolica dedes, and that Apostolica dedes
meant the Apostolic See, that is, the Roman Church.

Abbot,

however, interpreted the words by Augustine himself, "who in
this cause so often signifieth by that phrase of speech, the
time wherein the Apostles themselves sate, that is, wherein they
lived and occupied the roomes of teaching and governing the
church."

By successions, he therefore refers to the many seats

"wherein Bishops had succeeded from the time of the Apostles."
This can refer no more to the church of Rome than to the church
of Antioch where Peter sat as well as in Rome and where Bishops
have succeeded him. 37
Thus, Roman Catholics have no argument against the
Protestant principle that the Catholic Church is the universal church rather than the Roman Church.

Rome, like other

churches, is only a particular church to which, "We attribute
eminency of place, precedence of honour, authority of estimation and account, but authority of power or superiority of
government, we acknowledge none belonging thereto. 1138
In the second place Abbot proposed that since the Roman
Church is not the universal church, it must be only a particular

37The True Ancient, pp. 38-39.
38 rbid., p. 18.
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39

The word "catholic" can never be applied to any

particular church, without implication of the universal church.
So particular churches are called catholic and particular persons are catholic in the universal sense, that is, "for maintayning communion and fellowship of this faith, with the church
of the whole world. 1140

Nevertheless, Abbot argued, the Catholic

Church is distinguished by diversity of places, not limiting
the name of the catholic church to any one place more than the
other.

Abbot continued by pointing out that the word "catholic"

was used in this universal sense in the early church:

the

catholic church of Rome; the catholic church of Alexandria;
the catholic church of Africa. 41

The Roman Church is in error

by using the word "catholic" to "signifie all churches of
other countries, agreeing in faith with the Church of Rome,
and confessing the Pope to be chiefe Pastor of the whole
church. 1142

Abbot asked whether it can be found "that the

Roman Church is taken to signifie the whole Catholic Church. 1143
The fathers did not take the Roman Church to be the whole
church for they spoke of the East Church, the West Church, the

39

A Defence, I, 15.

40 rbid., I, 16.
41 Ibid. , I, 1 7.
42 The True Ancient, P• 41.
43 Ibid., p. 42.
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Greek Church and the Latin Church.
Roman Church as the whole church.

No one ever spoke of the
Councils were considered

representative of the universal or catholic church, but were
never known as councils of the Roman Church; the seven churches
of Asia were taken to represent the universal church, but were
never understood of the Roman Church.

Contrary to present

Roman Catholic teaching, the early church understood Christ's
church to be
one, dispersed and scattered over the whole world, of
this one church there are notwithstanding divers parts,
which all being in nature alike are bi4 the name of the
whole called by the name of churches.
The attitude of the present Roman Catholic Church, because
it regards itself as the true catholic church, is like that
of the Donatists. 45

Abbot stated five comparisons between the

Donatists and the present Roman Church to prove the point.
In the first place, the Donatists "held the Catholike
Church to be at Cartenna in Africa, and the Papists hold it
to bee at Rome in Italie. 1146

The Donatists held that the

"church was only in their communion, and there were none in
any other part of the world that tooke part with them. 1147
Although the Donatists acknowledged that the church had been

44 Ibid., p. 43.
4 5A Defence,

r,

15-17; The True Ancient, pp. 51-90.

46 A Defence, I, 16.
47 The True Ancient, P• 54.
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spread over the whole world by the preaching of the Apostles,
nevertheless the church afterward fell away by "apostasie"
and there remained only the communion of Donatus. 48

It was

of their opinion, therefore, that Africa was to be the head
and foundation of the catholic church and from there the church
throughout the world was to be restored by holding fellowship
with the church in Africa.

So the Roman Catholics teach that

all others have fallen away and "only the Roman Church hath
remained, wherein only is the communion of the catholike faith,
and whence the church through the whole world is to be reedified and reduced to the obedience of the Pope. 1149
Second, the Roman Church is Donatist "by reason of the
perfection of doctrine and sacraments" which the Donatists
"falsely challenged to themselves" and which perfection the
Roman Church "nowe arrogateth to it selfe, and will therefore
bee called the Catholike Church. 1150

Abbot charged that the

Roman Catholic regarded the Donatistical insistence on the
perfection of doctrine as the mark of the true church because
papists are not able to prove that the Catholic Church is

48 Ibid., p. 56.
49 Ibid., p. 57.
50

A Defence, I, 16.

- 204 "spred over the whole world," which fact, and not the perfection
of doctrine, has always been the mark of the true church. 51
Third, the Roman Church is like the Donatist Church because
from "Cartenna the Donatists ordained Bishops to other countries,
even to Rome itself; and from Rome by the Papists order must
Bishops be authorized to all the churches. 1152

Abbot therefore

concluded that the Roman Church was like the Donatist Church
because papists insisted that all Bishops must be "confirmed
by the Bishop of Rome. 1153
Fourth, the Donatists recognized only those who were in
communion with the church in Cartenna as catholics.

Likewise

the papists "will be accounted catholickes for keeping communion with the Church of Rome. 1154

This attitude was particu-

larly true of the Rogatists (small group of Donatists) who
expounded the word "catholic" in the sense of integrity and
perfection of faith and insisted that only those who were in
.

communion with them were cath o 1 ics.

55

So also the Roman

Catholics who teach that all other churches may err except

51 The True Ancient, PP• 61-62.
52 A Defence, I, 16. The reference is to Augustine "Contra
Cresconium, 11 ~ , XLIII, 494.
53 The True Ancient, p. 64.
54A Defence, I, 16.
55 The True Ancient, PP• 65-66.
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the Church of Rome which ~hath the priveledge of perpetual!
truth. 1156
The fifth comparison between the Romanists and the
Donatists concerns the church and salvation.

The Donatists

held that "howsoever a man beleeved he could not be saved
unlesse he did communicate with the church at Cartenna:

and

the Papists hold that there is no salvation likewise but in
communicating with the Church of Rome. 1157
Having concluded the comparison, Abbot charged the Roman
Church with schism.

Roman Catholics are "schismaticall as the

Donatists were then."

Abbot concluded with a call for separa-

tion from the Church of Rome for "seeing the Church of Rome is
not the same now that it was then.

there may be just

cause in many things now to forsake the communion of the Church
of Rome. 1158
Next, Abbot charged the Roman Church with an improper use
of the word

11

catholic.

11

The early Catholic Church of Augustine

properly used the word "catholic" for the communion and society
of the church throughout the world.

They were therefore called

quia communicant ecclesiae toto orbe diffuse because they communicated with the church spread throughout the whole world.

5 6 ~ . , p. 67.
57A Defence,
pagination).

r,

16; The True Ancient, pp. 68-85 (irregular

58 The True Ancient, pp. 88-89.
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But now the word "catholic" is Donatistically applied to one
particular church of Rome and of men who communicate with that
church. 59
Abbot did not teach that the true Catholic Church must
adhere to a complete unity of doctrine.

He pointed to the

diversity among the early church fathers:
Yet we doe not therefore divide them into many churches.
They may erre, and we may erre, but we beleeve that
wheresoever the Gospel! of Christ is read and published,
there Christ hath a people to whom hee revealeth all
truth that shall be necessary unto eternal! life.
In a
word they professe the same Christ, they reade the same
gospel! and scriptures that we doe, and therein our faith
hath been from the beginning, and doth gaw continue dispersed and spread over the whole world.
On this basis, therefore, the first misuse of the word
"catholic" by the Roman Catholics is that they limit the "name
of catholikes, and of the catholic church, only to the communion of the Pope and the Roman Church."

61

In the second place, Abbot claimed the word "catholic" is
now become like the word "Jew."

Whereas the word "Jew" was

once a name of honor and a proper title for the people of God,
it later became a name of curse and reproach; so the name
"catholic" was once the title of the true church but now by
its abuse it has become the proper badge of apostates and

59 A Defence, I, 16; The True Ancient, pp. 92-97.
GOThe True Ancient, P• 97.
61 Ibid., p. 96.

- 207 heretics.

As the A~ostle applied the true meaning of the word

"Jew" to those who were after the "spirit," and not the
"letter," so today the Roman faction assumes the word "catholic"
according to the letter.

But the true meaning belongs to

those who continue in the same faith as those who were first
called catholic. 62
Finally, Abbot accused the Roman Catholics of having the
shell of the name "catholic" while the Protestants have the
kernei. 63

Proof that the Protestant religion is the kernel

is derived from its unity of expression with the true religion
spread over the whole world, which is "no more nor other then
64
is contained in the Gospels and Epistles of the Apostles."
True religion expressed itself even during the time when the
papacy dominated the world.

It even prevailed in the midst of

the papacy, for "what is Popery, but a doctrine compounded of
our religion, and their owne device? 1165

Abbot pointed out

that to the canonical books of the Bible, they have added the
Apochrypha; 66 to the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and the Ten

62A Defence, I, 17; The True Ancient, pp. 98-108.
63A Defence, I, 17; The True Ancient, pp. 109-14.
64

The True Ancient, P• 111.

65 Ibid.
66H. J. Schroeder, canons and Decrees of the Council of
Trent (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1960), pp. 296-99.

- 208 Commandments, Cat\.. ,1 l i cs have b

rought in a recitation like an
unknown tongue; 't:~ th.e two sacraments
.
, papists have added
five; 67 but they \.. .. ve not disclaimed
d
·
'll
re emption and remission
'lU

of sins by the bl~Jdshed and death of Christ, 68 although they
have added transuk4.J:rAta.ntiation, 6 9 real presence,70 concomitancy,
.
71
and the doctrine ~t a. propitiatory sacrifice. 72
the devil was unabie

Nevertheless

to abolish true faith out of the church. 73

Therefore there ha& always been
both Pastors ~nd. Flocks, not in one only countrey, but
in many, who oetested thos blendings and mixtures of
theirs, and kept themselves either wholly or for the most
part to the eptLre truth of our religion, the light whereof
even then s~!ped. unto them out of the very darknesse of
the church.
The Origin. of the True Catholic Church
Having concluded. the true meaning of the word "catholic"
to be the faith o f th.e communion of the church throughout the

67 Ibid., P• 329.
68 rbid., p. 309.
69 rbid., p. 349.
?Oibid., p. 350.
71 rbid.
72 rbid., pp. 4 1 7-18.
73 The True ~~i~nt, pp. 111-13.
74 Ibid., p. !}3-
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whole world, Abbot next turned to the problem of the origin
and continuity of the true Catholic Church.
To begin, Abbot suggested that "we look unto those that
have been before us, and consider Abel, . Noe, Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, and the rest of the Patriarchs and Fathers" as well as
"Moses and the Prophets and the whole generations of the
righteous and faithful of the Old Testament. 1175

Recognizing

that the word "catholic" was not used until later, Abbot nevertheless insisted that the true meaning of catholic embraces
all who are of the one faith whether they be before or after
the incarnation. 76
He concluded that among the Old Testament saints there
were no papists.

They did not worship idols and images, they

used no invocation of angels, knew no merits nor works of supererogation, vowed no vows of monkery, bought no pardons, made
no prayers for souls in purgatory, made no pilgrimages, and
.
77
k new no a b so 1 ut1ons.

Rather, the Old Testament saints worshipped God as Christians worship Him, except for ceremonial observations.

They

believed by the same spirit of faith, prayer with the same

75A Defence, I, 17.
76 The True Ancient, PP• 116-18.
77A Defence,

r,

18; The True Ancient, pp. 128-53.

- 210 words and according to the example of their lives, Protestants
.
78
also teach men to live.
Therefore, argued Abbot, "Not Poperie but our religion is
the Catholike religion, because it is that which the Catholike
Church hath practiced from the beginning of the world, and
Popish religion is not so. 1179
Second, Abbot argued that the same faith which the Old
Testament saints followed was confirmed and taught by Christ
who only stripped it of those types and shadows under which
. '
it had been set forth.so Abbot regarded the death of Christ
and the shedding of His blood for the remission of sins, which
has been taught since the world began, as the one doctrine of
faith.

This one doctrine Jesus passed on to His disciples

and they in turn taught only what they received of Christ according to the commandment given them:

"teaching them to observe
81
whatsoever things I have commanded you."
On this basis Abbot
approvingly quoted Gregory the Great, Bishop of Rome:
Looke what the law preacheth, the same also doe the prophets· and what the prophets teach, the same the gospel!
hath ~xhibited; and what the gospela2exhibited, the
Apostle preached through the world.

78A Defence, I, 18; The True Ancient, PP• 153-72.
79A Defence, I, 18.
SOibid.
81 The True Ancient, pp. 167-68.
82 Ibid., p. 171.
MPL, LXXVI, 835.

Gregory Magni,

"Homiliarum in Ezechielem,

11

- 211 Third, Abbot pointed out that the apostles preached what
Christ delivered "simply and nakedly to bee preached to the
nations."
11

They added "nothing of their own" but preached only

the gospell promised before by the prophets in the holy

scriptures. 11

They said nothing other than "those which the

prophets and Moses did say should come. 1183

This gospel of the

apostles is found especially in the Epistle to the Romans where
all the points of faith are set forth. 84
In the fourth place, Abbot taught that what the apostles
taught, they also wrote.

He quoted Irenaeus:

By no other have we knowne the order or way of our salvation but by them, by whom the gospel! came to us, which
verily they then preached, and afterward by the will of
God they delivered the s~~e to us to be the foundation
and pillar of our faith.
In the final point of Abbot's argument, he insisted that
what the apostles wrote 11 we receive and beleeve. 11

What the

apostles committed to writing is the apostolic faith and the
. .
86 d oc t r1ne
.
.
English Church by ex consangu1n1tate
is
proven t o
be an apostolic church.

The religion which Bishop defended

is not that doctrine which the apostles left in writing.

For

the apostles make no mention of the "Pope, of his supremacie,

83A Defence, I, 1 8 •

84The True Ancient, P• 1 7 o.
"Contra Haereses, 11 ~ ,
85 Ibid., pp. 175-76. rrenaeus,
VII, 844.
86
.
d agreement of doctrine.
By consanguinity an

- 212 of his pardons, of worshipping of images, invocation of saints,
pilgrimages, and a thousand such other trumperies. 1187
According to Abbot, therefore, the Protestant position
on the origin and continuity of the true catholic church is as
follows:
preached.

"Thus then what Christ delivered, the Apostles
What the Apostles preached, they wrot:

what they

wrote, we receive and beleeve. 1188
Since the Protestant and not the Roman Church stands in
the continuity of the apostolic faith, it is erroneous to allege
as Bishop does that "all his Majesties most roiall progenitours
have lived and died in that which he calleth the Catholicke
and Apostolicke faith."

According to Abbot, Bishop is playing

the part of Symmachus the pagan Sophist, who by a similar argument would have persuaded Valentinian, the emperor, to restore
heathenish idolatries by teaching "we are to follow our fathers."
But the King, Abbot pointed out, knows that in matters of religion the example of parents is no bond to the children, but
the "triall thereof is •to returne to the roote and originall
of the Lords tradition. 11189
Furthermore, continued Abbot, the King understands that
there will be a time when the kings of the earth "should give

87A Defence, I, 18-19; The True Ancient, pp. 180-83.
88A Defence, I, 18.
89A Defence, I, 19; The True Ancient, P• 205.

- 213 their power and kingdom to the beast until the word of God be
fulfilled," and the "whoore sitting upon many waters" should
bend themselves "to fight against the Lambe."

Therefore the

King, notwithstanding the errors of his predecessors, has
learned to "hate the whore and make her desolate and naked,
and shall eate her fleshe and burn her with fire" (Rev. 17). 90
Finally, Abbot contended, it is an utterly false concept
that the King's progenitors, ·the kings of England and Scotland,
lived and died in the Roman faith.

The religion set up by

.
L ucius
· 91 was not t h e i'do 1 atry an d superstition
. .
King
now prac. dby Rome.
t ice

h
Augus t·ine, 92 the It a 1·ian
Furth ermore, wen

monk, came four hundred years

93

after the true faith had been

established in the English land, the "Bishops and churches of
• 94 agains
•
t th ose
Scotland" joined with those of Bri• t ain

observations which the same Austin brought from Rome."

II

new
For

one hundred years they "woulde by no means admit thereof" and
"refused to communicate with the English that had received
the same. 1195

9 oA Defence, I, 20; The True Ancient, pp. 214-16.
91Acts and Monumenb:j, II, 110.
of English history.

Abbot follows Foxe's analysis

92 Ibid., I, 329.
93 Ibid., I, 328.
94 Ibid., I, 337.
95A De f ence, I , 20 ; The True Ancient, pp. 219-27.

- 214 Thus not only is the present Protestant Church in England
apostolic, but also the larger part of the history of the
English Church, as well as the allegiance of her kings, has
been in the tradition of the true apostolic faith.
The History of the True Catholic Church
Up to this point, Abbot's main concern had been to prove
that the true catholic church is the universal faith of the
apostles, which is now practiced in the English Church.

In

order, however, to prove his point, he must now answer Bishop's
allegation that the present Roman Church represents Roman
Catholicism in its most flourishing estate. 96
In order to refute Bishop and show that the history of
the true church is written in the deeds of those who have professed the apostolic faith, Abbot set forth a condensed view
of church history.

His basic proposition was that the present

Roman Church was not like the early Roman Church, but that the
English Church was.

Therefore the King embraced the doctrine

which the Roman Church maintained in her most flourishing
estate, namely the doctrine of Peter and Paul.
Abbot located the most flourishing and best estate of
the Church of Rome during the time of Paul and Peter.

Paul,

who was a "principal! pillar of the church" wrote an epistle

96 Reformation of a Catholic, The Former Part, "Epistle
Dedicatorie. 11

- 215 to the church at Rome which church he said was "renowned
throughout the worlde."

In that epistle, he wrote "doctrine

of all sortes, or all kinde of doctrine, and very exact and
plentiful handling of the points thereof."

Abbot concluded

that Paul's doctrine supported Protestantism, not Roman
Catholicism. 97

Abbot condemned the papists for "changing the

glorie of the incorruptible God unto the similitude of the
image of corruptible man, and worshipping the creature instead
of the Creator" (Rom. 1:23).

The Roman Catholics "teach menne

by the Image of man to worship God" and by prayers and offerings
Catholics teach men to "worshippe saints and saints images

.
d of God." 98
1nstea

In other doctrines propounded in his epis-

tle, Paul demonstrates himself to be a Protestant.

He taught

that righteousness is from faith to faith but papists say it
is from "faith to workes. 1199

Paul taught that justification

is through imputation of righteousness without works but Roman
.
t
C atholics "dispute agains

. t .. 100
1 .

He taught eternal life to

be the gift of God through Jesus Christ, but Catholics teach
that "all that are of yeares of discretion must either by their
good cariage deserve eternall life, or else for their bad

97A Defence, I, 24; The True Ancient, PP• 235-41.
98A Defence, I, 24; The True Ancient, PP• 242-49.
99A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, PP• 249-59.

100A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, pp. 259-68.

- 216 behaviour be disinherited. 11101

Paul teaches "concupiscence

is sinne, to lust is sinne, and by the law it is known so to
be," but Romanists "goe about to make us beleeve that i t is
not sinne. 11102

He taught . "that the spirit beareth witnesse

with our spirit that we are the sonnes of God" but Catholics
teach there is no such witness. 103

He says the "sufferings

of this time are not worthy of the glory that shall be revealed
unto us,

11

but papists say "they are worthy. 11104

In short, Paul taught nothing for Roman Catholicism:
Nothing for justification before God by workes, nothing
for free will; nothing for reliques, nothing for the merit
of a single life, nothing for prayer for throgead, nothing
for tradition, nothing for any of the rest.
Abbot continued his comparison by asking Bishop how it
could be probably that Paul writing to the Church of Rome should
not once mention any of these main points in which the religion
of the Church of Rome now stands.

He asked how it is that if

the Church of Rome is now as i t was, nothing should be said
"of the perogative of that church, of the Pope, of his pardons,
of the masse, of transubstantiation, of moonkish vowes, of

101A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, pp. 268-75.
102A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, PP• 275-85.
103A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, pp. 285-94.
104A Defence, I, 25; The True Ancient, pp. 295-308.
105A Defence, I, 28; The True Ancient, pp. 308-79.

- 217 images, of pilgrimages, of prayer to the saints. 11106

Abbot

also argued that Peter is on the side of the English Church,
for "nothing hindereth in either of his Epistles but that he
also must be taken for a Protestant."

But why are these

pillars of the church on the side of Protestantism?

Abbot

answered:
They read Moyses and the prophets:
they preached as
Christ did according to the scriptures:
the Catholike
religion that had beene from the beginning of the world
they continued: betwixt the Old and the New Testament
we see a_woo~g 7rfull agreement, but concerning Papery we
see nothing.
Having laid down the premise that the most flourishing
period of the Roman Church was during the time of Peter and
Paul and expressed in their epistles, Abbot next turned to an
examination of the early Church of Rome with the intent of
comparing her practices and beliefs with those of the contemporary Church of Rome.

His basic premise was that the imme-

diate successors of Peter and Paul stood in the tradition of
these apostles rather than in the tradition of the present
Roman Church.
Abbot made his point by a series of contrasts between
the practices of the early church and the contemporary Roman
Church.

According to Abbot, differences between the early

church and the present Roman Church were obvious in the areas

106A Defence, I, 25.
lO?Ibid., I, 26.

- 218 of church supremacy, 108 eucharistic theology and practice, 109
glorification of saints and martyrs, 110 authority of the Pope
over the Emperor
torious works,

114

111

.
112
.
113
marriage,
the use of images
meri-

the mass,

115

.
116
the reading of Scripture,

and the ubiquity of the body of Christ. 117
Having set forth the proposition that the true apostolic
church of Peter and Paul continued to express itself in the
belief and practice of the early Church of Rome, from which
the later Church of Rome swerved, Abbot next examined the heresies of the early church, their rejection by the Church of
Rome, and then their adoption and inclusion in the practices
of the present Church of Rome.
Abbot first accused the contemporary Roman Church of
practicing the heresy of Montanism because of her doctrine of

l0 8 Ibid., I, 27.
l0 9 Ibid., I, 28.
llOibid., I, 28-29.
111 Ibid. , I, 29-30.
112 Ibid., I, 30.
113 Ibid.
114 Ibid., I, 30-31.
llSibid., I, 31-32.
116 Ibid., I, 32.
ll 7 Ibid., I, 32-33.

- 219 fasting.

Tertullian, who became a Montanist, claimed that the

Roman Church taught men "to fast indifferently at their discretion, not by commandment"; that fasts with bread and water
are close to heathen superstition, whereas "faith being free
in Christ oweth not to the Jewish law"; that in the last times
those who depart from the faith will "forbid to marry and will
command to abstain from meates"; that the Lord has not chosen
fasting,

"but workes of justice"; and that the whole law and

the prophets stand on the commandments to love God and love
my neighbor, and "not in the emptinesse of my bellie. 11118
But the Roman Church changed and now practiced fasting
like the heresy of Montanus.

Like the Montanists, the papists

appoint certain days for fasting and abstaining from certain
meats.

Like the Montanists, the Roman Catholics do not con-

sider meat to be unclean, but abstain only by way of devotion.
The Montanists insisted that Paul's statement to Timothy119
concerning them that "command to abstaine from meates" referred
to the Gnostics who condemned the creatures as unclean, not to
those who did not reject the creatures.
Paul similarly.

The papists interpret

They took their fastings to be a service and

worship of God,: so do the papists.

They regarded their fas tings

as meritorious at the hand of God, a satisfaction and expiation

llSibid., I, 33.
956-57. -

Tertullian, "De Juj.uniis,

119 1 T'im. 1:4; Tertullian, ~ -

11

~,

II,

- 220 for sin, and believed that their emptiness of belly availed
much before God.

The same arguments that Tertullian used,

the Church of Rome uses today.

The Protestants, however, do

not reject the "true fasting which the scripture teacheth,"
but only those opinions devised first by the Montanists and
used now by the papists "to satisfie for sinne, to merit and
purchase the forgivenesse thereof and to deserve eternal!
life. 11120
The early church also condemned the Collyridians 121 for
worshipping the Virgin Mary.

Epiphanius called it "a wicked

and blasphemous act, a devillish worke and the doctrine of
the uncleane spirit."

But now the Church of Rome worships

the Virgin Mary, prays to her under the name of Queen of
122
Heaven and charges with heresy those who do not do the same.
123
Next, Abbot pointed out that the Carpocrates
were condemned as heretics for worshipping the images of Jesus Christ,
.
d o th e same. 124
an d that now the papists
Furthermore, Abbot continued, the Council of Gangra which
condemned the Eustathians as heretics for taking exception
against married priests, set forth the following canon:

120A Defence, I, 34-35.
l2.:)..Epiphanius, "Adversus Collyridianos,

11

~'

XLII, 739-55.

122A Defence, I, 35.
123 Irenaeus, "Contra Heresus,
124A Defence, I, 35-36.

11

MPG, VII, 680-85.

- 221 If any man except against a priest that is married, as
by occasion of his marriage that he ought not to minister,
and doth therefore forbef2s from his oblation or celebration, accursed be he.
However, Abbot noted, the present Roman Church forbids anyone
to be present at the celebration of a married priest. 126
Abbot referred to Valentian 127 as one who was condemned
by the old Church of Rome for using expiations and redemptions
by anointing men when they were about to die.

But now, he

added, the Church of Rome has framed for herself the "sacrament of extreme unction. 11128
Abbot also charged the Roman Catholics with Pelagianism.
The Pelagian view that it is possible to perfectly fulfill
the law of God in this life was regarded as heresy by the old
.
129
Church of Rome.
But now the Roman Church embraced the

12 5 11 synod of Gangra, c. 4, " Dec re tum seu veri us: decretorum
canonicorum collectanea Cancordia discordantium canum, compiled
by Gratian (Parisiorum: Merlin/Lutetiae, 1561), p. 148.
126A Defence, I, 36. Abbot refers this decision to
Gregory VII. He does not, however, refer to the source of
his information.
127 Irenaeus "Contra Heresus," MPG, VII, 658-70. Abbot
c. 18 does not
cites Book I c.'1a as his source. However
does.
This
writer has
discuss Abbot's concern while c. 21
therefore cited Book I, c. 21.
128
t does not cite a reference.
t
A Defence, I, 36. Abbo.
to the Council of Tren.
The writer assumes he is referring
See Schroeder, p. 374.
adversus Pelagianos," ~ ,
129st. Hieronymi, "Dialogus
XXIII, 517-618.

- 222 Pelagian view.

According to Abbot, Bishop taught it when he

affirmed that there was no sin in an infant.

Faustus,

130

a

Bishop of France, and a notable defender of Pelagianism is now
regarded a saint whereas the doctrine of Augustine against the
Pelagians concerning predestination is "oppugned. 11131
Finally Abbot challenged Bishop to show who in the early
church gave the Bishop of Rome authority to give pardons, to
release a man from purgatory, to proclaim a jubilee with
promise that all who would visit the churches in Rome should
have "full and perfect forgivenesse of all their sinnes," to
canonize saints, or to teach that the Bishop's blessing is
.
. 132
th e f orgiveness
o f sin.
Having finished his analysis of the contemporary Roman
Church as compared with the early Church of Rome, Abbot
concluded,
To the Church of Rome still continueth her name, and
would be taken to be the same, albeit by chopping and
changing shee is come to that passe, that shee hath in
a manner nothing left of that do
ine for which she was
first called the Church of Rome.

1~3

l30Faustus, . s e e ~ , LIII, 681-890; LVIII, 783-870.
131
A Defence, I, 36-37.
132 Ibid., I, 37-38.
133_
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CHAPTER XI
THE TRUE ANCIENT ROMAN CATHOLIC:

A ROMAN VIEW

The Roman Catholic concept of the true ancient Roman
Catholic Church is expressed in two works by William Bishop.
The first, A Reproofe of M. Doct. Abbot's Defence of the
Catholike Deformed, 1 was written as a rebuttal of Abbot's first
volume of the Defence of Perkins Reformed Catholic. 2

In

response to the Reproofe, Abbot wrote The True Ancient Roman
Catholic Being an Apology or Counterproofe against Doctor
Bishops Reproofe of the Defence of the Reformed Catholike. 3
The second work of Bishop, written in response to Abbot's True
Ancient Roman Church, in which the Roman idea of the church is
set forth, is A Disproofe of D. Abbots Counterproofe against

1 william Bishop, A Reproofe of M. ~oct. Abbots Defence
of the Catholike Deformed by M. W. Perkins {n.p., 1608). Hereafter referred to as Reproofe.
2 Robert Abbot A Defence of the Reformed Catholike of
M. w. Perkins a ai~st the Bastard Counter-Catholike of D. Bisho
London: R. Field impend. G. Bishpp, 1606-1607, I. Hereafter
referred to as A Defence.
3R b

t Abbot The True Ancient Roman Catholic Being an
er
,
. t Doctor Bisho s Re roofe of
A olo
or Counter roofe a a~~scatholike London: William
of the Defence of the Reform
}
Hereafter referred to
Stansby for Ambrose Garbrand, 1611 ·
as The True Ancient.
0
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D. Bishops Reproofe of the Defence of M. Perkins Reformed
Catholike. 4
The Roman Church Is the True Catholic Church
William - Bishop regarded the Catholic Church as being both
universal and particular.

In the first place, the Catholic

Church signifies the "whole body of the church, compacted of
al the particular members united and joyned together, in one."
In this sense no one particular church can be called the
Catholic Church.

In the second place, however, the Catholic

Church refers to "every particular church that embraceth the
same true Christian faith."

The true faith, according to

Bishop, is that which has continued since the time of Christ
and been received in every country.

This true church is the

church which has the same faith, the same sacraments, and the
same order of government.

On this basis every particular mem-

ber of the Catholic Church may be called Catholic. 5
Among all the particular churches which constitute the
universal church, Rome is the most significant.

Bishop

described the significance of Rome as follows:

4 william Bishop, A Disproofe of D. Abbots Counterproofe
a ainst D. Bisho s Re roofe of the Defence of M. Perkins
Reformed catholike Paris: Claude Morell, 1614. Hereafter
referred to as Disproofe.
5

Reproofe, p. 90.

- 225 Among al the particular Catholikes, the Roman holdeth
the greatest priveledges, both of superiority in government, and of cogtinuance and stability in the same true
Catholic faith.
Therefore the whole Catholic Church, or any member of it,
may be called the Roman Church, because the Bishop of Rome is
the supreme head of the church.

Further, any individual who

joins with the Roman Church in faith and religion may be called
a Catholic. 7
Bishop derived the proof for his position first from the
Scriptures and second, from the teaching of the Church Fathers.
Both support the view that Rome is superior in government and
superior in the continuity and stability of the faith.
First, Bishop advanced the view that the Scriptures teach
the superiority of Rome in government and stability of faith.
Bishop set forth his basic assumption as follows:
The chief superiority in government and authority of power
over all the church, was by our blessed Saviour given to
s. Peter, and to his successors unto the end of the world:
but the Bishops of Rome, ares. Peters Successors:
therefore the Bishops of Rome have from our Saviours grant and
gift authority of powes, and superiority of government
over the whole church.
This argument Bishop derived first of all from the Word of God
where the Lord gave superiority of government to St. Peter,

6 Ibid., p. 91.
7 rbid., pp. 92-93.
8 rbid., p. 109.

-

under the metaphor of a
He said, "Thou art Peter
church" (Matt. 16: 18). 9

rock
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0

r foundation in

'and upon th '
J.s rock,

a building, when

I Will build my

Because Peter was made th
e rock or foundati' on
of Christ's
church, he was thereby given "the h '
c J.efest place of government
in it." For as a foundation ·
J.s intended to uphold the entire
building so "he that is the f
oundation in the spirituall
building of Christs church h th th
, a
e chiefest place therein,
and is to command over all the rest • .,10
The argument is made more forcible, Bishop pleaded,
when one remembers that the Church of God is called a house

(2 Tim. 3:16) and a building (1 Cor. 3:9, Eph. 4:12,

1 Corinthians 3).

In this supernatural and heavenly building

Christ is the chief foundation and cornerstone and next to
him is Peter upon whom, as a firm rock, He builds His church.
This means that,
He gave his firme and infallible authoritie, upon which
all the faithful should rely, for small resolution, in
all doubts of faith, religion, a~d ~anners, w~ich do
11
necessarily appartayne to the edifying of Christs church.
Bishop gathered further proof for the Roman position
from the last chapter of St. John (21:15-19).

9

Supra, p. 195.

lOD isproo
.
f e, p. 110.

11 Ibid., p. 111.

According to

- 227 Bishop, Peter was chosen from the rest of the disciples because
he loved the Lord more than any of the other disciples.

There-

fore, Jesus gave him charge over His sheep and lambs, that is,
"of all Christians, as well the clergy as the laity, to bee by
him instructed, ruled and governed, as the flock of sheep is
fed and ruled by the shepheard.

11

Peter is hereby very plainly

given the supremacy. 12
Bishop took a third text to prove the Bishop of Rome to
be Peter's successor from Luke (22:31-32):

"Simon, Simon,

behold Satan hath required to ~ave you for to sifte as wheate;
but I have praied for thee, that they faith faile not, and thou
once converted, confirme thy brethren."

From this verse Bishop

taught:
All others ought to repaire to him and his successors for
resolution of all controversies in faith, to bee confirmed by him· and are bound thereby to obey him as the
person, t~ wh~m Christ gave power to confirme his
brethren. 3
The example of the Apostle Paul also confirmed Peter's
superiority.

In Gal. 1:18 Paul writes that he went up to

Jerusalem to see Peter, and tarried with him fifteen days.
That his going up to see Peter was "not out of curiosity, but
of dutie, and by the law of faith" is confirmed by the

12 Ibid.
13 Ibid., p. 12.

-

fathers. 14
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Paul desired to see Peter "as a personage greater

than himself" and sought in that visit "to certifie St. Peter
of his extraordinary commission to preach the gospell, that he
might bee credited of the Christians. 1115

The Scriptures there-

fore clearly teach the superiority of Peter in both the government and faith of the church.
Bishop's next argument is that the primacy of Peter was
passed down to his successors at Rome, as all the Church
Fathers testify.

The basic premise of Bishop's argument is

that "whatever was said to

s.

Peter as representing the per-

son of the church, is taken to bee said to all his successors. 1116
According to Bishop, Augustine taught that the seat of
Peter and the succession of Bishops of Rome is the rock against
which the gates of Hell will not prevail:
Come my brethren if you please, and bee graffed in the
vine. It grieveth us to behold you lying so cutt of.
Reckon the priests even from the seate of Peter: and in
that rew of fathers, regard to whom who succeeded. That
(seate) is thI rocke, which the proud gates of hell do
not overcome. 7

14 rbid., p. 114. Tertullian; Chrysostom; Saint Ambrose;
St. Jerome; Theodoret; and Theophilus. The Latin text is
included in the margin.
15 rbid., pp. 114-15. Bishop makes no reference to the
Pauline-Petrine controversy in Antioch.
16 Ibid., p. 143.
17 rbid., p. 143. Augustine, "Psalmus contra Partem
Donati" edited by J.P. Migne, Patrologia: Patrum Latinorum
(Paris: n.p., 1865), XLIII, 30. Hereafter Migne's edition
referred to as MPG.
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Jerome, writing to Domasus, Bishop of Rome, said:

"I

following none as chief, but Christ, am in communion associated
unto your holiness, that is, unto the chaire of Peter.

Upon

this rocke I know the church of Christ to bee builded. 1118
Pope Julius the first taught:
The Sea of Rome is preferred before all churches: which
not only by decrees of canons, and holie Fathers hath
obtained that singular principalitie, but by the 1 voice
of our Lord when hee said, Thou art Peter, and upon this
rock I will build my church.19
Next, Bishop intended to show that the Greek fathers of
the Eastern churches also acknowledged Rome's supremacy and
authority.

To show this to be true was of utmost significance,

for these men were concerned to stand for the "dignitie" and
"perogatives of their own churches" which were a great distance
from Rome.

Nevertheless Athanasius, the Patriarch of Alexandria,

the highest seat in the eastern coast, being persecuted by the
Arian heretics, turned to Julius, Pope of Rome, and requested
him to call the Arians to Rome to answer for their wrongs. 20
This fact alone, according to Bishop, suggests "the Church of

18nisproofe, p. 144. St. Hieronymus, "Ad Damasum,"
Collection des Universites de France, Saint Jerome Letters
(Paris: Societe D'Edition Les Belles Lettres, 1949}, I, 46-47.
19 nisproofe, p. 144. · s. Julius papa I, "Decreta Julia
Papae I Decum," ~ ' XVIII, 974.
ZODisproofe, p. 14 7. Sozo~eni, "Historia Ecclesiast~c~,"
edited by J p Migne Patrologia: Patrum Graecorum (Paris.
n.p., 1863): LXVII, 1051. Hereafter Migne's edition will be
referred to as MPG.
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determine their ecclesiasticall causes." 21
Bishop set forth a second example, intending to prove
the Roman bishop's authority over the Alexandrian church, from
the proceedings of the third general council at Ephesus.
Cyril, then Patriarch of Alexandria, wrote to Celestinus, Pope
of Rome regarding the heresy of Nestorius, Bishop of Constantinople.

Cyril requested guidance regarding communication with

Nestorius and added "your holiness good pleasure and sentence
in this matter is to bee notified not onlie to the Bishops of
Macedonia, but unto all the prelates of the East. 1122

By this

request Cyril who held "the highest court of judgment in the
east church" did not take it upon himself to determine Nestorius•
heresy but "referred to the Bishop of Rome "whose sentence
therein both hee and all the Bishops of the east did require
and embrace. 1123

Celestinus, the Pope, returned an answer to
.

Cyril in which he directed him to excommunicate

N

.

estorius.

24

The Council of Ephesus, in obedience to the Pope, and in

21 nisproofe, ppo 146-48.
22 Ibid., pp. 148 - 49 • For the proceedings of the Council
at Ephesu's""see Giovanni Mansi Sacrorum Conciliorum • • •
(Paris: Hubert, 1901), V, 1.
23D.1sproo f e, p. 150 •
24 rbid., p. 150.
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given to the chair of Peter, pronounced sentence against
Nestorius. 25
The Patriarch at Constantinople also recognized the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome.

St. John Chrysostom, having been

deposed from his seat by the Emperor and many eastern bishops,
appealed to Innocentius, the Pope, requesting a reversal of the
sentence against him. 26

This appeal served as an evident

acknowledgement of the Bishop of Rome's power "to repeale the
sentence of a council holden in the Greek Church."

As a result

of the appeal, Innocent excommunicated the Emperor, on the
basis that the authority to do so had been committed to him
through Peter ''not only to depose and restore patriarches, but
also to excommunicate Emperors."

27

The Patriarch of Antioch also recognized the authority
and supremacy of the Bishop of Rome.

28

Flavianus, Patriarch

of Antioch, was summoned to appear at Rome to answer to matters
objected against him.

Recognizing the authority of the Bishop

of Rome over him I he "made means unto the said Pope by the

25 rbid., pp. 150-51.
26 rbid._, pp. 153-54. s. Joannis Chrysostomi, "Innocentio
Episcopo Romae," ~ , LII, 534. Bishop used another text, the
text is similar but not the same.
27 nisproofe, pp. 153-55.
28Ibid., p. 155. Theodoretus, Cyprensis Episcopus,
"Ecclesiasticae Historiae," ~ , LXXXII, 1250.
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friendship of Theophilus

, Patriarch
of Alexandria
Chrystostome, and so appealed
, ands.
the matter
historyes do testifie. "29
' as the Ecclesiastical!
Finally, having cited

the principle patriarchs30 of the

early church as supporters

of the authority o f the Pope, Bishop
concluded with a quotation f
rom the Council of Sardica which
he considered to "bee the chiefest":
If any Bishop of what countrie soever have his cause
judged otherwise than hee thin~eth right, hee may appeale
unto the Bishop of ~orne w~o maie appoint new judges and
send them to heare it again, and finallie determine it.31
The Roman Catholic Church, therefore, according to the
testimony of Scripture and the ancient church doctors, believes
that "one should bee head and Supreme Governor over all the
rest:

to preserve unity in faith and conformity in rites of

. .
..32
re 1 igion.

Christ Himself named St. Peter to be that one.

Peter having made his choice of Rome for the seat of his
bishopric, passed on that authority to his successors in the
same manner that the Archbishop of Canterbury passes on his
33
authority over the bishops and metropolitans of England.

29 n isproo
·
f e, p. 155 •

30 Bishop also cited the Patriarch o~ Jerusalem,~-,
p. 156.
31 Ibid., p. 157.

Mansi, III, c. III, IV.

32 nisproofe, p. 162.
33 Ibid., p. 163.
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for th
e succession of
Peter's authority from Luke 22:32 where Ch .
rist prayed that
Peter's faith would not fail, and that "h
ee not withstanding
his own frailty, should have strength fr
om God through the
vertue of Christ's praies to confirme his brethren in the true
faith.

11

Christ thereby "praied for them all" because "they

were to rely upon the stability of Peters faith" and to receive
"comfort from them.

11

faith should not fail,

Therefore, they being assured that Peter, s
joining in faith with him, "were also

assured that they should not faile. 1134
According to Bishop, the perpetual purity and unity of
Christ's church is taught in Christ's prayer.

For the purity

and unity of the church is not to be "closed up withs. Peter's
life" but to be "continued to the world's end.

11

The teaching

of the prayer is that
there might bee alwaies in the church one living, visible,
and certaine oracle, to consult in all doubtful questions,
which should arise: And one supreme governor to confirme
the weake, to correct the proud, and to hold all in one
uniforme order of perfect discipline which to have been
s. Peters successors the Bishops of Rome, Christs institutions, joyned with the ~5dinarie manner of proceeding
of the universal! church.
This one "certaine oracle," the "supreme governor" of the
church is fallible, as is any other man.

34 rbid., pp. 163-64.
35 rbid., pp. 166-67.

However, when he
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speaks for the church he speaks ex cathedra, and is infallible.
When as chief pastor of Christ's church, he defines a "deep
question" for the "instruction of the whole church" then he
speaks through the "vertue of our blessed Saviours praies"
and the "assistance of the holy Ghost."

He may cause the

question to be considered by learned Divines, or by a "nationall
or generall counsell,

11

and finally after such mature advice he

may "give his sentence" to determine the answer.

This is what

is meant when it is said that the "Popes holiness can never
erre. 1136

Consequently, Bishop concluded, Christ has appointed

Peter's successors and endowed them with "sufficient power and
authority, to keep al the rest in order and due obedience. 1137
Having set forth the argument that Peter is the foundation of the church and that to him and his successors have
been given a preeminence in government and a stability in
faith, Bishop deducted that there can be no salvation outside
the Roman Church I which is the true church.

So he asserted:

"Wherefore I whosoever doth not communicate with the Church of
Rome in society of faith and sacraments, is out of the state
of grace and salvation. 1138

36 rbid., pp. 170-71.
3 7 Ibid. , p. l 7 2 •
38 Ibid.

1 p. 97.
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Bishop pointed out that the word "catholic II itself derives
from the conflict of true Christianity with heresy.

Those who

"remained sound" and "did cleave fast" to the whole body of
the church were called Catholics to distinguish them from
"hereticks that did not joine with the universal corps of
Christians, in faith and religion. 1139
Since the word "catholic" signifies "that which is spread
all the world over,

11

it is obvious that the Catholic religion

does not go back to the beginning of the world.

Paul testi-

fied to this truth, teaching that the mystery of Christ was
not known as it is now revealed {Eph. 3:4) and that the ancient
patriarchs "looked a farre off, at the dais of Christ"
(Heb. 11:13).

Also Matthew, "Many prophets and just men, have

desired to see the thinges that you see, and have not seene
them, and to heare the thinges that you heare, and have not
heard them" (Matt. 13:17). 40
The Roman Catholic relationship to the Old Testament reli.

gion was expressed by Bishop as

verity to the figure.

41

In

Roman religion was more in
this sense, the practice of the

39 Ibid., p. 104.
4 oibid., pp. 104-5•

41 rbid., p. 110.
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conformity to the Old Testament than the practice of the
Protestants.

The Old Testament saints practiced a number of

things that are used in the Catholic Church:

images were

used in the tabernacle and the temple; invocation of angels
was practiced by Jacob; Job called on the saints in heaven for
aid; good works merited life everlasting; they were not
ignorant of works of supererogation, such as the Nazarite vow;
they were encouraged to take vows, which were works of supererogation; pardon and mercy was shown to them for their forefather's sake, as testified in the first commandment; they
received temporal punishment for sin even after the guilt of
the sin and eternal pain was forgiven them; they made prayers
and offered sacrifice for the souls in purgatory; the males
were bound to go on a pilgrimate to three solemn feasts a
year and they were not unacquainted with absolution.
was also prefigured in the Old Testament:

More

the sacrifice of the

body and blood of Christ under the form of bread and wine were
prefigured by Melchizedech; the supreme authority of one head
over the whole church belonged to the bishop and not the
magistrate as represented by the sovereign power the high
priest had over all the rest.

Finally, the consecration of

priests, the hallowing of churches and altars, the vestments
and ornaments and the feasts and fasts all resemble the worship and practice of the Old Testament cultus.

Therefore the

- 237 Catholic Church and not the Protestant stands in the tradition
of the Patriarchs and the prophets. 42
The next item Bishop considered in the description of the
true church was its authority.

Protestants claimed the written

word for the authority of the church, by teaching that all
that the apostles taught they wrote.

Irenaeus 11 however,

plainly signified the contrary and counseled all men "when
any controversy in religion ariseth, to make their recourse
to the most ancient churches, where the Apostles had conversed. 1143
Decisions of all controversies were therefore not to be searched
out of the written word, but were to be taken from the "resolution of the church."

So Tertullian, in De Prescriptione sug-

gested that heretics cannot be confuted out of the written
word, but by "ancient customs and traditions. 1144

Furthermore,

the written word of God consisted not in the reading, but in
the understanding.

That is, i t is not the bare letter of it

but the letter and the true sense and meaning joined together.
The letter is the body of the Scripture, whereas the right
understanding of it is "the soule, the spirit, and the life

42 rbid., pp. 105-10.
43 rbid., p. 112. Eusebius, "Historiae Ecclesiastic~e,"
MPG, XX~3. Bishop rather freely interpreted Ir~naeus
k
letter to the Roman schismatics. He erroneously cited the wor
from Book v, c. 19. The letter is found inc. 20.
44Disproofe· no reference to De Prescriptione is given.
quoted
Tertuliian as saying, "We beleeve the ~hole doc~r~ne 11
He
Christ,
both written and delivered by Apostolical tradition.
of
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Therefore, he that takes the Scripture in the

literal sense but departs from the true interpretation of it,
does not truly receive the written word.

Since the Protes-

tants do not receive the Word of God according to "most ancient
and best learned doctors exposition," it may be said that they
do not receive the written Word of God at a11. 45

Therefore

the Protestants neither have the authority of the church nor
the written Word, both of which are necessary to the true
church.
Bishop's fourth point about _the true Catholic religion
is that it follows in the footsteps of the fathers.

Bishop

called it a "most sound inducement" among Christians and to
be "dearly regarded of al" to "follow the footsteppes of our
fore-fathers in beleeving, if they befor have not degenerated
from their ancestors."

This principle was taught by Christ

who said "that the good seede was first sowne by the Father of
the household, and the cockle after, and over-sowne by the
enemy" (Matt. 13:21).

It follows therefore that those who

hold the same doctrine which was embraced by those who were
first converted to Christian faith are the "true and sincere
Christians."

Therefore those who follow the footsteps of

their "Catholike Progenitors ascending from sonne to Father
successively, til they arrive at the first Christians in that

45 Ibid., p. 114.
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Using the same argument, "those

that doe not succede their Predecessors in their faith and
religion" but are fallen or follow others who have fallen from
the faith of their fore-fathers "are undoubtedly slipt into
errour and infidelity. 1146
Bishop concluded his argument:
By which discourse it is evident, that I tendered a most
reasonable request unto his majesty, that he would imbrace
and countenance that religion, which al his Progenitors
even to the first Christian among them, had lived and
died in; because they were Catholic, and not one of them
can be named,, who changed the religion of his forefathers.47
In close connection with the thought of the King following
in the footsteps of his fore-fathers, Bishop brought up the
matter of the apocalyptic concern of the Protestants regarding
the kings of the earth at the end of time.

Bishop assumed

that the kings of the earth who fight against the Lamb
(Revelation 17) will be the Protestant kings, and reminded
the King of England that Psalm 70 teaches there shall be a
time when the kings of the earth shall be nurses to the church,
shall obey it, and defend it to their utmost power.

According

to the uniform consent of the ancient fathers the good kings
will exalt and magnify the church before the evil kings, who

46 rbid., pp. 117-18.

47 Ibid.
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of the church. 48
Although Bishop did not directly apply this conclusion
to the King of England, he strongly intimated it by pointing
out that England for at least one thousand years had been Roman
Catholic and "few Kings now living can derive their pedegree
much farther. 1149
Finally, Bishop concluded that of all the reasons to return
to the Church of Rome, if there were no other, the one that is
sufficient argument is the article of the Creed, "to beleeve
the church."
S. Paul assureth us, that the church is the pillar and
ground of truth: whereupon this is received as a principle of faith among the ancient Fathers, allowed even
by Protestants themselves; that he that hath not the
church to his mother, shal never have God to his father.
He therefore that cleaveth fast unto the firme pillar of
the church, and followeth her precepts s of a most
faithful mother, can never goe astray. 5

5

The Most Flourishing Estate of the Church
Unlike Robert Abbot who located the most flourishing
estate of the Roman Church in the early first century when
the epistles of Paul and Peter expressed the true faith, William

48 Ibid., p. 119.
49 Ibid., p. 120.
SOibid., p. 130.
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and al kind of superstition was put to silence and banished
Ou t of her. 1151

c onsequent1 y those doctrines not found in the

epistles of Paul and Peter cannot be disregarded as false
since they had been approved of and were practiced by the
Roman Church in her most flourishing estate. 52
The one doctrine, however, which was of utmost importance
in the mind of William Bishop was that the Pope was supreme
over the emperor.

This, of course, was a most significant

point to make for King James, if, as Bishop was attempting to
succeed in persuading him, he was to espouse the church as i t
was in its most flourishing estate.
Bishop cited as one of the strongest Protestant proofs
for the supremacy of the prince the assumption that "the
Emperors sometimes called general councils:

ergo, they were

. t 'ica.
1 .. 53
supreme governors in causes Ecc 1 esias

Believing that

ecclesiastical persons are in temporal causes subject totemporal princes who could command a council, Bishop nevertheless
emphasized that such an action on the part of the prince does
not in any case mean that he is supreme head in ecclesiastical
causes.

Only under certain conditions could an emperor call

51 Ibid., p. 132.
52 rbid., pp. 134-35.
53 rbid., p. 170.
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a council for the "soveraigne summoning" of a general council
"doth not properly or principally belong to the Emperours,
but unto the chief Pasteur among them. 1154
St. Leo, who regarded himself in succession to the authority of Peter, provided an example of the authority of Popes
over the emperor in the calling of a general councii. 55

Although

he requested Theodosius and later Martian to hold a council in
Italy, he did not thereby subscribe to them the authority to
· 1 56
h o ld a counci.

The reasons he requested the council through

the emperors were:

first, because the bishops were the emperor's

subjects in temporal affairs, and therefore the emperor's
"permission was necessary to be called so farre from their
residences"·I second I

the heretics of those times would not

obey the Pope, although they feared the emperor and the combined
authority of both the emperor and Pope was more likely to per.1 57
suade them to attend the counci •

Furthermore, that Leo did not yield supremacy to the
emperor is demonstrated by his work at the Synod at Chalcedon.

58

First, he declared that he liked the emperor's advice in calling

54 Ibid.
55 See Reproofe, p. 173.
56 Reproofe, p. 174.
57 Ibid.
58Ibid., P· 175.
quotation':-

The writer was unable to verify this
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a council, but that it should not be taken to "derogate ought
from the right and honor af the see of Rome, without whose
sentence (according to the ancient canons) no council could be
celebrated."

Second, he noted that the "Emperour had no power

to command him to come to that councel."

Third, he pointed

out that "he in his Legates ( and not the Emperour) was President in that gene.r al councel. 1159 · Additional proof that Leo
was supreme in the council was derived from the Emperor Martian's
testimony that the "authority of calling general councils
relegated to the Bishop of Rome.

II

was

He also confessed him to be

the "Supreme Pastor of the Universal Church

II

and furthermore

after the council was over the Emperor sent to have the Pope's
confirmation of it. 60
Having set forth the Pope as the supreme authority over
the council, Bishop anticipated a question regarding the duty
of the emperor at the council.

He answered the question out

of the Epistle of the Chalcedon Council to Leo:

"quibus tu

quidem ut caput praeras, in his quituum tenebent ordinem:
. b t "61
Imperatores vero decentibismi ad ornandum praeside an•
Thus the "Pope as the head is over the members; the Empefour
to honour and grace the assembly."

So to the emperor belonged

59 Ibid., p. 175.
GOibid.
61 rbid., p. 177.
quotati~

unable to verify this
The writer Was

- 244 the duty of keeping order in the council so that things could
be examined quietly and without disturbance. 62
The first Christian emperor, far from assuming authority
over the popes, functioned as Presidents at councils.

Bishop

described their function as follows:
First to honour that assembly with their presence; then
to see that al things there by peacibly and orderly handled;
thirdly, to learne the true catholike faith, by the definitions of those learned Bishops there assembled; fourthly,
to recommend the same to al their faithful subjects; and
lastly to defend it against obstinate hereticks.63
The records of those doctors present at the Council of
Nicea prove that Constantine recognized the authority of the
Pope over the council.

The Pope's principle legate, Rufinus,

said that "one may worthily cal that Emperour the abomination
of desolation, fore-told by Daniel, who presumeth to make
himselfe Prince of Bishops, and Presidents over Ecclesiastical
causes. 1164

Certainly, he would not have said that had Con-

stantine assumed himself to be judge over Bishops in spiritual
causes.

Second, Athanasius, a principle person in the council

"where not a Bishop, but some temporal magistrate is President. 1165

62 Ibid., p. 175.
63 rbid., p. 178.
64 Ruf1nus,
·
"Nonn1· collectio et Exposition Historiarum, 11
~ . XXXVI, 987.
65Bishop's reference is to Athanasius, 11 Ad Imperatorem
595-642. The writer was unable
constantium Apologia, 11 ~G, XXV'
to locate the statement.
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of the council.

Finally, Ambrose, who lived shortly there-

after said that "Constantine the great, was not judge in the
Council of Nice, but left the judgment free to Bishops. 1166
The argument that Constantine sat in the highest place
does not prove Constantine to have been the President or judge
of that assembly.

Theodoret noted that the place of Constan-

tine was given him by permission of the bishops, and did not
properly belong to him. 67

Second, the "tripartite Hystorie 1168

declared that Constantine sat below the bishops.

Eusebius and

other ecclesiastical historiographers indicate that the emperor
sat on a "little chaire" placed for him "beneath the benches
whereon the Presidents of the council, and chiefest Patriarchs
did sit."

Further, after Constantine finished his oration,

he "left al the communication and discussing of matters, unto
the Presidents of the councel. 1169

Out of these words it can

be gathered that the emperor was not the President of the

66

Reproofe, pp. 184-85.
Classis I I II _
MPL, XVI, 1046.

S. Ambrosii, "Epistolarum

67 Theodoreti Episcopi Cyrensis, "Ecclesiasticae Historiae,"
~ , LXXXII, 918.
68The reference is probably to Sozman, Historia Ecclesiastica Tripartita.
69 Eusebius, "De vi ta Constantini," ~ , :'III, 55. It ~s
the opinion of this writer that the text confirms the ~pposite
opinion to be true. Constantine handled a~l matters himself
and brought the group to a unified conclusion.
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council, but that there were other Presidents "unto whom the
Emperour referred the decision of the Questions then in
controversy. 11 70
Bishop regarded the relationship between the bishop and
the emperor to be best expressed in the words of the canon:
"that how much difference there is between the sonne and the
moone, so much is there betweene Bishops and Kings. 1171

These

words, properly understood, were interpreted to mean that the
authority of Bishops is compared to the brightness of the sun
because it is "wholy conversant in spiritual causes, which
depend upon the brightnesse and light of faith, and doe formally
appertaine to the heavenly Kingdome of the sunne Christ Jesus."
The emperor's power, however, being to govern the state may be
resembled to the moonlight for "the light of heavenly affaires,
as farre passing in clearenesse the light of worldly businesses
as doth the brightnesse of the sunne at noon does, pass the
moon-shine at mid-night. 1172
The true ancient Roman Catholic Church was therefore not
the Protestant Church, as Abbot argued, but, according to
Bishop, the true church is the Roman Church as Scripture and
history testify.

70 Reproofe, pp. 185-8.
6
71 No reference is
· ci· t ed.
72 Reproofe, pp. 182-83.

CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
The final work of the controversy, Maister Perkins Reformed
Catholique together with Maister Robert Abbots Defence thereof
Largly Refuted and the Same Refutation Newly Reviewed and
Augmented, 1 was written by William Bishop and published in
January, 1625, after Bishop's death on 13 April 1624.
The date of the writing cannot be established with certainty.

However, it is reasonable to assume that Bishop com-

piled the work sometime after his appointment as Bishop of
Chalcedon, with jurisdiction over the Roman Catholics of
England.

He was appointed Bishop-elect in February, 1622,

consecrated at Paris on 4 June 1623, and landed at Dover on
31 July 1623. 2

The work was most likely written between

February, 1622, and 13 April 1624.
The situation in Roman Catholicism had changed considerably between 1604, when Bishop wrote his first work, and
1622-1624 when he set out to review and augment the works of

1 william Bishop, Maister Perkins Reformed Catholique
To ether with Maister Robert Abbots Defence thereof Lar el
Refuted and the same Refutation Newly Reviewed and Augme~ted
C.Doway:..Marke Wion, 1625). Hereafter referred to as Reviewed
and Augmented.
2see chapter 1, footnote 59.
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By the end of James' reign there was a

noticeable improvement in the condition of Roman Catholic
recusants.

Plans were being made to marry Charles, the heir

apparent, to Mary the infanta of Spain, which marriage demanded
freedom of worship in private for Catholics. 4

Most Catholics

felt that an era of toleration was dawning.
Bishop's work, however, did not reflect this change.

He

presented, unchanged, the essence of his arguments first set
forth in 1604.

The dedication of the book to King James

followed the same argument as the dedication to King James in
his first work, The Reformation of a Catholic Deformed, 5 with
several exceptions.

The additions to his argument for tolera-

tion reflected political and economic interests rather than
theological truth.

He advanced three new points.

First,

Catholics should be tolerated because of their "dutiful obedience unto all good civill lawes, by which the public peace is
principally preserved. 11

Second, Bishop argued that Catholics

"goe to confession to make satisfaction and restitution for
all goods."

He regarded this confessional motive as a "great

3 Brian Magee, ;T~h~e~~n~g::a.:=.=i~s!!-~:.=.;=-~--E 1· h Recusants (London: Burns, Oates,
& Washbourne, Ltd., 1938).
4 Joseph Leder,

Longmans I 1960) I II I

s.

J., Toleration and Reformation (London:
413-14.

SD B p [Wi'lliam Bishop] A Reformation of a Catholike
'
[? J S
Deformed•· by• M.• w. Perkins (England·
: ecre t . P re ss
. , 1604) ,
The Former Part. For the argument o~ the dedication see supra,
introduction to Part II of this thesis, pp. 143-49.
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bridle, if not a break-necke to all oppression and wronging
of our neighbours. 11

The th·1rd argument for toleration proceeded

from the "abstinence and fasting" which the Roman Catholics
observed.
For by eating of fish two dayes in the weeks both fisher
men would be maintained and a great deale of 1 flesh preserved: and by the sparing of but one meale in a weeke
all England over which fridaies fast would effect so many
thousand pounds would be saved in the yeare, as I dare be
bold
to say, if it may be trulie calculated I that there
'
is not by your majesties officers collected to your coffers the tenth penny thereof, out of all Recusants Lands
and goods.6
It is difficult to determine why Bishop's work did not
reflect the government's general change in attitude toward
the Roman Catholics.

The fact that Bishop had been out of the

country would most likely have been irrelevant since a man in
his position would probably be in touch with the state of Roman
Catholicism in England.

He may have intended to recapitulate

the arguments of the controversy from the perspective of the
first decade of the seventeenth century, and therefore failed
to mention the change.

However, this argument appears unlikely

in spite of the fact that he dealt only with Perkins' Reformed
Catholike of 1597 and Abbot's Defence of 16 June 1607, without mentioning the other works of the controversy.
hasizing the intolerable nature
One possible reason for emp
of the laws against Roman catholics may have been the general

GR ev1ewe
·
d ana Augmented,
"Epistle Dedicatorie."
_

- 250 Protestant opposition to James• more lenient attitude.
Protestants were quite disturbed about James' laxity toward
Roman Catholics and began to express their dissatisfaction
openly in the year 1623.

In the fall of 1623, the Archbishop

of Canterbury presented his apprehensions in a letter to the
King. 7

The whole question of toleration of Roman Catholicism

became the talk of both table and pulpit, especially in light
of the Spanish marriage 8 and the liberation of the priests in
the fall of 1623. 9

Generally, Protestants favored the stricter

enforcement of the penal laws against the Catholics.

This was

especially true of Parliament. 10
The enforcement of penal laws upon Catholics became an
actuality immediately after the failure of negotiations for a
Spanish marriage. 11

Although Catholics were extremely alarmed

at this action, it could hardly have influenced the writing
of Bishop's work since the enforcement of the laws occurred

7The text of this letter is in Thomas Fuller, The Church

History of Britain to 1648 (London: printed for Thomas Tegg
and Sons, 1837), p. 310.

8Ibid., Fuller summarizes the table and pulpit arguments
pro and con, pp. 314-16.
9Samuel R. Gardiner, History o~ ~nqland from the Accession
1 war 1603-1642 (New
of James I to the Outbreak of the Civi
«
York: Ams Press, Inc., 1965}, V, 132.
10
11

Supra, p. 13.
Ch

ch H;story of England (London:

M.A. Tierney, BD~o~d~d~'~s~~u~r~~~·.:::..:::.:::;:~_t......,;~_..;;;~-"--'""'---"

Charles Dolman, 1843), V, 151-53.

- 251 in April 1624, only a few days before Bishop's death.

The

probable factor in Bishop's mind, whi'ch led hi'm to reemphasize
the severity of the penal laws, was the general Protestant
hostility toward Roman Catholicism.
Another inscrutable problem is Bishop's addition of yet
another work, almost entirely repetitious, to a controversy
which had essentially ended with Bishop's A Disproofe of
D. Abbots Counterproofe against D. Bishops Reproofe of the
Defence of M. Perkins Reformed Catholike, published in 1614,
and Robert Abbot's death on 2 March 1617 (or 1618).

In the

Preface to his last work, Bishop repeated almost word for word
the Preface to his earlier work, The Reformation of a Catholic
Deformed.

To this he added:

And in this second edition I meane by Gods good grace,
not only to purge the former from the faults committed
in printing, and reperstt [repeat] and polish it: but
also to examine and answere mater[?] any arguments, which
M. Abbot with exterordinarie paine and diligence hath
thereunto added, for a su~plie to support Mr. Perkins
and their owne doctrine.l
He then encouraged his readers to:
discerne whether religion, the Roman or Protestant, hath
better grounds in the holie worde of G~d; .m~re cleare
and evident testimonie out of pure antiqu1t1e: whether
of them be more conformable to godliness and religious
devotion, to good life and uprigh~ ~ealing (which are
infallible markes of the best religion) and courageou~ly
with speed embrace and cleave fast to that, how.oppoy~te
soever it seeme to the current of the present times.

12 Reviewed
·
and Augmented, The Preface.

13 Ibid.

- 252 The reasons given by Bishop for the writing of his final
work do not appear completely convincing.

To produce a large

work simply to correct errors in the printing of a previous
similar work seems purposeless.

Again, to suggest that the

work is being presented in order to polish the arguments, does
not seem to fit the facts.

Since Bishop's work appears to be

a reproduction of the arguments of his first work, 14 a more
reasonable clue to his purpose in reprinting an answer to
Perkins and Abbot may be gathered from his encouragement to
the reader.

He was still intent on appealing to English people

on the basis of truth and antiquity.

Roman Catholic doctrine

is truth, ergo those who discover its truthfulness will return
to the Church of Rome.

He wanted to convert people to Catholi-

cism as well as confirm those who were already in the faith.

14The contents of Reviewed and Augmented are as follows:
( 1) "An Answere to M. Perkins His Epistle Dedicatorie; ( 2)
Whether Babylon Signifieth the P esen~ Church of Rome; ~3).
That the Pope of Rome Is Not Anti-Christ; (4) Of Free W711:
(5) Of Originall Sinne; (6) Of the Cert~inety_of Salv)ation,
·
. (8) Of Justifying Faith; (9 That
(7) Of Inherent Justice! . . . (lO) That Faith Alone Doth
Faith Goeth before Justificatio~, A e Required to JustificaNot Justifie; (11) How Good Wore: ~f God Be Possible to be
tion; (12) Whether the Command~en sf the Faithful Be Sinns;
Kept; _. ( 13) Whether All the wor e~ ~i tie of Meri ts; ( 16) That
( 14) Of Meri ts; ( 15) Of the C~ndi~d. ( 1 7) Of satisfaction;
a Man May Doe His Workes for . ~wa :. The contents of the
(18) Of Images· (19) Of Traditio~s. of a catholic Deformed,
'
Reformation
f his
work compared with The
well as the essence 0
1604: show that the framework ;~e one difference is ~ha~h~~ged
arguments remained the sam!;,bot's Defence, although e
incorporated an answer to
none of his arguments.

7

- 253 There may be several other reasons why Bishop wrote this
final work.

As a new bishop, Bishop may have felt the need

to author a work that would assure his image as the new leader
of Roman Catholicism.

This is not altogether impossible since

Roman Catholics needed a leader around whom they could rally,
and although Bishop was probably well known, the publication
of a defense of Roman Catholicism would demonstrate his qualifications to represent the Catholic people.
Another reason for writing the work may have been Bishop's
desire to answer those sections of Abbot's Defence not subject
to controversy in the later phase of the debate.

He concen-

trated on the penal laws against the Roman Catholics, royal
and ecclesiastical authority, and the origin and continuity
of the true church.

Thus Bishop had had no opportunity to

continue the theological debate first introduced by Perkins•
Reformed Catholike and expanded by Abbot's Defence.

It is a

curious fact that he did not recapitulate the entire controversy,
but only that section which concentrated on the differences
15
between Protestant and Roman Catholic theology.
Perhaps
this indicates Bishop's central concern to have been, at bottom,
theological.

His political concerns therefore may have been

shaped by his theology.

15See the outline of hrs work in footnote 14.
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Another consideration which may have influenced the
writing of Bishop's final work is expressed by Bishop himself
in the Epistle Dedicatorie.

Defending the position that con-

temporary Roman Catholicism, not Protestantism, stands in the
tradition of the early church, he called for a conference:
We most humbly crave on our knees that your most gracious
Highnesse will be pleased to hear~ in a neue conference,
whether of us can best justifye those our said pretensions.
And if we cannot verify and make good by sound and lawful
proofe, that the Protestants have revived the former old
heresyes, and do in expresse termes, recommend them to their
followers to be believed as parcells of the true Word of
God:
let us then hardly be holden for open calumniatours,
and let them be freed from that imputation of being companions of thos old heretikes: or if the Protestants can
lawfully prove, that the present Church of Rome hath in
any of the foresaid, or in any other way whatsoever article of faith, departed from the ancient ; by naming the
point, the tyrne when, the place where, with other such
cleare circumstances of the fact as in all equitie is
requisite for chalengers; then shall we be content ever
hereafter to be taken for persons that have forsaken the
truth I and that will not returne to it againe. 16
Perhaps in the above statement lies the real reason why
Bishop reproduced the theological arguments of a bygone controversy.

For Bishop, the controversy was not over.

debate was a matter of truth.

The

England had left the truth of

God for the heresy of Protestantism.

He wanted to raise the

issue of truth again and force a showdown between Protestant
and Roman catholic doctrine as determinative to the question
of England's political alliance.

Bishop, however, was no

16Rev1.ewe
·
d an d Augmented,
"Epistle Dedicatorie. 11
_

- 255 longer a man of his time.

The tendency was already moving

toward the obliteration of the distinction between the two
creeds.

The spread of Arminianism, as well as the preponder-

ance of political over theological arguments, tended toward
tolerance and the emergence of a pluralistic society. 17

Bishop

was a man of medieval mentality living in a world going modern.
It appears that the controversy accomplished little.
Neither Abbot nor Bishop was persuaded of the other's position,
nor did they appear to become more understanding of each other's
argument.

What occurred on this personal level between Abbot

and Bishop also developed on the ecclesiastical level between
Protestants and Roman Catholics.

Protestants remained Protes-

tants and Roman Catholics remained Roman Catholics.

Communi-

cation between the two groups of Christians appears lessened
while each settled with his own set of answers and objections
to the other side's theological position.

The writings of

Perkins , Wotton , Abbot and Bishop had not changed the situation.

England was still Protestant and Roman Catholics were

still suspect, although the government took a far more lenient
attitude toward the papists in 1625 than they had in 1604.
Why did not the controversy provoked by William Perkins
Reformed catholike change the theological situation in England?
The controversy created no change because the theological

17Gard 1ner,
.
VI 169.

- 256 problems debated in the controversy had been discussed for
almost a century; the issues had become commonplace and to
raise them again in the seventeenth century was anti-climactical.
England had learned to live with theological differences.
The first controversy18 of the sixteenth century in England
occurred as a result of William Tyndale's writings.

Tyndale's

translation of the New Testament in the spring of 1526 as well
as Obedience 19 published in the same year resulted in Sir
Thomas More's Dialogue 20 of 1528 followed by Tyndale's Answer. 21
A brief examination of the controversy shows that it succeeded
in raising a number of theological issues which were to dominate theological controversy during the sixteenth century.
Issues raised by Tyndale and More which, almost a century later
were still matters of debate in the controversy provoked by
Perkins' Reformed Catholike, included the meaning of the word
"church," the infallibility of the Roman Church, the origin of
the true church, the question whether or not the Roman Church

l8See Philip Hughes, The Reformation in England (London:
Hollis and Carter, 1954), I, 144-46.
19see William Tyndale, The Work of William Tyndale, edited
and introduced by G. E. Duffield (Appleford, England: Sutton
Courtney Press, 1964), pp. 323-67.
_20See Sir Thomas More, A Dialogue o~ Comfor~ ~gain~t
Tribulation. Edited by modern readers w:th a critical introduction and notes by Leland Miles (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1965).
21 Tyndale, pp. 368-80.

- 257 was a true church and the assertion that the Pope was antichrist.

The controversy also discussed the sacraments, the

use of signs and ceremonies, images and relics, prayers for
the dead and purgatory as well as free will, repentance, justification and works.

Other issues raised included the

unwritten Apostolic Tradition, corruption of the Scriptures
by papal traditions and persecution by the Roman Church. 22
Henry VIII also entered into controversy with the Reformers.
His works of 1520, Assertio Septem Sacramentum, written against
Luther's The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, won for him
the title, Defender of the Faith.

John Fisher, Bishop of

Rochester, made his entrance into the literary controversy
with his Defence of the Assertions of the King of England
ag ~ins
.
t L u th er I s Bay
b 1 onian
'
Cap t ivi
. . t y 2 3 an d L u th eranae Assertionis Confutatio. 24 ' The examination of the contents of these

22 For the full text of Tyndale's work and a clear outline
of the issues see William Tyndale "an answer to Sir Thomas
More's Dialogue," edited for the Pa~ker Society by Henrr Walter
(Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1850). Cited as
Tyndale's Works, P.S. XLIV. An excellent review of the rel~tions between More and the Wittenberg Lutherans has been written
by Carls. Meyer "Thomas More and the Wit~enberg Lutherans,"
Concordia Theological Monthly, XXXIX (April 1968), 246-56.
2 3John Fisher "Sacri sacerdotri defensio contra Lutherum,
corpus catholicoru~, IX, Herausgegeben von Hermann Klein
schmeink (Munster in Westfalen: Aschendorff, 1925).
24 John Fisher, Assertionis Lutheranae Confutatio • • •
(Coloniae: Petri Quentil, 1525}.

11

- 258 works shows that the theological differences debated by Fisher
were similar to those debated by Tyndale and More.

These two

initial controversies suggest that the lines of theological
debate between Protestants and Roman Catholics in England were
drawn by 1525, a full century before William Bishop attempted
to revive theological issues in his refutation of Perkins and
Abbot in 1625.
Neither was the question of royal over papal supremacy
new, although it figured very strongly in the controversy
provoked by Perkins Reformed Catholike.

The problem of supre-

macy had its beginnings in England during the first half of
the sixteenth century.

"The King's Proceedings," the change

effected by Henry VIII in the years 1529-1540, resulted in
the doctrine of royal supremacy which was later expressed by
Queen Elizabeth and strongly defended by King James I. 25
The theological controversies throughout Henry's reign
continued to reflect the theological differences set forth by
Tyndale, More and Fisher.

The 251 heretical statements condemned

at Westminster in May 1530 as well as the King's Book of 1543
did much to determine the shape of English theology and set
26
the pattern for controversial literature.

25Hughes, I, 195-206; 229; 260; 278; 330-42.
26 rbid., II, 46-48.

- 259 Theological themes found in the controversial literature
of the first half of the sixteenth century reappear in the
controversial literature of the Elizabethan period.

The most

notable controversy in the Elizabethan era was "The Great
Controversy 1127 touched off by Bishop John Jewel, who, in the
course of the debate produced Apologia Ecclesiae Anglicanae, 28
which was destined to become the classic defense of the English
Church position.

In 1562 when Jewel's Apologia first appeared

there was need of a defense of the English Church.

The Council

of Trent was in the process of defining Catholic dogmas, in
preparation for a unified counter-attack to regain lost prestige
and authority.

Many were convinced that the consequences of

the Protestant doctrine of justification by faith were immorality, division and unrest, which was threatening the peace
.
.
d om. 2 9
an d security
o f t h e k ing
had to be refuted.

Th e argumen t so f th e accusers

A defense of the English Church was needed.

Jewel's major contention is expressed in the following words:

27 For the literature produced in this controversy see
A. c. Southern, Elizabethan Recusant Prose 1559-1582 (London:
Sands & Co., 1950), pp. 60-67.
28 John Jewel, Apologia Ecclesiae ~glicanae edited.for
the Parker Society by John Ayre {Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge
University Press, 1848), edited as Jewel's Works, P.S. XXV.
2 ~J. E. Booty, "Introduction," An Apology of the Church
of England by John Jewel (Ithaca: .Publ~shed for the Folger
Shakespeare Library by Cornell University Press, 1963), XIV.
30 rbid., XVII.

30
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We do show it plain that God's Holy Gospel, the ancient
bishops, and the primitive church do make on our side,
and that we have not without just cause left these men,
and rath~f returned to the apostles and old catholic
fathers.
Jewel's work was intended therefore to explain the position of the English Church in relation to the Roman Church.
It defended the English Church as the True Church, pointed
out the errors of Roman Catholicism and defined the doctrine
of the Church of England.

The theology of the English Reforma-

tion was wrapped up in this small work, and in addition to
providing an authoritative summary of English theology, Jewel
had successfully brought the teaching of the ancient church,
including Royal Supremacy, to the defense of English
Protestantism.
Perkins' work, The Reformed Catholike, written thirtyfive years later, was a summary of the theological differences
between Protestants and Roman Catholics previously expressed
by Tyndale and Jewel.

Perkins, however, went beyond them in

his attempt to be fair towards Roman Catholicism and accurate
Perkins also drew
in his statements regarding their beliefs.
· · g into focus patristical
heavily on the Church Fathers, b r1ng1n
tic against the con1
arguments as well as focusing his Apo oge
.
Bellarmine.
temporary Roman Catholic spokesman,
he Church of En land, edited
31 John Jewel, An A olo . ofdtfor the Folger Shakespeare
by T. E. Booty (Ithaca: Publishe ss 1963), p. 17.
Library by Cornell University Pre '

- 261 The controversy carried on by

wo tt on,

·
Bishop
and Abbot,

however, did not appear to change the course of theological
development.

It was too late.

Roman Catholic doctrine had

been settled at the Council of Trent and English Protestant
doctrine had been established and confirmed through the controversies and best expressed in Jewel's Apologia.
positions had been determined.
define, clarify and defend.

Doctrinal

All that was left now was to

From the theological point of

view, the controversy provoked by Perkins : Reformed Catholike
did no more than that.

It defined, clarified and defended

established dogma.
It is difficult to know what, if any, effect the political
aspect of the controversy had on the rise of toleration 32 in
England.

Initial laxity toward Roman Catholicism deriving

from James' personal opinion was soon altered by the Gunpowder
Plot and strong public opinion against the Roman Catholics.
The oath of allegiance (1606) was designed to distinguish
between those Catholics who upheld the political pretensions
of the papacy and those who were loyal to the Pope in spiritual
matters but were willing to renounce papal political claims.
Nevertheless

the oath did not succeed.
'

Pope Paul r:v condemned

the oath and the majority of Roman Catholics who were loyal to

see
32For a .survey of the rise of Toleration in E~gla~d
W. K. Jordan The Development of Religious Toleration in
54-114.
England (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936), II,

-
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the King were unwilling to take the oath because they viewed
papal power to the right of deposition as a matter of doctrine.
William Bishop, although a loyal Englishman, refused on this
ground to take the oath. 33
The whole point of Bishop's writing was to persuade the
King to become a Catholic because Roman Catholicism was the
true religion.

His second purpose in writing, if he could

not persuade the King to return to Catholicism, was to plead
for toleration on behalf of the loyal Roman Catholics.

It is

not known whether King James read the works of Bishop and
Abbot.

Even if he did the writing of Bishop was overshadowed

by the arguments of Bellarmine, which Bishop reflected.
Bellarmine began a literary controversy over the oath of alle.
h aving
·
b een commissione
·
·
d 34 b y th e P ope t o a ttack the
giance,
Oath and the arch priest Blackwell who had subscribed to the
Oath on the ground that it was a civil and a religious matter.
James entered the controversy in 1607 with his anonymous
Apologie for the oath of Allegiance.

Bellarmine, under the

name of Matthaeus Tortus replied with his Responsio ad Librum
Inscriptum Triplici Nodo, Triplex cuncus, sive Apologia.
Bellarmine's chief argument was that the oath was not a purely
civil matter as James claimed, but that it denied the spiritual

33 Ibid., II, 74-75.
34 Ibid., II, 79.
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overlordship of the Pope.
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James, however, continued to insist

that the oath was a civil matter and that temporal obedience
to the civil magistrate and spiritual obedience to the Pope
did not need to be incompatible.

He expressed his view again

in A Premonition to All Most Mightie Monarchies, Kings, free
princes, and states of Christendome (1616) and although his
view represented a considerable advance in the direction of
toleration, he found it necessary to accommodate his policy
to the circumstances of the moment determined by the hostility
of the majority of his subjects toward Roman Catholics and the
unwillingness of the Catholic Church to compromise political

.
35
pre t ension&

The controversy provoked by Perkins' Reformed

Catholic may have played some part in the debate on toleration
although it was undoubtedly overshadowed by the debate between
the King and Bellarmine.

At the least, however, the political

aspects of the controversy under investigation give one more
insight into the problem faced by the government, the Roman
Catholics and the Protestants during the first quarter of the
seventeenth century in England.
Another area of concern in the controversy provoked by
Perkins, closely connected with the plea for toleration, was
the economic legislation of the crown against the recusants.
Although a moderate policy prevailed after 1611, there is no

35 rbid., II, 83.

- 264 evidence that penal laws were neglected during the second
decade of James' reign because of the persuasiveness of William
Bishop.

More probably the moderate policy was due to the

negotiations for a marriage treaty between Charles and the
Spanish Infanta, coupled with the Spanish condition that a
measure of freedom for the English Catholics be required as
the basic condition of the treaty. 36

Neither public opinion

nor Parliament was satisfied with James' negotiations with
Spain and his attitude toward the Catholics.

When the Spanish

marriage fell through, therefore, Parliament on 3 April 1624
petitioned for a full inforcement of the penal laws against
the recusants. 37

James satisfied Parliament with a promise

to banish the priests, execute the laws against the Catholics
and a commitment never again to pledge immunity to Catholics
in a marriage treaty.

Nevertheless in 1624 James entered into

a treaty with France for the hand of Henrietta Maria for
Charles.

The treaty included the promise of free profession

.
38
of religion for Catho 1 ics.
It appears therefore that the areas of concern in the
controversy provoked by Perkins Reformed Catholike were all
overshadowed by other movements.

36 Ibid., II, 90-92.
37 Ibid., II, 109.
38 Ibid., II, 112.
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- 265 reflected the theological debates in England since Tyndale
and More, but added nothing new,· the

·t ·
wr1 ings on toleration,
although expressing the problem of the time
were superseded
I
by the writings of James and Bellarmine; and
the pleas for
the relaxation of penal laws were overshadowed by the moderate
policy of James during negotiations with Spain.
Although the controversy did not change the course of
h' t
·
39
is ory in England,
it more than likely did contribute to
and participate in the changes occurring in England, especially
in Roman Catholic--Protestant relationships.

The writings of

Perkins, Abbot, Wotton, and Bishop probably contributed to the
solidification of differences between Protestant and Roman
Catholics.

The differences became more exact and theology on

both sides became more defined and definite.

Although, from

an ecumenical point of view, the solidification of differences
may be a negative factor, the controversy more than likely did,
in the meantime, from a positive point of view, contribute to
the study of history, patristics and the Bible.

39 This writer has examined a number of English histories,
but has been unable to find a reference to the controversy in
any work earlier than 1904. w. H. Frere, The English Church
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1904), p. 345, mentioned the controversy but said nothing about its place in history. See
Tierney, 'nodd's Church History; G. G. Perry, A History of.the
English Church (London: John Murray, c.1890); Joseph Berri~gton,
State and Behaviour of English Catholics from the Reformation
to 1780 (London:. printed for R. Fauller, 1781}; and Thomas
Fuller, The Church History of Britain to 1648, 3 vols. (London:
printed for Thomas Tegg and Sons, 1837).

- 266 The value of the controversy for the modern historian
lies in the insight it yields into the theological, political,
social and economic problems faced by the government and the
church of seventeenth century England.

A more detailed exami-

nation of parts of the controversy may yield more information
on seventeenth century historiography, the structure of seventeenth century theology, the rise of toleration, and the
theological structure of political theory.
Someone may want to study the controversy provoked by
Perkins' Reformed Catholike by way of another method.

This

writer has not treated the controversy either from the comparative or sociological method of historical research.

No doubt

this controversy fits into the religious, political and economic
crisis 40 all over Western and Central Europe during the seventeenth century.

Although the crisis took different forms in

different __countries, the examination of the various reactions
to the crisis in the context of the relationship between religious institutions and beliefs with social and political
structures may yield some interesting understandings of the
movement of history and may give more insight into the part,
if any, that the controversy provoked by William Perkins'
Reformed Catholike played in the development of English history.

4 °For an examination of the crisis of seventeenth-century
Europe from the sociological point of view see Trevor Aston,
editor Crisis in Euro e 1560-1660: Essa s from Past and
•
I
Present London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965 •
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